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Executive Summary
Background
Caltrans’ Division of Traffic Operations would like to identify effective methods used by other
transportation agencies for reducing wrong-way driving incidents and accidents. Caltrans is
interested in learning what wrong-way improvements are used by other agencies to reduce
wrong-way crashes, such as detection systems, warning signage, freeway interchange designs
and enhanced enforcement for driving under the influence (DUI).
To assist Caltrans in identifying methods for preventing wrong-way crashes, CTC & Associates:
•

Gathered information on state practices through a phone survey of selected state
DOTs.

•

Conducted a literature search on wrong-way driving countermeasures, focusing on those
resources that relate to the topics covered in the survey questions, the role of driver age,
and the role of lack of familiarity in wrong-way driving incidents.

Summary of Findings
Overall, both the consultation with state DOTs and the literature review showed that there are a
large number of resources related to preventing wrong-way driving.
Illinois and Texas seem to be at the forefront of wrong-way driving research, and Florida DOT
and Michigan DOT are also engaged in ongoing wrong-way driving pilot projects. While no
states use enhanced lighting as a countermeasure or have conducted public awareness
campaigns, and most do not vary countermeasures by ramp type, most states are investigating
the use of countermeasures beyond pavement signs and markings. This includes the
deployment of TAPCO devices (which use radar detection of wrong-way drivers to trigger
flashing LEDs around wrong-way signs) as well as Texas DOT’s exploration of the use of
TraffiCalm devices, which employ two radar systems and a camera to remedy the problem of
false alarms seen with TAPCO devices. Texas DOT also provided useful information on realtime warnings to drivers and coordination of response to incidents, and Texas A&M
Transportation Institute is developing a connected vehicle testbed that can be used for wrongway driving.
The literature review results indicate that there is an ongoing, widespread interest in wrong-way
driving countermeasures, including a recent wrong-way driving summit, an ongoing NCHRP
project, and pilot projects in Arizona and Florida. There seems to be ample evidence that partial
cloverleaf exchanges are particularly problematic, and that the largest factors in wrong-way
driving incidents are age and cognitive impairment (due to alcohol or some other factor). There
is some evidence that lowering warning sign heights or using LEDs and TAPCO devices may
reduce wrong-way driving incidents. However, detection systems may require further
development in order to eliminate false positives before DOTs are comfortable using them on a
large scale.
CTC conducted interviews with seven states concerning their wrong-way driving
countermeasures: Florida, Illinois, Maine, Michigan, Montana, Texas and Washington. Their
responses are summarized below.
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Consultation with State Departments of Transportation
•

Documents and research:
o

All states except Maine provided details on their wrong-way driving
countermeasures (see Appendices A-1 to F-5).

o

Illinois and Texas have both done a significant amount of research on the
effectiveness of wrong-way driving countermeasures, and Illinois hosted the
2013 National Wrong-Way Driving Summit. Florida DOT and Michigan DOT
are engaged in ongoing pilot projects related to wrong-way driving. Illinois
research pinpointed problematic ramp types (such as the partial cloverleaf),
and Texas research showed a 38 percent reduction in incidents after LEDembedded TAPCO signs were implemented.

o

Florida DOT shared its wrong-way driving monitoring reports and information
on crash characteristics.

o

Several states are exploring the use of intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
to target wrong-way driving (see Expansion of countermeasures below).

o

No states have conducted research based on interviews with wrong-way
drivers.

•

Varying countermeasures by ramp type: Only Washington varies its countermeasures
by ramp type: Systems are different for loop and diamond ramps. Michigan is targeting
new countermeasures for partial cloverleaf interchanges.

•

Enhanced lighting as a countermeasure: No states use enhanced lighting as a
countermeasure, but Florida is adopting a statewide practice of having lighting at all exit
ramps in three to five years.

•

Incidents by ramp type: All states but Montana said partial cloverleaf or cloverleaf
ramps were problematic. Michigan and Illinois have confirmed this with their own
research. None of the interviewed states uses carpool drop ramps.

•

Expansion of countermeasures beyond signage and pavement markings:

•

o

All states but Montana and Michigan have explored the use of TAPCO devices
with radar detection of wrong-way drivers that triggers flashing LEDs around
wrong-way signs. These devices can also take pictures of cars as they pass
and send automatic alerts to traffic management centers. However, the devices
appear to have problems with false alerts.

o

Texas, which seems to be the most active state in this area, is exploring newer
devices from TraffiCalm Systems that aim to minimize false alarms by
incorporating two radar systems (one pointing down-ramp and another pointing
up-ramp) along with a camera for confirmation (see Appendix D-8). Texas A&M
Transportation Institute is also contracted with Texas DOT to develop the
concept of operations and functional requirements for a connected vehicle
testbed that can be used for wrong-way driving.

o

Maine DOT is making use of rectangular rapid flashing beacons.

Public awareness campaigns: No states have public awareness campaigns for wrongway driving, but several states mentioned the relevance of campaigns against drunk
driving, since wrong-way drivers are often intoxicated.
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•

Real-time warnings to drivers: Only Texas DOT uses changeable message signs to
alert drivers to wrong-way incidents. It does so based on 911 calls monitored by traffic
management center operators. See Appendix D-10 for a media report of a motorist who
moved out of the way of a wrong-way driver because of a dynamic message sign (DMS)
warning, and see Appendix D-11 for message sign details.

•

Coordination of response to incidents: All states except Illinois have some
coordination with police via dispatch centers. In Florida and Washington, the traffic
management centers are collocated with the states’ highway patrol offices. In San
Antonio, Texas, the city police dispatcher sits next to the operations officer. When a 911
call comes in, an e-tone is triggered if the incident involves a wrong-way driver. Police
give the location of the incident, and the operator puts up DMS messages and looks for
cameras in the area.

•

Interest in pooled fund study: Maine DOT is not interested in a pooled fund study;
staff at Illinois, Michigan, Montana and Texas DOTs might be; and Florida DOT and
Washington State DOT are definitely interested. Our contact at Florida DOT was very
enthusiastic about this possibility, and offered to help write the project scope.

Related Resources
National Guidance and Research
•

The 2013 National Wrong-Way Driving Summit included several presentations on
countermeasures.

•

A 2012 NTSB study includes a description of countermeasures and case studies of nine
wrong-way driving incidents.

Research in Progress
•

NCHRP Project 03-117 is exploring the “type(s), number and location(s) of traffic control
devices required on freeway and expressway ramps” and other locations.

•

Arizona DOT is evaluating wrong-way driving detection and warning systems.

•

The ENTERPRISE pooled fund study is conducting research on wrong-way driving
countermeasures that will include a survey of DOTs concerning active deployments.

•

Florida DOT is using a driving simulator to evaluate the effectiveness of
countermeasures, Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise is evaluating wrong-way driving
incidents and countermeasures, and Minnesota DOT is examining the use of directional
rumble strips to prevent wrong-way driving.

Research by Topic
Countermeasures
•

A 2015 study assessed information gathered during the 2013 National Wrong-Way
Driving Summit. (See page 19.) The study found that:
o

Adding a second identical sign on the left side of the roadway and increasing
the size of wrong-way signs are the most acceptable and beneficial
countermeasures.

o

Caltrans’ case study justified the application of lower-mounted signs, which
reduced wrong-way driving incidents by about 90 percent.
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o

TxDOT experienced a 30 percent reduction in wrong-way driving incidents after
adding LEDs to the borders of Do Not Enter and Wrong Way signs.

o

Pavement marking applications and improvements at problem locations
showed promising outcomes, reducing wrong-way incidents by 40 percent for
the North Texas Tollway Authority.

•

Illinois DOT’s Guidelines for Reducing Wrong-Way Crashes on Freeways provides
comprehensive guidance on wrong-way driving countermeasures.

•

France is experimenting with a new wrong-way warning sign consisting of a no-entry
symbol on a yellow background (see page 22).

Detection and Warning
•

Florida has an ongoing pilot deployment of a wrong-way driving detection and prevention
system. The system consists of radar detection devices that trigger red flashing
beacons.

•

A 2013 Arizona study examined five different detection technologies on freeway exit
ramps: microwave sensors, Doppler radar, video imaging, thermal sensors and magnetic
sensors. The study showed that “wrong-way vehicles can be detected using easily
deployable equipment that is currently available on the market. While each system
tested over the trial period had missed or false calls, none of the systems were installed
under the vendors’ ideal conditions.”

•

A 2015 German study tested a cost-efficient, “energy self-sufficient system based on low
power radio technology.” New Zealand and Japan have also evaluated wrong-way
driving detection systems.

Characteristics of Incidents
•

A 2012 Illinois study (see page 28) is a major source of information for wrong-way
driving characteristics: “A large proportion of wrong-way crashes occurred during the
weekend from 12 midnight to 5 a.m. Approximately 60% of wrong-way drivers were DUI
drivers. Of those, more than 50% were confirmed to be impaired by alcohol [and] 5%
were impaired by drugs.” This study also shows partial cloverleaf interchanges to be
problematic, and was cited by several interviewees for this Preliminary Investigation.

•

A 2014 Texas DOT study (see page 20) yielded similar conclusions, finding that wrongway driving crashes typically occur between midnight and 5 a.m., with a peak around 2
a.m., with driving under the influence a “primary contributing factor.”

•

A study of French divided roads from 2008 to 2012 showed that wrong-way driving
crashes are more likely to occur at night and involve drivers that are older and
intoxicated. A Dutch study also found alcohol and age to be significant factors in wrongway driving incidents.

•

Michigan research found that 60 percent of crashes for which the wrong-way entry point
was known involved a partial cloverleaf exchange.
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Gaps in Findings
•

There is limited research on ITS solutions beyond TAPCO devices, and the more
advanced features of the devices seem to be in limited use by DOTs because of false
positives. The TraffiCalm system being tested in Texas appears to be a more robust
emerging technology.

•

CTC was unable to arrange interviews with Arizona DOT and Rhode Island DOT, which
are both active in evaluating wrong-way driving countermeasures.

•

There was no research available concerning driver accounts of why they went the wrong
way up ramps. Such research would require obtaining police reports, which only
Washington seems to have attempted to do (without success). A series of Dutch studies
concluding in 2000 made some use of police reports; see page 32.

Next Steps
Moving forward, Caltrans could consider:
•

Following up with Florida, Michigan and Texas concerning their ongoing pilot and
research projects.

•

Initiating research based on police reports of wrong-way driving accidents in order to
determine what led drivers to go the wrong way.

•

Contacting the North Texas Tollway Authority for information on the effectiveness of
using 2-foot sign elevations.

•

Investigating newer devices from TraffiCalm Systems that incorporate dual radar
systems and a camera in an effort to minimize false alarms in detecting wrong-way
vehicles.
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Detailed Findings
Consultation with State Departments of Transportation
To gather information on wrong-way driving prevention methods used by other states, CTC
conducted phone interviews with representatives of the following state DOTs: Florida, Illinois,
Maine, Michigan, Montana, Texas and Washington. CTC also contacted Arizona, Minnesota,
New York and Rhode Island DOTs, but was unable to schedule interviews with these states.
Interview questions were as follows:
1. Please share the following documents related to wrong-way driving, if available:
o

Standard plans and guidance for wrong-way driving countermeasures in your
state.

o

Any research on the effectiveness of your state’s wrong-way driving
countermeasures. Caltrans is especially interested in studies of wrong-way
driving-related crashes before and after changes to ramps.

o

Wrong-way driving monitoring reports or reporting criteria for your state.

o

Any research on the application of Intelligent Transportation Systems to wrongway driving in your state.

o

Any information your agency has on the causes of wrong-way driving incidents
based on interviews with drivers involved in them. Caltrans is interested in
drivers’ accounts of why they went the wrong way up a ramp, where they were
when they realized they were going the wrong way, and what specifically made
them aware they were going the wrong way (for example, a sign, or seeing
oncoming traffic).

2. Does your agency use different kinds of wrong-way warning systems for different kinds
of ramps (e.g., diamond vs. loop ramps)?
3. Have you used enhanced lighting as a countermeasure for wrong-way driving?
4. Do you know of any research indicating that certain types of interchanges or ramps have
higher numbers of wrong-way driving incidents? Are drop ramps serving carpool lanes
especially problematic?
5. Is your agency involved in incrementally improving its wrong-way driving
countermeasures, to expand beyond signage and pavement markings?
6. Does your agency conduct public awareness campaigns concerning wrong-way driving?
7. Do you have methods for providing real-time warning to other drivers about wrong-way
driving incidents, for instance by using changeable message signs?
8. How do agencies in your state coordinate responses to wrong-way driving incidents
when they are in progress?
9. Would your agency be interested in joining a pooled fund study investigating methods for
reducing the rate of wrong-way driving incidents?
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Florida Department of Transportation
Raj Ponnaluri, Arterial Management System Engineer, 850-410-5418,
raj.ponnaluri@dot.state.fl.us.
1. Documents and research
•

See Appendices A-1 and A-2 for minimum sign and pavement marking requirements.

•

See Appendix A-3 for a presentation on Florida’s statewide Wrong-Way Driving initiative.

•

For wrong-way driving monitoring reports, see
https://firesportal.com/Pages/Public/QuickStats.aspx

•

Because Florida DOT doesn’t have video recordings of wrong-way driving incidents, it’s
difficult to know what drivers correct, and when. FDOT does have the technology to take
pictures of both the front and back of vehicles when they are detected going the wrong
way on a ramp, but the agency does not save them because of public records issues.

2. Do countermeasures vary by ramp type?
No. FHWA has approved two experimental measures in Florida: the use of LED raised
pavement markers as a warning (see
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/resources/techsum/fhwasa09007/) and the use of
rectangular rapid flashing beacons (see Appendix A-3). The latter are being used at six
locations in the Tampa Bay area. LED raised pavement markers have not yet been deployed,
but FDOT believes this may be one of the best countermeasures, since an impaired driver’s
cone of vision drops horizontally.
3. Use enhanced lighting as a countermeasure?
No, but lighting is a significant cause for concern, and helps. Florida is adopting a statewide
practice of having lighting at all exit ramps in three to five years.
4. Incidents by ramp type
Illinois DOT has done significant work in this area. One of their conclusions is that semicloverleaf ramps have a higher rate of wrong-way driving incidents, since the exit and entry
ramps are next to each other. Florida does not have drop ramps.
5. Expansion of countermeasures beyond signage and pavement markings?
Yes. Florida is interested in warning systems on exit ramps, including TAPCO devices (see
http://www.tapconet.com/solar-led-division/wrong-way-warning-detection-and-alert-system).
These devices include LEDs around the wrong-way sign, and radar to detect drivers and initiate
the flashing of LEDs. The device can also take a picture of the back of the car as it passes, and
send an automatic alert to a traffic management center. Florida is using these devices on a pilot
basis in several locations.
6. Public awareness campaigns?
Not directly, but Florida DOT interacts with the media on a regular basis concerning driving
under the influence, which is a factor in wrong-way driving.
7. Real-time warnings to other drivers?
No. Florida has the ability, but doesn’t do so regularly and doesn’t have a standard operating
procedure for this. Information from Texas seems to suggest that it is a mistake to tell drivers
which lane a wrong-way driver is in, because the wrong-way driver might change lanes. So
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there needs to be caution about what information to give to other drivers. Wrong-way driving
incidents move so quickly that by the time they are detected and the message is passed to a
traffic management center, they are already over.
8. Coordination of response to incidents
Florida DOT’s travel management center is collocated with the Florida Highway Patrol, so
coordination is very good.
9. Interested in a pooled fund study?
Yes. Florida DOT is looking for tangible, realistic, implementable actions. Ponnaluri would be
happy to assist in writing the project scope. He suggested that the scope should focus on
making good decisions using available crash data, not just on pavement markings and signage
but also other technology solutions.

Illinois Department of Transportation
Tim Sheehan, Safety Design Unit Chief, 217-782-3568, Tim.Sheehan@illinois.gov.
1. Documents and research
Illinois DOT initiated a wrong-way driving investigation through the Illinois Center for
Transportation in 2010, with several phases. A 2012 report looked at 10 locations for trends,
including which types of ramps were more prevalent, and IDOT published mitigation guidance in
2014. The department engaged in mitigation via signage and pavement markings for 420
interchanges on freeways using standard details provided to all districts (see Appendices F-1 to
F-5). A future report will look at the effectiveness of these mitigation measures. Documents
include:
•

Investigation of Contributing Factors Regarding Wrong-Way Driving on Freeways, 2012.
http://cetrans.isg.siue.edu/wwd/FHWA-ICT-12-010.pdf
See page 28 of this Preliminary Investigation for details.

•

Guidelines for Reducing Wrong-Way Crashes on Freeways, 2014.
https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/bitstream/handle/2142/48998/FHWA-ICT-14010.pdf?sequence=2
See page 21 of this Preliminary Investigation for details.

Illinois also hosted the National Wrong-Way Driving Summit in 2013; see
https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/49045. See page 16 of this Preliminary Investigation
for details.
2. Do countermeasures vary by ramp type?
No. Wrong-way driving incidents are concentrated on partial cloverleaf ramps, and Illinois DOT
uses additional signage and pavement markings on these.
3. Use enhanced lighting as a countermeasure?
No.
4. Incidents by ramp type
Partial cloverleaf ramps have more wrong-way driving incidents. See Investigation of
Contributing Factors Regarding Wrong-Way Driving on Freeways, 2012
(http://cetrans.isg.siue.edu/wwd/FHWA-ICT-12-010.pdf).
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5. Expansion of countermeasures beyond signage and pavement markings
Illinois DOT deployed a TAPCO flashing warning sign at one problem location, and is looking for
other solutions.
6. Public awareness campaigns?
No. There was some coverage of Illinois’ National Wrong-Way Driving Summit.
7. Real-time warnings to drivers?
No.
8. Coordination of response to incidents
Police respond to 911 calls. Illinois DOT does not coordinate with police during incidents, but
works with them on reconstructing wrong-way driving accidents.
9. Interested in a pooled fund study?
Maybe, depending on the cost and goals.

Maine Department of Transportation
Duane Brunell, Safety Office, 207-624-3278, Duane.Brunell@maine.gov.
1. Documents and research
Maine DOT has no formal research in the area of wrong-way driving incidents. Anecdotally,
problem ramps are cloverleaf and partial cloverleaf locations. Maine doesn’t have a huge
Interstate system compared to other states, and so doesn’t have many wrong-way driving
incidents. Nevertheless, Maine DOT is looking at upgrading its wrong-way warning systems.
Maine DOT uses the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) for standard plans
and guidance.
2. Do countermeasures vary by ramp type?
No.
3. Use enhanced lighting as a countermeasure?
No.
4. Incidents by ramp type
Cloverleaf and partial cloverleaf ramps are most problematic. Incidents usually involve the
elderly or the intoxicated.
5. Expansion of countermeasures beyond signage and pavement markings
Maine DOT is looking at TAPCO systems with LED lights surrounding signs, which flash after
radar detection of a vehicle. The system can also send electronic alerts to DOT dispatch and
state police via email or text. Maine DOT’s pilot unit is also connected to a digital camera that
can send five still frames, so operators can see if the vehicle is continuing onto the freeway
rather than self-correcting. Maine DOT is still working on technology issues with this system
(and is not using alerts). The department is also making a request to FHWA to use rectangular
rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs) on an experimental basis. Because these devices are solar
powered and Maine is a winter state, it is unclear if they will maintain their charge. (Rhode
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Island has just completed a major effort with RRFBs). Maine DOT is also looking at low-cost
solutions, such as turn lane skips and further use of ENTER HERE signs.
6. Public awareness campaigns?
No.
7. Real-time warnings to drivers?
No. Maine does not have the density of DMSes that would make this approach effective. The
department is looking at a major DMS upgrade along its Interstates, and once that happens may
use them to alert motorists of wrong-way drivers.
8. Coordination of response to incidents
Coordination with the Department of Public Safety occurs through the DOT’s dispatch
capabilities.
9. Interested in a pooled fund study?
Probably not. Brunell indicated that Maine DOT is a minor player in this area.

Michigan Department of Transportation
Tracie Leix, Supervising Engineer, 517-335-2233, LeixT@michigan.gov.
1. Documents and research
From 2010 to 2011, Michigan DOT conducted an effort analyzing 110 wrong-way crashes that
occurred between 2005 and 2009 (see Appendix B-4). As a consequence of the study, the
department is implementing several countermeasures (see pages 5 to 7 of Appendix B-4; for
details of countermeasures, see Appendices B-1, B-2 and B-3). Regions have until 2019 to
install these countermeasures. Michigan DOT has no research on ITS or driver accounts of why
they went the wrong way.
2. Do countermeasures vary by ramp type?
Michigan DOT’s target ramp style for new countermeasures is the partial cloverleaf interchange
(on/off ramps parallel to each other and perpendicular to the cross street) and similar designs
(trumpet, etc.). Michigan DOT has an estimated 161 interchanges that it is targeting with seven
low-cost countermeasures (see pages 5 to 7 of Appendix B-4). Other interchanges in the state
will require two of the seven countermeasures: lowered bottom height of the Wrong Way/Do Not
Enter signs, and reflective sheeting on signposts.
3. Use enhanced lighting as a countermeasure?
No.
4. Incidents by ramp type
Michigan DOT’s research indicates that partial-cloverleaf-style interchanges are susceptible to
wrong-way movements. It does not have drop ramps for carpool lanes.
5. Expansion of countermeasures beyond signage and pavement markings?
No. Michigan DOT is always seeking to improve its systems, but has not installed any
countermeasures beyond signing and pavement markings/delineation.
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6. Public awareness campaigns?
No.
7. Real-time warnings to drivers?
Michigan DOT is currently discussing this internally. For more information, contact Hilary Owen
at owenh2@michigan.gov.
8. Coordination of response to incidents
When possible, the dispatch center contacts MDOT Operations for coordination.
9. Interested in a pooled fund study?
Maybe. Please contact Mark Bott, Engineer of Traffic and Safety, at bottm@michigan.gov.

Montana Department of Transportation
Ivan Ulberg, Traffic Design Engineer, Traffic and Safety Bureau, 406-444-6217,
iulberg@mt.gov.
1. Documents and research
Montana DOT is engaged in a statewide upgrade of all ramp signage using standard
treatments, including red delineators, redundant wrong-way signs, dropping the height of signs
to 4 feet, using words rather than symbols, and painting arrows on ramps. See Appendix C for
details. The department has not conducted before-and-after studies, and has only one to seven
wrong-way crashes a year, making it difficult to analyze trends.
2. Do countermeasures vary by ramp type?
No.
3. Use enhanced lighting as a countermeasure?
No. Montana DOT lights all its ramps.
4. Incidents by ramp type
Montana sees more incidents at urban interchanges. Drivers are usually tired, elderly or under
the influence.
5. Expansion of countermeasures beyond signage and pavement markings
Montana DOT has no formal plan to expand beyond signage and pavement markings, but is
open to this possibility for interchanges with repeated incidents.
6. Public awareness campaigns?
No. Public awareness campaigns focus on drinking and driving and buckling seatbelts. Wrongway accidents are a small percentage of crashes.
7. Real-time warnings to drivers?
No.
8. Coordination of response to incidents
Coordination occurs by phone and radio.
9. Interested in a pooled fund study?
Maybe.
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Texas Department of Transportation
•

Jianming Ma, Traffic Operations Division, Texas DOT, 512-506-5106,
Jianming.Ma@txdot.gov.

•

John Gianotti, Transportation Engineer, Texas DOT, 210-731-5240,
John.Gianotti@txdot.gov.

•

Melisa Finley, Research Engineer, Traffic Operations and Roadway Safety Division,
Texas A&M Transportation Institute, 979-845-7596, M-Finley@tti.tamu.edu.

1. Documents and research
•

See Appendices D1 to D3 for the details of Texas DOT’s San Antonio district’s initiative
on wrong-way signs and radar detectors. Other localities in Texas have asked for these
details, since San Antonio is a leader in wrong-way driving countermeasures. See
Appendices D4 to D6 for examples of how Texas DOT added wrong-way detection
devices to a construction project.

•

A 2014 Texas DOT study (Assessment of the Effectiveness of Wrong Way Driving
Countermeasures and Mitigation Methods,
http://d2dtl5nnlpfr0r.cloudfront.net/tti.tamu.edu/documents/0-6769-1.pdf) examined the
effectiveness of countermeasures using wrong-way driving events in San Antonio (see
Chapter 4, page 90, for data). Results showed a 38 percent reduction in wrong-way
driving incidents from 2007 to 2011 on Interstate 281 after LED-embedded TAPCO signs
were implemented. More recent data from 2012 to 2015 shows a 29 percent reduction
(see Appendix D-7). The difference in rates of reduction is due in part to more recent
data relying only on Texas TransGuide operator logs rather than a combination of
TransGuide data and San Antonio Police Department data. (TransGuide is an Intelligent
Transportation System developed by the San Antonio District of Texas DOT; see
http://www.transguide.dot.state.tx.us/SAT/sat.htm.) For information on the effectiveness
of using 2-foot sign elevations, contact Eric Hemphill of the North Texas Tollway
Authority at 214-224-2166 or ehemphill@ntta.org.

•

Texas DOT does not have statewide criteria for wrong-way driving monitoring reports.
San Antonio and Houston track incidents via 911 calls. The state’s crash reporting
includes a way to flag wrong-way driving via a number of different variables, and Texas
DOT relies on the police to code these. Houston is starting to work with police and 911
logs to mark wrong-way driving events.

•

Texas DOT doesn’t have information on driver accounts of why they went the wrong
way, but the San Antonio Police Department might. Interviewees were not aware of a
formal way for processing wrong-way drivers.

2. Do countermeasures vary by ramp type?
No.
3. Use enhanced lighting as a countermeasure?
No. Roadways are continuously illuminated.
4. Incidents by ramp type
There is no data from Texas. See Illinois DOT’s research and guidance:
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•

Investigation of Contributing Factors Regarding Wrong-Way Driving on Freeways, 2012.
http://cetrans.isg.siue.edu/wwd/FHWA-ICT-12-010.pdf
See page 28 of this Preliminary Investigation for details.

•

Guidelines for Reducing Wrong-Way Crashes on Freeways, 2014.
https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/bitstream/handle/2142/48998/FHWA-ICT-14010.pdf?sequence=2
See page 21 of this Preliminary Investigation for details.

5. Expansion of countermeasures beyond signage and pavement markings
Texas DOT uses two types of radar, one for ramps (TAPCO) and one for mainlines. TAPCO
devices have not worked optimally as an intelligent transportation system. In theory the devices
can send alerts for wrong-way driving incidents, which should allow operators to bring the
incident up on camera more quickly than is possible now. Another type of radar that is
connected to fiber optics is used to send alerts for wrong-way driving incidents on mainlines.
Texas uses dynamic message signs to alert drivers to incidents, but these are not linked directly
to the radar systems. TAPCO systems are also supposed to be able to do this, but Texas DOT
has not used them this way yet. Instead, operators put up messages manually. TAPCO devices
currently use single radars and have problems with false alarms. Newer devices by TraffiCalm
Systems use two radar systems (one pointing down-ramp and another pointing up-ramp) along
with a camera for confirmation; see Appendix D-8. Melisa Finley’s contact at TraffiCalm is Karen
Hentemann, National Sales Manager, 208-691-0102. Finley noted that TraffiCalm is also in
contact with Arizona DOT and other state DOTs.
Texas A&M Transportation Institute is also contracted with Texas DOT to develop the concept
of operations and functional requirements for a connected vehicle testbed that can be used for
wrong-way driving (see Appendix D-9). Phase I will end in December, and Phase II will involve
purchasing a system and conducting a proof of concept over about 12 to 18 months for one
location in Texas.
6. Public awareness campaigns?
No. Public service announcements via the media and social media are common for drinking and
driving, but not wrong-way driving specifically. The media contacts Texas DOT when there is a
cluster of wrong-way driving incidents.
7. Real-time warnings to drivers?
Warnings are not provided in real time. But operators can put up warnings on dynamic message
signs based on 911 calls monitored by traffic operations. See Appendix D-10 for a media report
of a driver who moved out of the way of a wrong-way vehicle because of a DMS warning. See
Appendix D-11 for message sign details. For recommendations made by Texas A&M
Transportation Institute to Texas DOT regarding their DMS warning messages, see the 2014
study mentioned above (http://d2dtl5nnlpfr0r.cloudfront.net/tti.tamu.edu/documents/0-67691.pdf).
8. Coordination of response to incidents
Incidents are coordinated via the TransGuide operations room, which has cameras throughout
San Antonio. The San Antonio Police Department dispatcher sits to the left of the operations
officer. When a 911 call comes in, an e-tone is triggered if the incident involves a wrong-way
driver. Police give the location of the incident, and the operator puts up DMS messages and
looks for cameras in the area. Having the dispatcher next to the operator is invaluable.
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9. Interested in a pooled fund study?
Maybe. See also NCHRP Project 03-117, which is ongoing:
http://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=3856. (For more details, see
page 17 of this Preliminary Investigation.)

Washington State Department of Transportation
Rick Mowlds, Signing Engineer, 360-705-7988, mowldsr@wsdot.wa.gov.
1. Documents and research
See Appendices E-1 to E-6 for Washington State DOT details for wrong-way driving
countermeasures. WSDOT has not conducted research on the effectiveness of
countermeasures or ITS systems, or driver accounts (this would require getting information from
police reports, which WSDOT has attempted to do without success). The department does have
information on specific interchanges that are problematic (cloverleaf ramps—see Appendices
E-1 to E-6). WSDOT is making some changes to signage and striping, but does not know yet if
these changes are effective.
2. Do countermeasures vary by ramp type?
Systems are different for loop and diamond ramps (see Appendices E-1 to E-6).
3. Use enhanced lighting as a countermeasure?
No.
4. Incidents by ramp type
Cloverleaf ramps are problematic. Drop ramps have not been a problem.
5. Expansion of countermeasures beyond signage and pavement markings
WSDOT has not had the funding for intelligent transportation system applications. An assistant
regional administrator did put an LED flashing beacon on wrong-way signs on a pilot basis.
6. Public awareness campaigns?
No.
7. Real-time warnings to drivers?
No. WSDOT is not using changeable message signs.
8. Coordination of response to incidents
State patrol responds to 911 calls, and traffic management centers (TMCs) are alerted when
this happens. In an urban area the TMC may have a camera that can assist state patrol. The
TMC is in the same building as the district state patrol office. Wrong-way incidents also trigger a
subsequent investigation into signage and markings.
9. Interested in a pooled fund study?
Yes. Illinois’ National Wrong-Way Driving Summit was very useful.
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Related Resources
National Guidance and Research
Proceedings of the 2013 National Wrong-Way Driving Summit, 2013 National Wrong-Way
Driving Summit, Federal Highway Administration, May 2014.
https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/49045
This report details the proceedings of the 2013 National Wrong-Way Driving Summit in Illinois,
which provided “a platform for practitioners and researchers to exchange ideas, evaluate current
countermeasures, and develop best practices to reduce WWD crashes and incidents through a
4E’s approach (Engineering, Education, Enforcement, and Emergency Response).” See page 7
of the report for a list of effective countermeasures. The remainder of the report contains slides
from attendee presentations:
•

“Wrong-Way Driving: Study Findings and Objectives,” Deborah Bruce, National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB).

•

“Wrong-Way Driving: Renewed Emphasis on a Familiar Problem,” Brian Fouch, FHWA
Office of Safety.

•

“Investigation of Contributing Factors Regarding Wrong-Way Driving on Freeways,”
Huaguo Zhou, Southern Illinois University.

•

“California Wrong-Way Driving Monitoring Program,” Chiu Liu, Caltrans.

•

“North Texas Tollway Authority Wrong-Way Driving Program,” Yang Ouyang, North
Texas Tollway Authority.

•

“Older Drivers: Wrong-Way Driving Study and Countermeasures,” Duane Brunell, Maine
DOT.

•

“Law Enforcement Approach to Preventing Wrong-Way Driving Incidents,” Lt. Brian
Windle, Illinois State Police.

•

“Engineering Strategies for Reducing Wrong-Way Driving Crashes,” David Morena,
FHWA, Michigan Division; Kim Ault, Michigan DOT.

•

“Law Enforcement Approach for Wrong-Way Detection and Correction,” Captain Terry
Thurman, Harris County Toll Road Authority, Texas.

•

“Wrong-Way Driving Mitigation Through Intelligent Transportation Systems and Traffic
Engineering,” Brian Fariello and Michael Chacon, Texas DOT Traffic Incident
Management; John Benda, Illinois Toll Highway Authority.

Wrong Way Driving Road Safety Audit Prompt List, FHWA, 2013.
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/wwd/wwdrsa/
This document contains a Road Safety Audit prompt list intended to focus specific attention on
wrong-way driving issues and contributing factors.
Highway Special Investigation Report: Wrong-Way Driving, National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB), 2012.
http://www.ntsb.gov/safety/safety-studies/Documents/SIR1201.pdf
This study investigates wrong-way driving incidents and makes recommendations for preventing
them. See Table 1 (pages 5 to 6) for a timeline of wrong-way driving related research, and
Table 2 (page 7) for wrong-way collision data. Most incidents involve alcohol-related impairment
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(pages 8 to 9), and drivers over 70 are also overrepresented. See pages 12 to 29 for NTSB
case studies of nine wrong-way driving incidents. The report also includes a description of
countermeasures.

Research in Progress
“Traffic Control Devices and Measures for Deterring Wrong-Way Movements,” NCHRP
Project 03-117, completion expected in September 2017.
http://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=3856
From the project description:
The objectives of this research are to (1) determine the type(s), number, and location(s) of
traffic control devices required on freeway and expressway ramps, cross streets, frontage
roads, intersection approaches, and emergency cross-overs in order to improve safety and
deter wrong-way movements; (2) evaluate the impact of varying median widths on wrongway movement signing and marking requirements on low- and high-speed rural and urban
divided highways; (3) identify inconsistencies in the MUTCD pertaining to median widths
used to determine whether medians are treated as one or two intersections for traffic
control purposes; and (4) propose for adoption to the Regulatory and Warning, and
Markings Technical Committees of the NCUTCD and to the NCUTCD appropriate
definitions, text, and figure changes where applicable in Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the MUTCD.
“Detection and Warning Systems for Wrong-Way Driving,” Arizona DOT, original end date
July 2015.
http://trid.trb.org/view/1357354
Project description:
Wrong-way driving results from drivers making wrong-way entries onto freeways or other
controlled-access highways, or making mainline maneuvers that result in driving the wrong
way/direction. Collisions from wrong-way drivers continue to be a problem on the nation's
highways, including Arizona's controlled-access highways. Although infrequent, the
consequences of wrong-way driving crashes are much more serious than other types of
collisions. The department continues to review different access control measures, including
the design of on/off ramp approaches and signage, looking for possible changes or
additions that can impact wrong-way entries. In addition, the department seeks to explore
the potential benefits of detecting wrong-way incidents and providing timely warnings; to the
wrong-way driver, to relevant authorities, and to other motorists in the area (where
appropriate), as an additional mitigation tool for select highway locations. To this end, this
research will focus on establishing the magnitude and characteristics of the problem,
identifying the most effective detection systems, evaluating and selecting warning
systems/protocols that will work best within existing infrastructure and law enforcement
capacities, creating a plan for a pilot deployment at select locations, and developing a postinstallation monitoring plan for the identified systems. A matrix of key performance criteria
will be developed to evaluate detection systems and warning protocols. The aim will be to
ensure that only systems meeting an agreed set of minimum requirements are considered
for potential deployment. This effort has its own challenges. First, determining highway
points of entry by wrong-way drivers is not a simple matter. Information about wrong-way
drivers is normally sent in by other drivers after the wrong-way driver has already entered
the highway. Thus those calling in and reporting the wrong-way vehicle rarely know where it
entered the highway. Another major issue is how to draw the attention of drivers who are
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impaired, which happens to be the case for a large proportion of the drivers involved, as
determined from cases where incident information and driver status was available. The
large number of exit ramps constitutes another challenge. The cost of implementing specific
countermeasures at all exit ramp locations can be prohibitive, making it even more critical
to identify and prioritize potential problem locations or corridors. It is also important for any
measures taken as part of the solution to either comply with the Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD), or have a pilot testing exemption.
“Driving Simulator Studies of the Effectiveness of Countermeasures to Prevent Wrong
Way Crashes,” Florida DOT, completion expected in September 2015.
http://trid.trb.org/view/1311355
Project description:
Objectives of this research project include understanding the effectiveness of wrong way
countermeasures with respect to younger and older drivers, provide insight into the
decision-making process associated with entering a freeway using an exit ramp, and to
provide recommendations based on the results of literature reviews and simulator studies to
reduce the likelihood that impaired individuals and older drivers are involved in wrong way
crashes.
“Evaluating the Wrong-Way Driving (WWD) Incidents Problem on the Florida's Turnpike
Enterprise (FTE) Roadway System,” Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise, completion expected in
November 2015.
http://trid.trb.org/view/2014/P/1364461
Project description:
The goal is to evaluate the wrong way driving (WWD) incidents problem and potential
countermeasures on the Florida's Turnpike Enterprise (FTE's) roadway system. This
includes data collection on WWD incidents on the FTE road network including a pilot study
site on SR821, analysis of WWD trends, identification of typical problem areas and possible
causes, designing and conducting a WWD survey for FTE customers, and providing
recommendations to mitigate WWD incidents on FTE's roadway network.
“Countermeasures for Wrong Way Driving on Freeways,” ENTERPRISE pooled fund study,
start date September 2014.
http://enterprise.prog.org/Projects/2013/wrong_way.html
Project description:
ENTERPRISE member agencies have indicated an interest in learning more about
countermeasures for wrong way driving, including countermeasures that utilize Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies. The project will conduct a literature review of
existing countermeasures to identify active countermeasures, then gather details from
agencies about these current deployments. By collecting details about wrong way
countermeasures from agencies with active deployments, the project aims to understand
and document which approaches have the greatest impacts, which are socially acceptable,
and which have institutional issues. The overall goal of the project is to provide a repository
of relevant information and to help increase the industry's understanding of which wrong
way countermeasures are most effective under various conditions.
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“Directional Rumble Strips for Reducing Wrong-Way Driving Freeway Entries,” University
of Minnesota, start date August 2014.
http://www.roadwaysafety.umn.edu/research/search/projectdetail.html?id=2015039%5D
Project description:
Wrong-way driving (WWD) on highways is a serious traffic safety problem. A recent study
of the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) showed that traffic fatalities caused by
WWD were between 300 and 400 annually from 2004 to 2011 in the United States (ATSSA,
2014). This number of fatalities has been consistent even though total traffic fatalities
declined by 4% over the 8-year period from 2004 through 2011. In this study, we will
develop a new countermeasure (directional rumble strips) for mitigating WWD issues in
order to support the focus of the region's Roadway Safety Institute on safety systems and
high-risk road users. First, to evaluate the feasibility of using directional rumble strips on
freeway exit ramps, the research team conducted an initial field test of what drivers hear
and feel, i.e., the sound and vibration that occur when vehicles run over regular transverse
rumble strips at normal speed. An instrumented, test vehicle was used to collect field data
to help researchers develop a mechanical model of the vibration that passengers feel in
their vehicles. Such a mechanical model will be used for concept design and a feasibility
study of directional rumble strips based on estimated noise levels and vibration. Based on
the estimated vibration frequency and noise ranges generated by different rumble strips,
several conceptual designs of directional rumble strips will be recommended for further field
evaluation. Each will generate elevated noise and vibration for wrong-way driving, and
normal noise and vibration for right-way driving. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed directional rumble strips, a field test of noise and vibration will be conducted to
verify the models and develop the design guidelines at the National Center for Asphalt
Technology (NCAT) at Auburn University.

Research by Topic
Countermeasures
“Current Practices of Safety Countermeasures for Wrong-Way Driving Crashes,” Mahdi
Pour-Rouholamin, Huaguo Zhou, Jeffrey Shaw and Priscilla Tobias, TRB 94th Annual Meeting,
Paper #15-3648, 2015.
http://docs.trb.org/prp/15-3648.pdf
Excerpt from the Abstract:
Despite employing numerous countermeasures to combat WWD issues in the nation, no
recent research has been conducted to investigate the effectiveness and level of
acceptance of these countermeasures and current practices. The purpose of this paper is
to fill this gap by assessing the information gathered from a survey at the first National
WWD Summit held in July 2013 and by studying emerging countermeasures currently
employed in various jurisdictions. On the basis of analyzing the survey results and
developed countermeasures, an insight into various characteristic aspects of WWD
countermeasures is provided.
The researchers conclude (excerpt from page 12 of the paper):
Various countermeasures have already been developed by agencies to combat WWD
issues, among which engineering countermeasures (with 91.7%) are given the top priority.
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According to the survey questionnaire, adding a second identical sign on the left-hand side
of the roadway and increasing the size of wrong-way related signs, as implemented by the
IDOT and the [North Texas Tollway Authority] (NTTA), are the most acceptable and
beneficial countermeasures. Caltrans’ case study justified the application of lower mounting
signs with about 90.0% reduction in WWD incident frequency and the TxDOT experienced
a 30.0% reduction in WWD incident frequency after adding LEDs to DNE and WW sign
borders; however, it was found that there is a lack of attention to placement of wrong-way
signs at frontage roads. Pavement marking applications and improvement at problematic
locations show promising outcomes with a decreasing frequency of wrong-way incidents by
40.0% in the NTTA. Access management in the vicinity of an interchange area, using
geometric elements, was found to be an efficient method. As perceived to be the most
considerable elements by respondents, controlling access to exit ramps was able to
eliminate wrong-way entries in one problem exit ramp in Michigan entirely. Lastly, while
only one-third of participating agencies claim to deploy ITS technologies, the HCTRA had
successful experience, authenticating the use of these devices.
“Mitigating Wrong-Way Movements Near Interchange Areas Using Access Management
Techniques,” Mahdi Pour-Rouholamin and Huaguo Zhou, TRB 94th Annual Meeting, Paper
#15-2276, 2015.
http://docs.trb.org/prp/15-2276.pdf
Abstract:
Past studies indicated that interchange configurations, access control, and geometric
design are related to wrong-way driving (WWD), and minor ramp geometric changes can be
effective in reducing the number of wrong-way entries onto freeways. In this paper, access
management techniques and geometric elements, which are capable of discouraging
wrong-way maneuvers, are identified and discussed. Additionally, every aspect of these
elements, including interchange types, exit ramp terminals, frontage roads, raised medians,
channelizing islands, and control radius, and their relationship to WWD is investigated.
Furthermore, a survey questionnaire was also designed to ask professionals to rank these
elements based on the level of attention they received in different 10 jurisdictions. The
aforementioned elements should be given special consideration during the design stage of
interchanges and intersections.
Assessment of the Effectiveness of Wrong Way Driving Countermeasures and Mitigation
Methods, Texas DOT, 2014.
http://d2dtl5nnlpfr0r.cloudfront.net/tti.tamu.edu/documents/0-6769-1.pdf
This report reviews the state of the practice for wrong-way driving in the United States and
Texas. Researchers conducted a literature review, catalogued Texas countermeasures, and
conducted an analysis of wrong-way driving crashes in Texas. They also conducted two closedcourse studies on the effectiveness of countermeasures for alcohol-impaired drivers, and
analyzed the effectiveness of countermeasures using data from Texas agencies. According to
the report (see page 113), they found that:
… the majority of WWD crashes on controlled-access highways occur in major metropolitan
areas. These WWD crashes typically happen at night between midnight and 5:00 a.m., with
a peak around 2:00 a.m. (the typical time for establishments that serve alcohol to close in
Texas). Likewise, driving under the influence was the primary contributing factor of these
crashes.
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The researchers used the study results to develop recommendations for wrong-way driving
countermeasures.
Related resource:
Wrong Way Driving Countermeasures, Texas DOT, 2014.
http://d2dtl5nnlpfr0r.cloudfront.net/tti.tamu.edu/documents/0-6769-S.pdf
This document is a two-page summary of the final report.
“Cutting the Cost of Wrong Way Driving,” ITS International, Volume 20, Issue 3, pages 2425, 2014.
http://www.itsinternational.com/sections/cost-benefit-analysis/features/texas-moves-to-preventwrong-way-drivers/
Abstract:
Wrong way driving collisions are uncommon, but when they do occur, they are highly likely
to result in fatalities or serious injury. Concerns about wrong way driving have led
transportation agencies to work to improve countermeasures. In 2012, San Antonio’s
Wrong Way Driving Task Force was established. The task force identified high-risk
locations and developed a geographic information system (GIS) map of all sites of reported
wrong way incidents. A pilot project was set up on a road identified as high-risk, using radar
detection units and illuminated “wrong way” signs. The pilot showed a reduction of wrong
way driving incidents of nearly 30%.
Related resource:
“Efforts to Reduce Wrong-Way Driving: A Case Study in San Antonio, Texas,” Steven
P. Venglar and Brian G. Fariello, TRB 93rd Annual Meeting Compendium of Papers, Paper
#14-4371, 2014.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1289343
This paper details the research described above.
Guidelines for Reducing Wrong-Way Crashes on Freeways, Illinois DOT, 2014.
https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/bitstream/handle/2142/48998/FHWA-ICT-14010.pdf?sequence=2
This report provides guidance for using wrong-way driving countermeasures. See Chapter 2 for
signs, pavement markings and traffic signals; Chapter 3 for geometric elements; and Chapter 4
for advanced technologies, enforcement and education.
Related resource:
“Emerging Safety Countermeasures for Wrong-Way Driving,” H. Hugo Zhou, Auburn
University, 2014.
http://eng.auburn.edu/2014TransConf/EmergingWWDCountermeasures.pdf
Based on the report above, this presentation covers national trends in wrong-way driving
fatalities, crash characteristics and countermeasures.
“Prevention of Wrong Way Accidents on Highways: A Human Factors Approach,” Perrine
Ruer, Philippe Cabon and Fabrice Vienne, Transport Research Arena (TRA) 5th Conference:
Transport Solutions from Research to Deployment, 2014.
http://tra2014.traconference.eu/papers/pdfs/TRA2014_Fpaper_19764.pdf
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Excerpt from the Abstract:
Elderly drivers and young drivers are the most prevalent in the wrong way accidents. Two
main explanations of these accidents can be identified: violation (the driver [intentionally
takes] the wrong way) or error (the driver [does not realize] that he/she is taking a wrong
way). This paper focuses on a Human Factors evaluation of two new road signs to prevent
wrong way driving. The devices are a light barrier and the standard wrong way signal (B1)
on a yellow background (B1Y). This research, carried out in a simulator, aims at evaluating
the efficiency of these road signs to prevent errors and violation [in] elderly and young
drivers. The results of tests give a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the wrong way
road signs and are discussed regarding their implication for road sign design and human
factors evaluation.
“Prevention of Wrong-Way Driving on Highways Using a New Road Sign: A Field
Experiment,” Catherine Chauvineau, Transport Research Arena (TRA) 5th Conference:
Transport Solutions from Research to Deployment, 2014.
http://tra2014.traconference.eu/papers/pdfs/TRA2014_Fpaper_18303.pdf
Abstract:
Every year there are accidents caused by vehicles traveling in the wrong direction on
divided roads. While few in number, these accidents are usually very serious and attract
considerable media attention. For ten years now studies and experiments have been
carried out on France's freeway network, national highways and local roads. An experiment
involving a new sign—a no-entry symbol on a yellow background—on exit ramps was
carried out on selected roads in two French departments with the authorization of the
dedicated short range communications (Road Traffic and Safety Department). The aim was
to measure the impact of the new signing on the number of wrong-way incidents on the
divided roads concerned. Although the number of infraction reports dropped by almost
40%, the data sample was very small and the results allow for no significant lesson
drawing.
“Is There a Right Way?” Roads & Bridges, Volume 51, Issue 1, pages 40-42, 2013.
http://www.roadsbridges.com/safety-2013-there-right-way
Abstract:
This article follows the case of a pilot safety program in Milwaukee, Wisconsin to prevent
wrong-way accidents. The steps to setting up the program, including a pilot study, are
presented here. San Antonio's efforts on this front are also included, with attention to issues
of ramp design, driving while impaired, navigation system alerts and highway signs.
“Wrong-Way Driving on Freeways: Problems, Issues and Countermeasures,” Scott A.
Cooner and Stephen E. Ranft, TRB 87th Annual Meeting Compendium of Papers DVD, Paper
#08-2263. 2008.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/848449
Excerpt from the Abstract:
… [The] Texas Department of Transportation sponsored a research project to evaluate the
most effective traditional and innovative countermeasures throughout the United States to
reduce wrong-way movements. Data from previous studies and a detailed study of 4 years
of wrong-way crashes on freeways Texas was used to develop a typical wrong-way crash
profile. The paper documents best practices nationwide and provides recommended
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guidelines for use of the most effective wrong-way countermeasures. A checklist for
engineers and field crews to use for reviewing wrong-way entry issues or suspected
problem locations is also provided.
“Prevention of Wrong-Way Driving on Freeways,” Darja Topolsek, Promet Traffic-Traffico,
Volume 19, Issue 5, pages 311-321, 2007.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/841930
Excerpt from the Abstract:
This paper presents and discusses research based on analysis of traffic accident data
caused by wrong-way driving on freeways, while concurrently considering valid technical
specifications for the design of roadway connection and junction elements. The thesis
presents possible countermeasures for prevention of wrong-way driving and consequential
decreases in the number of traffic accidents. The proposed prevention countermeasures to
wrong-way driving on freeways could greatly reduce incorrect vehicle movements and
enhance traffic safety on these roads.
Countermeasures for Wrong-Way Movement on Freeways: Overview of Project Activities
and Findings, Texas DOT, 2004.
http://d2dtl5nnlpfr0r.cloudfront.net/tti.tamu.edu/documents/4128-1.pdf
Excerpt from the Abstract:
Several crashes in the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Fort Worth District
have brought attention to the hazard of wrong-way drivers. A search of newspaper articles
revealed that the problem of wrong-way driving is not unique to Fort Worth and occurs
throughout Texas. Members of the Fort Worth Traffic Management Team identified
locations with a history of wrong-way entries and assessed potential countermeasures.
During this review process it was determined that research was needed to understand and
develop effective countermeasures for wrong-way movements onto freeways and other
restricted roads. This research provides TxDOT staff with preventative measures for
reducing the frequency and severity of wrong-way entries onto freeway facilities throughout
Texas. Researchers performed the following tasks during the project: established state-ofthe-practice on safety, design, and operational issues for wrong-way movement on
freeways; surveyed state DOTs to get information on typical wrong-way signing and
marking and any innovative practices; quantified the frequency, severity, and other
important characteristics of wrong-way crashes in Texas based on a review of crash reports
and coordination with 911 public safety answering points; identified available
countermeasures to reduce wrong-way movements and crashes; evaluated the feasibility
and applicability of the available countermeasures to address Texas problems; documented
typical situations that were more likely to produce wrong-way entry issues; developed
guidelines/recommended practices for application of wrong-way countermeasures and
treatments; and developed a checklist for field crews to use for reviewing wrong-way entry
issues or suspected problem locations.
Related resources:
Countermeasures for Wrong-Way Movement on Freeways: Guidelines and
Recommended Practices, Texas DOT, 2004.
http://d2dtl5nnlpfr0r.cloudfront.net/tti.tamu.edu/documents/4128-2.pdf
These guidelines were developed as part of the same research.
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Wrong-Way Driving Countermeasures, Connecticut General Assembly Office of
Legislative Research, 2008.
https://www.cga.ct.gov/2008/rpt/2008-r-0491.htm
This report reviews the results of Texas DOT’s 2004 study.
Optimizing Arrow Pavement Marking Against Wrong-Way Driving, M.H. Martens and
A.R.A. Van Der Horst, 1997.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/537937
Excerpt from the Abstract (document is in Dutch):
Several times it has been suggested to place pavement arrow markings on exits to indicate
the driving direction in order to prevent wrong-way driving. Under contract with the
Netherlands Transport Research Centre (AVV) of the Department of Public Works, the TNO
Human Factors Research Institute designed a pavement arrow marking. This marking is
expected to be most optimal in reducing the number of wrong-way driving incidents.
Attention is paid to the shape of the arrow, its size, the location in longitudinal and
transverse profile, and the possible hindrance for traffic that uses the exit in the correct
direction. Based on a brainstorm with experts in the area of visual perception, traffic and
psychology, an arrow has been selected that bears a resemblance to the standard arrow,
but that appears larger and is more pointed, partly due to the characteristic head of the
arrow. This arrow is assumed to be the most effective in drawing the attention of wrong-way
drivers, since the arrow will keep its characteristic shape under most circumstances. The
arrow scores well in terms of conspicuity, characteristic arrow features, distinctness, and
clarity.
Prevention of Wrong-Way Accidents on Freeways, California DOT, 1989.
See Appendix G.
This Caltrans report details results of a survey of states on wrong-way driving countermeasures,
and recommends prevention measures “in the areas of sign maintenance, annual accident
monitoring using a check-list process, ramp and intersection design, and reducing drunk
drivers.”

Detection and Warning
Wrong-Way Driving Detection and Prevention System: A Pilot Deployment, University of
Central Florida, 2015.
http://media.cmgdigital.com/shared/news/documents/2015/02/11/WWD_Slides_for_Media_DRA
FT_2-11-2015.pdf
This presentation describes an ongoing pilot deployment of a wrong-way driving detection and
prevention system in Florida. The system consists of radar detection devices that trigger red
flashing beacons.
“Warnings Designed to Prevent Accidents Caused by Wrong-Way Drivers on Motorways
in Germany,” T. Volkenhoff, M. Oeser and F. Hennecke, Advances in Transportation Studies,
Volume 35, pages 103-114, 2015.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1356708
This project developed a wrong-way driving detection system than can alert an operational
center to provide other drivers with warning messages. The researchers used a driving
simulator to validate and optimize warning messages.
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“Combating Wrong Way Drivers on Divided Carriageways,” Rojina Baisyet and Andrew
Stevens, Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand (IPENZ) Transportation
Conference, 2015.
http://conf.hardingconsultants.co.nz/workspace/uploads/paper-stevens-andrew-comb54f3d517278da.pdf
Excerpt from the Abstract:
The Auckland Motorway Alliance has successfully tried a Wrong Way detection
technology as proof of concept and is now working towards the implementation of a raft
of prevention measures. Some of the findings the AMA has learnt are presented in this
paper. There are also some helpful hints for all drivers to protect themselves, their
families and friends against the risk of them featuring in the statistics as either a
perpetrator or an innocent victim of Wrong Way driving.
“Wrong Way Driving on German Motorways—Safety Gain by a Low Cost Detection
System,” Markus Oeser, Tobias Volkenhoff, Dirk Kemper and Christian Wietfeld, TRB 94th
Annual Meeting Compendium of Papers, Paper #15-1001, 2015.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1336889
Abstract:
Wrong way drives on motorways are relatively rare, but – in many cases – cause severe
accidents often with harmful consequences. Therefore, they acquire a lot of attention in
general public. This paper first illustrates occurrence, causes and consequences of wrong
way drives on German motorways based on a literature review. Currently, about 2,000
messages are recorded yearly which on average lead to 200 accidents. In Germany,
countermeasures consist of avoiding the emergence of wrong way drives by the design of
the interchange or the marking. Furthermore, the ambient traffic is to be warned by means
of a fast traffic detection. However, no automated detection through technical systems is
used so far for this purpose. Such systems need to be very cost-efficient for a
comprehensive application in order to work efficiently despite low accident rates. On behalf
of the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy, the investigation presented in this
work thus deals with the development of such a cost-efficient system. This was
implemented in the form of an energy self-sufficient system based on low power radio
technology. The improvement of detection times was shown in laboratory tests. The
necessary high detection rate and the low false alarm rate could be demonstrated in a field
study. The investigation of the efficiency of a faster warning was carried out with test
persons in a driving simulator laboratory. As a result, it can be stated that the use of low
cost technologies for the detection of wrong way drives has promising perspectives.
“Automatically Detecting Wrong-Way Drivers on the Highway System,” Sarah Simpson
and Reza Karimvand, TRB 94th Annual Meeting Compendium of Papers, Paper #15-1299,
2015.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1337036
Excerpt from the Abstract:
This paper explores some of the possibilities of dual functionality using a combination of
existing and new field devices coupled with new algorithms to create a wrong-way detection
system. The wrong-way detection system is not expected to eliminate all wrong-way
crashes. The system is designed to detect wrong-way drivers immediately upon entry;
notify the traffic management center and public safety dispatch of the wrong-way entry
point; and inform the errant driver of their potentially fatal mistake via visual and/or audible
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warnings to prompt drivers into corrective action. Should the errant driver continue onto the
highway in the wrong direction, the system tracks the errant vehicle and provides audible
updates to the traffic management and dispatch centers in real time of the errant vehicle’s
location allowing officers additional lead time to respond to the errant driver’s actions. The
detection system automatically warns right-way mainline drivers in the near vicinity of the
on-coming wrong-way vehicle through the use of the existing dynamic message signs and
ramp meters.
Next Generation Traffic Data and Incident Detection from Video, ENTERPRISE Pooled
Fund Study, 2014.
http://enterprise.prog.org/Projects/2010_Present/nextgenerationvideo/ENT_VideoAnalytics_Rep
ort_Sept2014_FINAL.pdf
The ENTERPRISE pooled fund study is looking at various commercially available video
analytics systems for a number of different purposes, including wrong-way driving detection. A
test of three systems (see pages 22 to 26 of the report) yielded detection of 100 percent during
the day and 83 percent at night, with no false alarms during a 44-day test period.
Wrong-Way Vehicle Detection: Proof of Concept, Arizona DOT, 2013.
https://apps.azdot.gov/ADOTLibrary/publications/project_reports/PDF/AZ697.pdf
Excerpt from the Abstract:
The primary focus of this research was to determine the viability of existing detector
systems to identify entry of wrong-way vehicles onto the highway system using five different
technologies: microwave sensors, Doppler radar, video imaging, thermal sensors, and
magnetic sensors. The devices were installed on freeway exit ramps. Each device was
tested in both a controlled environment and in the field under normal traffic operating
conditions. During the controlled testing, staged events were conducted to determine
whether the devices would accurately detect wrong-way vehicles. The study results of this
proof of concept effort verify that wrong-way vehicles can be detected using easily
deployable equipment that is currently available on the market. While each system tested
over the trial period had missed or false calls, none of the systems were installed under the
vendors’ ideal conditions.
“Development of a System That Prevents Wrong-Way Driving,” Shinobu Matsumoto, Yuichi
Mizushima and Hiroki Nagasaki, 20th ITS World Congress, Tokyo 2013: Proceedings, 2013.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1323652
Abstract:
In Japan, wrong-way driving by inexperienced drivers and head-on collision accidents as a
result of this driving have become an issue. To solve this issue, NEXCO EAST and NEXCO
Engineering Niigata jointly developed a detection and warning system to prevent wrongway driving from occurring on highways. We installed this system on various highways in
July, 2008. This system consists of a warning provision unit for drivers and the image
processing unit that detects wrong-way driving. This system detected five wrong-way
driving cases and stopped them by giving a warning to each driver during a six-month
period at highway locations where wrong-way driving is a concern. By doing so, this system
successfully prevented head-on collision accidents from occurring. When wrong-way driving
is detected, this system is also capable of saving images that were shot in the past. This
makes it possible to record the behavior of the driver who led to wrong-way driving, and is
effective in subsequent analysis of such cases and examination of what fundamental
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countermeasures could be taken. This article reports on the development of this system
and its operational achievements
Related resources:
“Development and Operation Report of Wrong-Way Driving Prevention Device,”
Yuichi Mizushima, Masahiro Kobayashi and Koichi Kawakami, 19th ITS World Congress,
Vienna, Austria, 22 to 26 October 2012, 2012.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1279698
A prior phase of this research as presented at a previous ITS World Congress.
“Development of the Device to Prevent Wrong-Way Driving,” Shinobu Matsumoto and
Yuichi Mizushima, 18th ITS World Congress, Orlando, 2011: Proceedings, 2011.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1255608
A prior phase of this research as presented at a previous ITS World Congress.
“Wrong Way Caution System for Motorways Based on Car Navigation System,” Masatoshi
Takahara, Shogo Sugimoto, Kuniaki Tanaka, Yuya Higuchi and Kiyoshi Tsurumi, 19th ITS
World Congress, Vienna, Austria, 22 to 26 October 2012, 2012.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1268199
Abstract:
This paper presents a method for detecting wrong way travel on motorways and a method
for warning drivers by using the car navigation system. In Japan, approximately 1,000
wrong way driving incidents are reported annually. Senior drivers older than 65 years old
are involved in almost half of these incidents. This phenomenon has become an object of
public concern as Japanese society continues to age. To tackle this issue the authors have
developed a wrong way travel detection method for motorways using highly accurate
location and communication-based map update technologies on the authors car navigation
system products.
“A Wrong Way Ramp Detection System,” Todd Stiers and Daniel Xing, First International
Conference on Transportation Information and Safety (ICTIS), 2011.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1111893
Abstract:
A Wrong Way Ramp (WWR) detection system is described. The system is based on (i) inground magnetometer sensor grids which wirelessly communicate vehicle detection events
to an access point; (ii) algorithms identifying wrong-way events with a high detection rate
and low false alarm rate for a variety of vehicle and driver behaviors; (iii) video monitoring
and notification; and (iv) Driver alerts. The system design, test issues and resolutions, and
field results are presented.
“Stop. You're Going the Wrong Way!” Public Roads, Vol. 66, No. 2, September/October 2002.
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/02sep/06.cfm
This article reviews ITS technologies for wrong-way driving, including video cameras and
flashing lights triggered by embedded sensors or video detection.
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“Automatic Incident Detection: Wrong-Way Vehicle Detection Using Image Processing,”
M. Forthoffer, S. Bouzar, F. Lenoir, J.M. Blosseville and D. Aubert, Intelligent Transportation:
Realizing the Future. Abstracts of the Third World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems,
1996.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/574555
Abstract:
This paper presents a new function added in an automatic incident detection system. It
concerns an algorithm based on image processing able to detect the wrong-way vehicle on
the motorway. The algorithm is working in most outdoor conditions (day, night, rain). The
principle of the method consists in analysis of the moving vehicles. Each vehicle is tracked
in the image and its trajectory is then built. The trajectory is a good criteria to qualify the
circulating vehicle direction but in practice, parts of the trajectory include some error due to
physical parameters (noise, deformation of objects due to the perspective view, etc.) or to
natural phenomena (shadows, glints). A proposed paper presents the following points: a
survey of the main difficulties meted in the motion detection field and automatic incident
detection; the principle of the method developed by the INRETS; the advantages and
drawbacks of the method; and results obtained in field experimentation.

Characteristics of Incidents
Investigation of Contributing Factors Regarding Wrong-Way Driving on Freeways, Illinois
DOT, 2012.
http://cetrans.isg.siue.edu/wwd/FHWA-ICT-12-010.pdf
Abstract:
In Illinois, there were 217 wrong-way crashes on freeways from 2004 to 2009, resulting in
44 killed and 248 injured. This research project sought to determine the contributing factors
to wrong-way crashes on freeways and to develop promising, cost-conscious
countermeasures to reduce these driving errors and their related crashes. A thorough
literature review was conducted to summarize the best practices on design, safety, and
operational issues related to wrong-way driving on freeways by different states in the United
States and abroad. Six-year crash data from the Illinois Department of Transportation were
then collected for identifying wrong-way crashes. Out of 632 possible wrong-way crashes
identified from the crash database, the 217 actual wrong-way crashes were verified by
reviewing hard copies of those crash reports. General statistical characteristics of wrongway crashes were analyzed, and the findings suggested that a large proportion of wrongway crashes occurred during the weekend from 12 midnight to 5 a.m. Approximately 60%
of wrong-way drivers were DUI drivers. Of those, more than 50% were confirmed to be
impaired by alcohol, 5% were impaired by drugs, and more than 3% had been drinking.
Causal tables, Haddon matrices, and significance tests were used to identify factors that
contribute to wrong-way crashes on Illinois freeways. Alcohol impairment, age, gender,
physical condition, driver’s experience and knowledge, time of day, interchange type, and
urban and rural areas were found to be significant factors. A new method was developed to
rank the high-frequency crash locations based on the number of recorded or estimated
wrong-way freeway entries. Twelve interchanges were identified for field reviews. Sitespecific and general countermeasures were identified for future implementation.
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Related resource:
“Statistical Characteristics of Wrong-Way Driving Crashes on Illinois Freeways,” TRB
93rd Annual Meeting, Paper #14-4324, 2014.
http://docs.trb.org/prp/14-4324.pdf
This TRB paper is based on the same research project.
“Wrong-Way Driving Crashes on French Divided Roads,” Emmanuel Kemel, Accident
Analysis & Prevention, Volume 75, pages 69-76, February 2015.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1342159
Excerpt from the Abstract:
This paper proposes a characterization of wrong-way driving crashes occurring on
French divided road on the 2008–2012 period. The objective is to identify the factors that
delineate between wrong-way driving crashes and other crashes. Building on the
national injury road crash database, 266 crashes involving a wrong-way driver were
identified. Their characteristics (related to timing, location, vehicle and driver) are
compared to those of the 22,120 other crashes that occurred on the same roads over
the same period. The comparison relies on descriptive statistics, completed by a logistic
regression. Wrong-way driving crashes are rare but severe. They are more likely to
occur during night hours and on non-freeway roads than other crashes. Wrong-way
drivers are older, more likely to be intoxicated, to be locals, to drive older vehicles,
mainly passenger cars without passengers, than other drivers. The differences observed
across networks can help prioritizing public intervention. Most of the identified WWdriving factors deal with cognitive impairment. Therefore, the specific countermeasures
such as alternative road signs should be designed for and tested on cognitively impaired
drivers. Nevertheless, WW-driving factors are also risk factors for other types of crashes
(e.g. elderly driving, drunk driving and age of the vehicle). This suggests that, instead of
(or in addition to) developing WW-driving specific countermeasures, managing these risk
factors would help reducing a larger number of crashes.
“Characteristics of Wrong-Way Driving on Motorways in Japan,” Xing Jian, IET Intelligent
Transport Systems, Volume 9, Issue 1, pages 3-11, 2015.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1342057
Abstract:
Characteristics of wrong-way incidents and crashes that occurred on the entire
motorway network in Japan are analysed in this study with an emphasis on wrong-way
crashes. Nearly 40% of vehicles in wrong-way crashes took U-turns on the main
carriageway, followed by 20% entering the wrong way at interchanges after passing the
tollgate, 18% before passing the tollgate and 12% at rest areas. Wrong entries and
suspected dementia were the two main contributing factors for wrong-way crashes, each
accounting for nearly 30% of the total number of wrong-way crashes, followed by each
8-10% for confusion with ordinary road, taking U-turns on the main carriageway and
driving under the influence of alcohol. Most wrong-way crashes because of wrong
entries were caused by older drivers over the age of 60 (61%) and young drivers (22%)
and most of those because of confusion with ordinary road were also caused by older
drivers (86%). All the wrong-way crashes caused by suspected dementia were by older
drivers over the age of 65 and occurred between 4-10 p.m. Finally some applications of
recent ITS technologies to prevent wrong-way driving that have been implemented
recently on motorways in Japan are briefly introduced.
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“Wrong-Way Driving Prevention: Incident Survey Results and Planned Countermeasure
Implementation in Florida,” Adrian Sandt, Haitham Al-Deek, John H. Rogers Jr. and Ahmad
Alomari, TRB 94th Annual Meeting Compendium of Papers, Paper #15-2369, 2015.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1337596
Excerpt from the Abstract:
This research developed a first of its kind driver survey to obtain details about unreported
WWD events on Central Florida toll roads and freeways. This phone survey asked
participants about WWD events either witnessed personally by the participant or by a family
member, friend, or acquaintance. The 400 completed surveys showed that State Road (SR)
408 and Florida’s Turnpike (SR 91) experienced the most WWD events. Only 14% of the
WWD events resulted in a crash, and only 10% of participants who personally witnessed a
WWD event reported the event, even though 50% of these participants felt a high risk of
danger from the WWD event. Nine percent of the WWD events that were not reported
resulted in a crash. These results show that WWD is more frequent than indicated by
crashes or 911 calls. Based on these results, the Central Florida Expressway Authority
(formerly known as the Orlando-Orange County Expressway Authority) plans to pilot test
and evaluate the use of Rapid Rectangular Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) as a WWD
countermeasure at 5 ramps along SR 408 and SR 528. This will be the first use of RRFBs
to combat WWD. Elsewhere in Florida, Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise is installing flashing
“Wrong Way” signs along the Homestead Extension (SR 821) and Sawgrass Expressway
(SR 869) in South Florida and the Florida Department of Transportation is implementing a
variety of WWD countermeasures at I-10 ramps in Tallahassee in North Florida.
“Prediction of Potential Wrong-Way Entries at Exit Ramps of Signalized Partial Cloverleaf
Interchanges,” Fatemeh Baratian-Ghorghi, Huaguo Zhou, Mohammad Jalayer and Mahdi
Pour-Rouholamin, Traffic Injury Prevention, Volume 16, Issue 6, pages 599-604, 2015.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1347232
Excerpt from the Abstract:
The focus of this manuscript is to develop a mathematical method to estimate the
probability of WWD incidents at exit ramp terminals of this type of interchange. Methods:
VISSIM traffic simulation models, calibrated by field data, are utilized to estimate the
number of potential WWD maneuvers under various traffic volumes on exit ramps and
crossroads. The Poisson distribution model was implemented without field observation
and crash data. A comparison between the field data and simulation outputs revealed
that the developed model enjoys an acceptable level of accuracy. The proposed model
is largely sensitive to left-turn volume toward an entrance ramp (LVE) than stopped
vehicles at an exit ramp (SVE). The results indicated that potential WWD events
increase when LVEs increase and SVEs decrease. Also, the probability of WWD event
decreases as road users are more familiar with the facility. The proposed method can
diminish one of the challenges in front of transportation engineers, which is to identify
high WWD crash locations due to insufficient information in crash reports. The results
are helpful for transportation professionals to take proactive steps to identify locations for
implementing safety countermeasures at high risk signalized parclo interchanges.
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“Overview of Wrong-Way Driving Fatal Crashes in the United States,” Fatemeh BaratianGhorghi, Huaguo Zhou and Jeffrey Shaw, ITE Journal, Volume 84, Issue 8, pages 41-47, 2014.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1323133
Abstract:
In this study, 8 years (2004-2011) of wrong-way driving (WWD) fatal crash data were
extracted from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Fatality Analysis
Reporting System database. The objectives of this study are to (1) provide an overview of
the general trend of WWD fatal crashes in the United States; (2) discuss general
characteristics of WWD fatal crashes; and (3) delineate significant contributing factors (e.g.,
crash location, driver gender, age, and impairment). The results will serve to inform national
and state efforts to reduce WWD fatal crashes.
“Characteristics and Countermeasures Against Wrong-Way Driving on Motorways in
Japan,” Jian Xing, 20th ITS World Congress, Tokyo 2013: Proceedings, 2013.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1323736
Excerpt from the Abstract:
The characteristics of both wrong-way incidents and crashes that occurred on the entire
motorway network in Japan are analyzed in this study with an emphasis on wrong-way
crashes. The characteristics of several typical factors resulting in wrong-way crashes are
briefly identified and then directions of countermeasures for each factor are suggested.
Finally some applications of recent ITS technologies to prevent wrong-way driving that have
been successfully implemented on motorways in Japan are briefly introduced.
“Where These Drivers Went Wrong,” Public Roads, Volume 75, Issue 6, pages 33-41, 2012.
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/12mayjune/05.cfm
Abstract:
Although crashes caused by wrong-way drivers are rare, they kill or severely injure drivers
and passengers at a much greater rate (per crash) than other types of freeway incidents.
This paper describes a study conducted by the Federal Highway Administration and the
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) regarding wrong-way crashes on freeways.
Researchers analyzed 110 wrong-way crashes that occurred on the Michigan freeway
system from 2005 to 2009. The researchers restricted their study to vehicles that were
known or presumed to have entered the freeway system by traveling the wrong direction on
an exit ramp. Findings show that some potential for driver confusion leading to wrong-way
entry exists across the entire population, but is amplified in drivers impaired by alcohol or
drugs, older drivers and drivers at night. The severity of a wrong-way crash was linked to
how far the wrong-way vehicle progressed onto the system. A partial cloverleaf interchange
provided the wrong-way ramp entry for 60% of the crashes for which the wrong-way entry
point was known. The partial cloverleaf has a feature that appears to be the source of
confusion leading to wrong-way freeway entry: a pair of freeway exit/entrance ramps that
are adjacent and parallel to each other, and typically meet the crossroad at or near a 90degree angle. The wrong-way entry mode for a driver is to turn onto the freeway exit ramp,
thinking that they are entering onto the freeway entrance ramp. Most of the engineering
solutions that can mitigate this problem involve positive cues to showcase the entrance
ramp, and negative cues that make the exit ramp appear uninviting. Based on these
findings, MDOT staff identified 161 interchanges that exhibit the suspect feature of partial
cloverleaf. These interchanges are being targeted for systematic installation of low-cost
countermeasures over the next 5 years. The countermeasures include: lowering the bottom
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height of DO NOT ENTER and WRONG WAY signs; installing reflective sheeting on the
sign supports of these signs; placing stop bars at exit ramps; installing wrong-way
pavement marking arrows at exit ramps; installing pavement marking extensions that will
guide crossroad left-turning traffic past the exit ramp and safely onto the entrance ramp;
painting the island between the exit and entrance ramp for a sufficient distance up the
ramp; and placing red delineators along the exit ramp to discourage wrong-way vehicles
that are headed up the exit ramp. MDOT has identified the first two of these
countermeasures as being cost effective for all ramps, regardless of type. These
countermeasures will be installed at the non-targeted interchanges as they come up for
routine work.
“Fatal Wrong-Way Collisions on New Mexico’s Interstate Highways, 1990–2004,” Sarah L.
Lathrop, Travis B. Dick and Kurt B. Nolte, Journal of Forensic Sciences, Volume 55, Issue 2,
pages 432-437, 2010.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/926076
Abstract:
Medical examiner files from 1990 through 2004 were reviewed to identify fatalities caused
by drivers traveling the wrong direction on interstate highways and identify risk factors and
prevention strategies. Other fatal nonpedestrian interstate motor vehicle crashes served as
a comparison group. Data abstracted included decedent demographics, driver/passenger
status, seatbelt use, blood alcohol concentration, weather and light at time of occurrence,
and types of vehicles involved. Of 1,171 total fatalities, 79 (6.7%) interstate motor vehicle
fatalities were because of drivers traveling against the posted direction in 49 crashes, with 1
to 5 fatalities/crash. Wrong-way collisions were significantly more likely to occur during
darkness (p < 0.0001) and involve legally intoxicated drivers (p < 0.0001). In 29/49 (60%)
wrong-way crashes, alcohol was a factor. Prevention strategies aimed at reducing the
incidence of driving while intoxicated, as well as improved lighting and signage at ramps,
could help reduce the occurrence of fatal wrong-way collisions on interstates.
“Countermeasures Against Traffic Accidents by Wrong Way Driving,” Masato Tatsumi and
Tomoyuki Adachi, 17th ITS World Congress, Busan, 2010: Proceedings, 2010.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/1118519
Abstract:
Wrong way driving on expressways is an event with strong social impact, as it causes
serious traffic accidents with causalities including innocent drivers. Recently, increasing
numbers of accidents have been reported in mass media such as newspapers. Under these
circumstances, we analyzed current statistical records of wrong way driving case on
expressways operated by West Nippon Expressway Company Ltd. (NEXCO-West). This
paper describes the results of the statistical analysis and various efforts to reduce the
number of wrong way driving on expressways.
Heading in the Wrong Direction: Descriptive Research on Wrong-Way Driving on Dutch
Motorways: Background, Causes, Liability and Measures, Institute for Road Safety
Research, SWOV, 2000.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/673041
From the Abstract (report is in Dutch):
In this research, the original accident registration sets and the more elaborate official police
reports of wrong-way accidents on Dutch motorways were analysed. The accident reports
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especially proved to give more insight into the way wrong-way driving begins. Included in
the supplementary research was the examination of the factors associated with road design
and driver behaviour that could have played a role in wrong-way driving. Therefore,
junctions where drivers started wrong-way movements were visited. The supplementary
research also examined legal liability in accidents involving wrong-way driving and the
effectiveness of (new) measures to prevent wrong-way driving. Analysis of the official police
reports showed that about half of the episodes of wrong-way driving began when drivers
entered exits, while the other half began when drivers turned their cars (mainly on the main
carriageway) or were engaged in similar manoeuvres. The supplementary research focused
on situations in which exits were entered unintentionally. This error, made by the largest
group, is the simplest to prevent due to its involuntary nature and the locations where it
occurs. If the indications found about the characteristics of exits that have been the scene
of wrong-way entries are confirmed in further research, complying with the existing
specifications for the signing and visibility of these junctions and the maintenance of line
markings are amongst the most important measures to be taken to prevent wrong-way
driving.
Wrong-Way Drivers and Head-On Collisions on Motorways: Number and Development of
Their Threat to Road Safety, in the Period up to 1998, Institute for Road Safety Research,
SWOV, 2000.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/672244
Abstract (report is in Dutch):
This report contains the results of a study into wrong-way drivers. This Dutch study is a
sequel to earlier studies in 1981 (See ITRD 258645) and 1997 (See ITRD 491577). The
purpose of the study was to gain insight into recent developments in the number of
motorway accidents and reports to police stations. At the same time, the quality of the
available information about wrong-way driver accidents was examined. Apart from an
update of the 1997 study, the report also contains data on other (head-on) collisions on
motorways, in which one of those involved were driving in opposite directions. New is the
use of detailed official police reports. This data added more insight as to how wrong-way
driving occurred. The study used the 1983-1998 accident databases. In order to make a
comparison, a selection of all motorway accidents was made. However, this was only
possible for 1991-1997. Analysis of the wrong-way driving accidents and victims presents a
picture more or less the same as in the 1997 study.
Wrong-Way Drivers on Motorways. Part II: Literature Study, Institute for Road Safety
Research, SWOV, 1998.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/537927
Abstract (report is in Dutch):
In this report an overview is given of the available literature and other sources of
information about the extent of wrong-way driving in a number of countries as compared to
the total number of accidents/casualties on motorways or (if not available) to national
figures concerning accidents/casualties. The following countries are included: Germany,
Denmark, United Kingdom, Portugal, Sweden, France, and United States.
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Wrong-Way Drivers on Motorways. Part I: The Extent and Development of the Number of
Wrong-Way Drivers, and the Road Accidents and Road Casualties Involving Wrong-Way
Drivers Prior to the End of 1996, Institute for Road Safety Research, SWOV, 1998.
Abstract at http://trid.trb.org/view/537926
Abstract (report is in Dutch):
This report contains the results of a study into wrong-way driving on motorways and is a
follow-up to a previous study conducted in 1981. The objective of the current study was to
gain an insight into source files available in the Netherlands that contain information about
wrong-way accidents and to determine the quality of that information. The extent, nature
and development of wrong-way driving in the Netherlands since 1980 as based on these
source files are also discussed. During the 1991 to 1996 period, about 0.1% of all
registered road accidents on motorways resulted from wrong-way driving. This percentage
indicates that an annual average of 22 wrong-way accidents occurred during this time.
Accidents involving wrong-way driving are serious in nature. During the dark, the
percentage of wrong-way driving accidents of the total number of accidents on motorways
is greater than during the day. Starting at age 55, the percentage of wrong-way drivers
involved in road accidents on motorways increases. Alcohol use by wrong-way drivers
occurs relatively often, with the exception of the group of drivers aged 70 and older.
Regarding the location at which drivers start driving in the wrong direction, little data is
available.
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Contacts
CTC contacted the individuals below to gather information for this investigation.

Florida DOT
Raj Ponnaluri
Arterial Management System Engineer
850-410-5418, raj.ponnaluri@dot.state.fl.us

Illinois DOT
Tim Sheehan
Safety Design Unit Chief
217-782-3568, Tim.Sheehan@illinois.gov

Maine DOT
Duane Brunell
Safety Office
207-624-3278, Duane.Brunell@maine.gov

Michigan DOT
Tracie Leix
Supervising Engineer
517-335-2233, LeixT@michigan.gov

Montana DOT
Ivan Ulberg
Traffic Design Engineer, Traffic and Safety Bureau
406-444-6217, iulberg@mt.gov

Texas A&M Transportation Institute
Melisa Finley, Research Engineer
Traffic Operations and Roadway Safety Division
979-845-7596, M-Finley@tti.tamu.edu

Texas DOT
Jianming Ma, Traffic Operations Division
512-506-5106, Jianming.Ma@TxDOT.gov
John Gianotti, Transportation Engineer
210-731-5240 John.Gianotti@txdot.gov
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Washington State DOT
Rick Mowlds
Signing Engineer
360-705-7988, mowldsr@wsdot.wa.gov
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Florida Department of Transportation
605 Suwannee Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450

RICK SCOTT
GOVERNOR

JIM BOXOLD
SECRETARY

ROADWAY DESIGN BULLETIN 15-08
TRAFFIC OPERATION BULLETIN 03-15
(FHWA Approved: April 14, 2015)
DATE:

April 15,2015

TO:

District Directors of Transportation Operations, District Directors of
Transportation Development, District Design Engineers, District Consultant
Project Management Engineers, District Construction Engineers, District
Maintenance Engineers, District Geotechnical Engineers, District Structures
Design Engineers, District Roadway Design Engineers, District Traffic
Operations Engineers, Program Management Engineers

FROM:

#

~ael Shepard, P.E., State Roadway Design Engineer

hb ~~ark Wilson, P.E., Director, Office of Traffic Engineering & Operations
COPIES:

SUBJECT:

Brian Blanchard, Tom Byron, David Sadler, Tim Lattner, Trey Tillander, Bruce
Dana, John Krause, Robert Robertson, Bob Crim, Rudy Powell, Greg Schiess,
Nicholas Finch (FHW A), Jeffrey Ger (FHW A), Chad Thompson (FHW A),
Phillip Bello (FHW A)
Signing and Pavement Marking Standards at Ramp Intersections

This bulletin introduces new minimum signing and pavement marking standards for interstate exit
ramp intersections throughout the state of Florida to complement the Manual of Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD), 2009 Edition.

REQUIREMENTS
I. The new standard for signing and pavement marking at exit ramp intersections is illustrated
in Figures 7.8.1 "Diamond Interchange Exit Ramp" and 7.8.2 "Partial Cloverleaf/Trumpet
Interchange Exit Ramp" and described as follows:
A. Include MUTCD "optional" signs
• Second DO NOT ENTER sign
• Second WRONG WAY sign
• ONE WAY signs
B. Include NO RIGHT TURN and NO LEFT TURN signs
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C. Use 3.5 ft. by 2.5 ft. WRONG WAY signs mounted at 4-foot height with retroreflective
strip on sign supports (MUTCD, Figure 2A-1[E])
D. Include 2-4 dotted guide line striping for left turns between ramps entrances/exits and
cross-streets
E. Include retroreflective paint (yellow) on ramp median nose where applicable
F. Include a straight arrow and route interstate shield pavement marking in left-turn lanes
extending from the far-side ramp intersection through the near-side ramp intersection to
prevent premature left turns
G. Include a straight arrow and ONLY pavement message in outside lane approaching the
ramp exit
COMMENTARY
The FDOT Traffic Engineering and Operations Office conducted a study for wrong-way crashes
occurring on interstate freeways and expressways throughout the state of Florida. Over the past years
(2009-2013), 280 wrong-way crashes have occurred on Florida’s freeways and expressways
resulting in more than 400 injuries and 75 deaths. This bulletin requires the use of systemic signing
and pavement marking countermeasures to deter wrong-way occurrences.
This bulletin complements design requirements established by the Traffic Engineering Manual
(TEM), February 2015 Edition, Section 4.2.4 “Route Shields for Wrong Way Treatment”. All
signing and pavement markings included in this bulleting have corresponding pay item numbers on
the Basis of Estimates Manual, 2015 Edition.
BACKGROUND
Prior to this bulletin the minimum MUTCD signing and pavement marking requirements for exit
ramp intersections were accepted as the FDOT Standard. The study conducted has identified the
need to provide additional direction to motorists and greater level of warning to errant drivers. The
installation of these wrong-way driving countermeasures will provide a safer roadway.
IMPLEMENTATION
The requirements of this bulletin are effective immediately on all design-bid-build projects for which
the design development is less than 90% complete (Phase III Submittal). These requirements should
be employed on projects beyond 90% complete where implementation will not adversely impact the
production schedule.
The requirements of this bulletin are effective immediately on all design-build projects for which the
final RFP has not been released. Implementation of this bulletin for Design-build projects for which
the final RFP has been released is at the discretion of the District.
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CONTACT(s)
Raj Ponnaluri, PhD, P.E., PTOE
Arterial Management System Engineer
Florida Department of Transportation
600 Suwannee Street; MS 36
Tallahassee FL 32399-0450
(850) 410-5418
Raj.Ponnaluri@dot.state.fl.us

Paul Hiers, P.E.
Roadway Design Criteria Administrator
Florida Department of Transportation
605 Suwannee Street, MS 32
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
Phone (850) 414-4324
Paul.Hiers@dot.state.fl.us
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TO:

District Directors of Transportation Operations, District Directors of
Transportation Development, District Design Engineers, District Consultant
Project Management Engineers, District Construction Engineers, District
Maintenance Engineers, District Roadway Design Engineers, District Traffic
Operations Engineers, District Specifications Engineers, District Estimates
Engineers, Program Management Engineers
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FROM:

Phillip "Greg" Davis, P.E., State Estimates Engineer! /
Mark Wilson, P.E., State Traffic Operations Engineer~

COPIES:

Brian Blanchard, Tom Byron, Tim Lattner, Trey Tillander, David Sadler, Bruce
Dana, John Krause, Robert Robertson, Michael Shepard, Bob Crim, Rudy Powell,
Greg Davis, Daniel Scheer, Bob Burleson, Greg Schiess, Nicholas Finch
(FHW A), Rafiq Darji, Chad Thompson (FHW A), Phillip Bello (FHW A)

SUBJECT:

RETROREFLECTIVE STRIPS FOR SIGNS

This bulletin/memo supplements Roadway Design Bulletin IS-08/Traffic Operations Bulletin
03-15 with additional guidance for use of Retroreflective Strips. Specifications Section 700 has
been updated to include material requirements, dimensions, measurement and payment
information. This specification will be available for the January 2016 e-book.

REOUIREMENTS
I. Show pay item for Retroreflective Strips in the plans (signing pay items) and summarize on
the Signing and Pavement Marking Tabulation Sheet.
NOTE: Retroreflective strips are required for use on Wrong Way Signs at Ramp
Intersections, Rail Road Cross buck sign blades, and Rail Road Cross buck sign supports
(MUTCD 5F.02 and BB.03). See implementation plan below for other locations.

www.dot.state.fl .us

2. Pay item 700- 13- AB Retroreflective Sign Strip, EA is effective July 1, 2015.
A= Operation
1 (Furnish & Install)
B= Height of Reflective Strip
0 (Back of Rail Road Crossbuck Sign) for back of blades
2 (2') for signs mounted at 4’
5 (5') for signs mounted at 7’, per implementation plan below.
COMMENTARY
Retroreflective Strips are one type of Conspicuity Marking permitted in the MUTCD. The
dimensions and material requirements included in the specification are intended to provide a
consistent, statewide standard for conspicuity marking products on sign posts. Specific
proprietary products are not to be identified in the plans.
While the MUTCD allows for conspicuity markings on other signs, Section 2A.15 also states
that “Sign conspicuity improvements can also be achieved by removing non-essential and illegal
signs from the right-of-way (see MUTCD Section 1A.08), and by relocating signs to provide
better spacing.” Therefore, the Engineer of Record should recognize that the overuse of
conspicuity markings could diminish the effectiveness at necessary locations.
The Traffic Engineering Manual (TEM) will be updated with Guidelines for Use of
Retroreflective Strips.
BACKGROUND
Refer to Roadway Design Bulletin 15-08/Traffic Operations Bulletin 03-15 for background
information on wrong way signs at ramp intersections.
IMPLEMENTATION
For Projects let January 2016 and later:
The Retroreflective strips are approved for use on Wrong Way Signs at Ramp
Intersections and Rail Road Crossbucks.
All other locations must be approved by the District Traffic Operations Engineer, and
should only be used where additional conspicuity is needed, in accordance with the
guidance in the TEM.
Include the pay item(s) in the plans and tabulation sheet, as noted above. The
specification will be available in the 2016 e-Book.

For Projects let July 2015 through December 2015:
The Retroreflective strips are approved for use on Wrong Way Signs at Ramp
Intersections and Rail Road Crossbucks.
All other locations MUST be approved by the State Traffic Engineering and Operations
Office, and should only be used where additional conspicuity is needed.
Include the pay item(s) in the plans and tabulation sheet, as noted above. A Modified
Special Provision (MSP) will be available through the District Specifications Office, and
must be included with the pay item.
CONTACTS
If you have any questions, please contact:
Estimates: Melissa Hollis (850)-414-4182, Melissa.Hollis@dot.state.fl.us
Traffic Operations: Raj Ponnaluri, 850-410-5418, Raj.Ponnaluri@dot.state.fl.us
ATTACHMENTS
Modified Special Provision (MSP) for Construction Projects- Highway Signs

ATTACHMENT 1- Modified Special Provision
HIGHWAY SIGNS.
(REV 5-21-15)
ARTICLE 700-2 is expanded by the following:
700-2.1.6 Retroreflective Strips for Signs: Use only on signs where the
retroreflective strip is called for in the Plans. Use 0.040 aluminum panels, Type IV or Type XI
retroreflective sign sheeting meeting the requirements of Section 994 for the fabrication of the
sign strips and stainless steel attachment hardware for the installation. Retroreflective strips must
be 2 inches in width and a height of 5 feet for all signs except for WRONG WAY signs, when
mounted at 4 feet, the retroreflective strip will be 2 feet in height. For the back of Rail Road
Crossbuck signs, the retroreflective strip will be 2 inches wide for the full length ofthe blade.
Match the color of the retroreflective sheeting to the background color of the sign except for
YIELD signs and DO NOT ENTER signs, where the color must be red.
SUBARTICLE 700-2.3 is deleted and the following substituted:
700-2.3 Method of Measurement: For single post and multi post sign assemblies, an
assembly consists of all the signs mounted on a single structure. The Contract unit price per
assembly for ground mounted signs (single post and multi-post), furnished and installed, will
include furnishing the sign panels, support structure, foundation, hardware, and labor necessary
for a complete and accepted installation.
The retroreflective sign strip will be paid for separately, and the Contract unit
price per each will include furnishing the sign strips, hardware and labor necessary for a
complete and accepted installation.
For overhead signs, sign panels will be paid separately from support structures.
The Contract unit price per each for sign panel, furnished and installed, will include furnishing
the sign panels, hardware, and labor necessary for a complete and accepted installation. The
Contract unit price for each overhead static sign structure, furnished and installed, will include
furnishing the support structure, foundation, hardware, and labor necessary for a complete and
accepted installation.
Relocation of signs will consist of removing the existing sign assembly and
installing the sign on a new foundation at the location shown in the Plans.
When the Plans call for existing ground-mounted signs to be relocated or
removed, after removing the sign panel from the assembly, remove supports and footings.
Restore the area of the sign removal or relocation to the condition of the adjacent area.
SUBARTICLE 700-2.4 is deleted and the following substituted:

700-2.4 Basis of Payment: Price and payment will be full compensation for all work
specified in this Section.
Payment will be made under:
Single Post Sign, per Assembly.
Item No. 700- 1Item No. 700- 2Multi Post Sign, per Assembly.
Item No. 700- 3Sign Panel, per Each.
Item No. 700- 4Overhead Static Sign Structure , per each.
Item No. 700- 13
Retroreflective Strip, per each.

Wrong Way Driving:
a Statewide Initiative
Raj Ponnaluri, PhD, P.E, PTOE
Traffic Engineering & Operations Office
Florida Department of Transportation

Innovative Solutions for tomorrow’s transportation needs

Overview
• CO Traffic Ops developed the statewide effort to address WW incidence.
• Discussions with the District Traffic Engineering and Operations Offices.
• Statewide crash data were analyzed.
• FTE and D3: developed and implemented pilot projects.
• Turnpike began the effort on HEFT; D3 initiated the Tallahassee I‐10 Project.
• Several Districts evaluated WW concerns.
• D7 began a District‐wide evaluation and implementation.
• Red Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (‘R’RRFB) being tested in D7, Tampa.
• In‐road red reflective pavement markers as a stop line will soon be tested in D3.
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Pilot Projects – FTE and District 3
• CO with FTE and D3 to develop the pilot
projects worked
• 10 interchanges on HEFT; 5 more on
Sawgrass Expressway
• Mainly signing and pavement marking
(S&PM) countermeasures
• HEFT S&PM effort complete; Sawgrass
Expressway pilot being implemented
• D3’s implementation with 3 interchanges
@ four I‐10 ramps in Tallahassee

Innovative Solutions for tomorrow’s transportation needs

Pilot Projects in Florida – I‐10 (D3)
• 4 locations include:
• SR 263 (Capital Circle NW)
• SR 63 (US 27/N Monroe St)
• SR 61 (Thomasville Rd)
• SR 261 (US 319/Capital Circle NE)
• Installations include:
• LED‐illuminated WRONG WAY signs and vehicle detection
• Enhanced DO NOT ENTER and static WRONG WAY signage
• Overhead WRONG WAY signage
• Enhanced signage (no right‐turn, left‐turn, no U‐turn) and pavement markings on
cross streets
• Median curb extensions to discourage early left‐turns
• Wrong way arrows (RRPMs)
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D7 ‐ WWD Crash Treatments
• D7 – District study completed in April 2014; construction project to
enhance S&PM along interchanges within Tampa Bay area.
• Per FHP news release (9/7/14), 3 recent fatal crashes involved
drunk/drug drivers making U‐turn along I‐275; drivers entering on
correct approach.
• Super short term (2 months) – Traffic service requests to maintenance
office to upgrade substandard WW signs
• Short term (5 months) – Use DBPB contract to enhance S&PM @ off‐
ramps along I‐275 corridor in Hillsborough and Pinellas Counties
• Mid tem (12 months) – Use RRFB & wrong way detection technology to
create pilot WW detection and awareness
• Long term (12+ months) – Working with CO to develop WW education,
enforcement, ramp geometry and ITS treatment
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Arterial Treatments : E Bears Ave @ I‐275 – Dual Lefts ‐ Current:
Potential Left‐Turn Movement into the Off‐ramps from I‐275

Dual Left Arrows in Left Turn Lanes pointing to an off‐
ramp
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Place Interstate Shied with Straight Arrow, ONLY

Remove Turn Arrows; place ‘straight arrows, ONLY, Shield’

Innovative Solutions for tomorrow’s transportation needs

No Left Turns; Pavement Shields

•

facing arterial traffic on signal
mast arm and post‐mounted.

• Pavement shields to designate lane
use for on‐ramp access.
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One Way, Do Not Enter Signs
• ONLY arrow in the rightmost
arterial lane adjacent to off‐ramp.
•

facing arterial traffic at the ramp
terminus.

•

and
signs combination at
ramp terminus and immediately
adjacent to the arterials.
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Wrong Way, Large Overhead Signs

• Install WRONG WAY signs on the
left and right side of the off‐ramp

• Install a large WRONG WAY sign on
the backside of an existing
overhead structure
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Detection‐triggered Electronic Signs

• Wrong Way signs with beacons for
better visibility at night.
• Turnpike devices which detect wrong
way movements
• District 3’s devices in Tallahassee
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Wrong Way Advisory / Blinker‐sign with Detection

Innovative Solutions for tomorrow’s transportation needs

D7 RRFB Video – click to view
• Click to
view
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Statewide Study
• Statewide Wrong Way Study on limited access off‐ramps
• Scope included:
•
•
•
•

Review and analysis of WWD‐related crash data
Review field conditions at 40 locations
Develop countermeasures for implementation
Provide recommendation for handling WWD incidence
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Florida Wrong Way Crash Summary

• 280 statewide wrong way crashes (2009‐2013)
• 30% PDO
• 52% Injury (411 injuries)
• 18% Fatality (75 fatalities)

FL Wrong Way Crashes by Year
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2013

Florida Wrong Way Crash Summary
• Wrong way crashes skew toward weekend days

• 61% occurred Friday through Sunday
• 1.7 times more than expected on Saturday and Sunday

• Wrong way crashes skew toward early morning hours (12am to 6am)
• 55% of total wrong way crashes – 4.1 times more than expected
• 70% of fatal wrong way crashes
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Florida Wrong Way Crash Summary
• 45% of wrong way crashes involved alcohol/drugs
• Consistent with literature review findings (approx. 50%)
• Proportion 16 times more than all freeway/expressway crashes
• Potentially under‐reported
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Literature Review – Interchange Types
• Susceptible interchange types:
• Partial cloverleaf
• Diamond
• Left‐hand exits

• Full cloverleaf considered most
desirable for preventing wrong
way movements
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Crash Score Analysis
• Identify interchange locations potentially associated
with wrong way entry
• Methodology developed by Illinois Center for
Transportation (2012)

• Identify crashes where vehicle entered the system in wrong
direction
• If entry interchange/ramp was reported, obtain location data
• If not reported, obtain data for 1st and 2nd upstream interchanges
• Record interchange locations and interchange types from the RCI
database

• Apply a weighted score to each interchange location and
type
• 1.0 for reported locations/types
• 0.75 for unreported, 1st upstream location/types
• 0.25 for unreported, 2nd upstream location/types
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Interchange Distribution
• Interchange types with the highest crash scores
• diamond/partial diamond (crash score of 98)
• partial cloverleaf (crash score of 45)
• trumpet (crash score of 17)

• Interchange type with the lowest crash score
• full cloverleaf (crash score of 1)

• Crash distribution fairly consistent with state’s proportion of
interchange types
Interchange Type
Diamond/Partial Diamond
2 Quadrant/Partial Cloverleaf
Trumpet
Direct Connection Design
Y Intersection

Statewide
Distribution
Proportion
55.7%
25.5%
6.0%
5.7%
3.0%

Wrong Way
Crash Score
Proportion
49.1%
22.7%
8.3%
3.9%
3.1%
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Field Review Locations
• 40 Interchange Locations for Field Review
• Considerations

• Focus on locations linked to wrong way entry

• High Crash Score (see next slide for methodology)
• Crash Score per Million Vehicles per Day

• Statewide district representation
•

Estimated distribution from crash history

•
•
•
•

D1, D3: 3 locations
D4, D7: 4 locations
D5, D6: 6 locations
D2, D8: 7 locations

• Area type representation (urban vs. rural)
•

Crashes

history 76% urban, 24% rural

• Interchange type representation

• Diamond, partial diamond, partial cloverleaf, and trumpet
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Systemic Wrong Way Countermeasures
• General systemic countermeasures include increasing FDOT’s
minimum standards to include:

• MUTCD “optional” signs – 2nd wrong way sign, turn restriction signs, one‐
way signs
• Lower (4‐ft) mounting height for wrong way signs
• Add vertical retroreflective strip on sign supports (see MUTCD Figure 2A‐
1[E]).
• Type 11 retroreflective sheeting on all wrong way related signs
• Higher standard of interchange guide signing on crossroad (e.g. overhead v.
side‐mount, green sign v. shield)
• 2‐ft by 4‐ft skip (guide) stripes for left turns between ramps entrances/exits
and cross‐streets
• Painted (yellow) median nose
• Where appropriate, shape median openings to restrict/deter wrong way
turning movements (quick curb may be used as needed in retrofit situations)
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Level 1a Countermeasures
• Level 1a – MUTCD and FDOT Minimum
Requirements
• Proper signing sequences and level of interchange guide
signage on crossroad.
• Stop bars at end of exit ramps.
• Keep right signs, as appropriate, on side‐by‐side exit and
entrance ramps
• Ramp and crossroad lighting (Ref: PPM)
• WW Arrows on exit ramp (Ref: Std Index 17345)
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Level 1b Countermeasures
• Level 1b – Proposed FDOT Minimum Requirements

• MUTCD “optional” signs – 2nd wrong way sign, turn restriction signs,
one‐way signs
• Lower (4‐ft) mounting height for wrong way signs
• Add vertical retroreflective strip on sign supports (see MUTCD Figure
2A‐1[E]).
• Type 11 retroreflective sheeting on all wrong way related signs
• Higher standard of interchange guide signing on crossroad (e.g.
overhead v. side‐mount, green sign v. shield)
• 2‐ft by 4‐ft skip (guide) stripes for left turns between ramps
entrances/exits and cross‐streets
• Painted (yellow) median nose
• Where appropriate, shape median openings to restrict/deter wrong
way turning movements (quick curb may be used as needed in
retrofit situations)
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Design‐TO Joint Bulletin
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New Requirements
I . The new standard for signing and pavement marking at exit ramp intersections is illustrated
in Figures 7.8.1 "Diamond Interchange Exit Ramp" and 7.8.2 "Partial Cloverleaf/Trumpet
Interchange Exit Ramp" and described as follows:
A. Include MUTCD "optional" signs
• Second DO NOT ENTER sign; • Second WRONG WAY sign; • ONE WAY signs
B. Include NO RIGHT TURN and NO LEFT TURN signs
C. Use 3.5 ft. by 2.5 ft. WRONG WAY signs mounted at 4-foot height with retroreflective
strip on sign supports (MUTCD, Figure 2A-1[E])
D. Include 2-4 dotted guide line striping for left turns between ramps entrances/exits and
cross-streets.
E. Include retroreflective paint (yellow) on ramp median nose where applicable
F. Include a straight arrow and route interstate shield pavement marking in left-turn lanes
extending from the far-side ramp intersection through the near-side ramp intersection to
prevent premature left turns
G. Include a straight arrow and ONLY pavement message in outside lane approaching the
ramp exit
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Last but not the least…
• Do not forget the 3Es
• Engineering
• Education
• Enforcement

Innovative Solutions for tomorrow’s transportation needs

Thank you

Innovative Solutions for tomorrow’s transportation needs
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DMS Wrong Way Driver Warning Message – May 2011

 No lane instructions given
 Message displayed first, then operator searches for vehicle using cameras
 Displayed Until:
1) WWD stopped, 2) Accident found, or 3) SAPD cancels Alert
2015 TexITE Fall Meeting – September 2015
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2012-14 TTI WWD Study – Warning Message Recommendations
 Recommended warning messages
WARNING
WRONG WAY DRIVER
REPORTED

WARNING
WRONG WAY VEH
REPORTED

> 15 characters per line
< 15 characters per line
 Activate beacons when warning message displayed
– Catch attention of motorists
– Distinguish from other messages

 What if the sign does not have beacons?
– Can flash entire message
– Do not flash one line

 Post when wrong way driver reported
 Displayed in both directions of travel
2015 TexITE Fall Meeting – September 2015
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Detection Technologies (Radar Sensors)

Exit Ramps – TAPCO Radar

2015 TPWA Short Course – February 2015

Mainlanes – Wavetronix HD Radar

1

Exit Ramp Counter measures
Existing
Signs

New LED
WW signs

2015 TPWA Short Course – February 2015

2

Exit Ramp Counter measures

2015 TPWA Short Course – February 2015

3

Mainlane Counter measures

2015 TPWA Short Course – February 2015

4

Mainlane Counter measures

2015 TPWA Short Course – February 2015

5

Budget for WWD Active Counter measures
 Exit Ramps
– LED WW sign w/solar panel = $1,988
– LED WW sign w/Radar & solar panel = $5,340
– Prices are for existing sign mounts.
– Labor & misc. electronic parts - $6,500
– Typical ramp installation = $14,000
 Mainlane System
– 2 LED WW signs Sign = $3,996
– 2 Blank Out Signs = $16,400
– 1 Radar Detector = $6,400
– 1 contact closure radio link = $3,800
– Additional electronic components - $1,430
– Labor - $9,600
– Typical mainlane system = $42,000
2015 TPWA Short Course – February 2015
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2004 Specifications
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SPECIAL SPECIFICATION
8922
Installation of Wrong Way Driver Sign(s) & Radar Equipment
1.

Description. Transport, install and test Department furnished LED Wrong Way Signs, LED
Blank Out Signs, Wrong Way Driver Radar Detectors, Contact Closure Radios, Serial
Radios, Wireless Modems, and Solar Power Kits.

2.

Materials. Provide all materials not supplied by the Department necessary for the
installation of the LED Wrong Way Signs, LED Blank Out Signs, Wrong Way Driver Radar
Detectors, Contact Closure Radios, Serial Radios, Wireless Modems, and Solar Power Kits.
All materials provided by the Contractor must be new. Include a task in the project schedule
for delivery of Department furnished materials and provide a minimum of 30 days notice to
the Department for pick up of Department furnished materials. Unless otherwise shown on
the plans, Wrong Way Drivers Signs and Radar Equipment will be stored by the Department
for pick up at location(s) shown on the plans.
Ensure that all materials and construction methods necessary to complete the installation
conform to the requirements of this Item, the plans and the pertinent requirements of the
following Items:
 Item 618, “Conduit”
 Item 620, “Electrical Conductors”
 Item 644, “Small Roadside Sign Supports and Assemblies”
 Item 656, "Foundations for Traffic Control Devices"
 Item 6013, “Electronic Components”

3.

Construction.
A. Installation. Before installation of any equipment, perform a site survey of the
proposed locations to determine the optimal positioning of the signs and radar units to
achieve proper operation based on the manufacturer’s recommendations. Test wireless
links to assure they provide optimal communication between transmitters and receivers.
Adjust locations as approved by the Engineer if necessary.
Install equipment in accordance with this Item and the lines, grades, details and
dimensions as shown on the plans or as directed. Maintain safe construction practices.
Ensure the mechanical execution of work complies with NEC, Article 110.12.
Equipment must be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner.
Provide all mounting hardware and cabling necessary to install and make operational all
equipment. Provide only new and corrosion resistant materials. Consider all mounting
hardware and cables as subsidiary to this item with no direct payment.

1-4

8922
10-12

Adjustments and/or addition of sign attachment hardware, support brackets and
appurtenances, such as conduit, etc., may be necessary for compatibility with specified
positioning recommended by the manufacturer, as shown on the plans, or as directed.
All adjustments and/or additional materials will not be paid for directly but will be
subsidiary to this Item.
Prevent damage to all equipment provided by the department. Replace any portion of
the equipment that is damaged or lost during transportation or installation. Do not use
any materials furnished by the Department on any other work which is not part of the
contract. Materials not used which were furnished by the Department must be returned
undamaged to the location from which the materials were obtained upon completion of
the work. Any unused or removed material deemed salvageable by the Engineer shall
remain the property of the Department and shall be delivered to a designated site.
Accept ownership of unsalvageable materials and dispose of in accordance with federal,
state, and local regulations.
Stockpile all materials designated for reuse or to be retained by the Department within
the project limits or at a designated location as directed.
B. Experience Requirements. The Contractor or subcontractor must meet the following
experience requirements prior to installation of equipment:
1. Two years continuous existence by the Contractor of the subcontractor offering
services in the installation of vehicle radar detectors and of wireless radios
operating at 902–928 MHz, with frequency hopping and spread spectrum
modulation. The devices must have been made operational with and able to be
monitored by a central traffic management control center.
2. Two completed projects for each of the following items: A minimum of 2
vehicle radar detectors and 2 wireless radios (as described above) where the
Contractor or subcontractor’s personnel installed and tested this equipment and
made it operational and monitored by a central traffic management control
center. The detectors and radios must have been installed outdoors and
permanently mounted. The completed system installations must have been in
continuous satisfactory operation for a minimum of 1 year.
C. Testing. Testing of the installed equipment locations is for the purpose of relieving the
Contractor of maintenance of the equipment. The Contractor will be relieved of the
responsibility for maintenance of the equipment in accordance with Item 7, "Legal
Relations and Responsibilities", after all testing is successfully completed.
After all equipment locations have been installed, the Department and the contractor
will conduct approved continuity, stand alone, and system tests on the installed field
equipment with central, remote, and laptop equipment. A final acceptance test will be
conducted to demonstrate all control, monitor, and communication requirements for 60
days. The Engineer will furnish a Letter acknowledging the final acceptance testing
commencement date stating the first day of the final acceptance test.
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The completion of the final acceptance test occurs when system downtime due to
mechanical, electrical, or other malfunctions to equipment furnished or installed does
not exceed 72 hr. and any individual points of failure identified during the test period
have operated free of defects. Assume responsibility only for test failures directly
related to the work in accordance with this Item. Upon completion of successful final
acceptance testing, document the acceptance date and project identification information
and provide 2 copies to the Engineer.
4.

Measurement. Install LED Wrong Way Sign will be measured as each LED Wrong Way
Sign installed and made operational in accordance with this specification and as shown on
the plans.
Install LED Wrong Way Sign with Solar Power Kit will be measured as each LED Wrong
Way Sign with Solar Power Kit installed and made operational in accordance with this
specification and as shown on the plans.
Install Wrong Way Driver Radar Detector will be measured as each Wrong Way Driver
Radar Detector installed, positioned properly, configured, tested, and made operational with
the TransGuide system in accordance with this specification and as shown on the plans.
Install Wireless Modem Transmitter Kit (for Wrong Way Driver Radar Detector) will be
measured as each Wireless Modem Transmitter Kit (for Wrong Way Driver Radar Detector)
installed, positioned properly, configured for optimal communication, tested, and made
operational with the TransGuide system in accordance with this specification and as shown
on the plans.
Install Wireless Modem Receiver Kit (for Wrong Way Driver Radar Detector) will be
measured as each Wireless Modem Receiver Kit (for Wrong Way Driver Radar Detector)
installed, positioned properly, configured for optimal communication, tested, and made
operational with the TransGuide system in accordance with this specification and as shown
on the plans.
Install LED Blank Out Sign will be measured as each LED Blank Out Sign installed and
made operational in accordance with this specification and as shown on the plans.
Install LED Blank Out Sign with Solar Power Kit will be measured as each LED Blank Out
Sign with Solar Power Kit installed and made operational in accordance with this
specification and as shown on the plans.
Install HD Radar Vehicle Sensing Device (RVSD) Vehicle Alert Module will be measured
as each HD Radar Vehicle Sensing Device (RVSD) Vehicle Alert Module installed,
configured, tested, and made operational with the TransGuide system in accordance with
this specification and as shown on the plans.
Install Solar Power Kit for HD Radar Vehicle Sensing Device (RVSD) will be measured as
each Solar Power Kit for HD Radar Vehicle Sensing Device (RVSD) installed and made
operational in accordance with this specification and as shown on the plans.
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Install Contact Closure Radio Link will be measured as each Contact Closure Radio Link
which consists of both radios, both antennas, all cables, mounting brackets and hardware;
installed, positioned for optimal communication, configured, tested, and made operational
with the main lane LED Blank Out signs and LED Wrong Way signs in accordance with this
specification and as shown on the plans.
Install Serial Radio Link will be measured as each Serial Radio Link which consists of both
radios, both antennas, all cables, mounting brackets and hardware; installed, positioned for
optimal communication, configured, tested, and made operational with the TransGuide
system in accordance with this specification and as shown on the plans.
5.

Payment. The work performed and materials furnished in accordance with this Item and
measured as provided under “Measurement” will be paid for at the unit price bid for “Install
LED Wrong Way Sign”, “Install LED Wrong Way Sign with Solar Power Kit”, “Install
Wrong Way Driver Radar Detector”, “Install Wireless Modem Transmitter Kit (for Wrong
Way Driver Radar Detector)”, “Install Wireless Modem Receiver Kit (for Wrong Way
Driver Radar Detector)”, “Install LED Blank Out Sign”, “Install LED Blank Out Sign with
Solar Power Kit”, “Install HD Radar Vehicle Sensing Device (RVSD) Vehicle Alert
Module”, “Install Solar Power Kit for HD Radar Vehicle Sensing Device (RVSD)”, “Install
Contact Closure Radio Link”, and “Install Serial Radio Link”. This price is full
compensation for transportation and installation of equipment; furnishing and installing any
new mounting hardware or cables; storing the equipment when required; testing the
equipment; replacement/repair of damaged components; disposal of unsalvageable material
and for all manipulations, labor, tools, working drawings, equipment and incidentals.
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US 281 Pilot Project - 36 Month Results

July 2012 to July 2015
Reduction in Avg. Rate of WWD Events
(TransGuide Logs)
Reduction in Avg. Rate of WWD Events
(SAPD 911 Logs)

29.22%

31.19%

(thru May 2014)

Project Cost

$377,605

Annual Cost Savings – Avg. of SAPD & TxDOT data

$257,283

Benefit - Cost ratio
Cost Recovery Time (yrs)

2015 TexITE Fall Meeting – September 2015

13.6 : 1
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Scalable Wrong Way Warning System

WrongWayAlert™ Basic System
The WWA Basic System is designed to provide a simple, affordable, no
maintenance enhancement solution to existing Wrong Way warning situations. The beauty of the WWA Basic System is that it can be easily expanded
and upgraded with additional devices and capabilities for situations where
greater traffic flow or other factors require more layers of warning.

A Wrong Way warning system that is
affordable, scalable, solar powered
and designed for quick installation.

WWA Basic:

Radar-Activated
Flasher Bar Add-on
(solar powered,
potted sealed unit)

Components of WWA Basic:
1 High Intensity LED Flasher Bars
(2 per existing Wrong Way sign)

• Quickly mount on existing Wrong
Way signage with permanent
bonding tape and optional
mechanical fasteners
• Sealed, potted unit

WWA Flasher Bars mount securely
on existing Wrong Way signs

2 Detection/Activation Unit

System
Expansion:

• Detection of wrong
way driver using
doppler radar

(RALs - see reverse
side for details)

• Unit can be located
with Flasher Bars
or remotely

Radio-activated
Remote Alert Links

• Net-radio - Allows
immediate communication with
remote devices
tied into the
system

RALs:

Net-radio
communication allows
strategic placement of
numerous RALs

Radar-based
Detection/Activation
Unit activates
Flasher Bars when
wrong way vehicle is
detected. Includes
net-radio
which can
communicate
wirelessly with any
remote devices.
(see reverse side for
upgrades)

• Battery – 20 days
standby power
and power for
activation
• Optional cellular modem (see
reverse side for upgrades)
• Solar charge controller
• 20 Watt solar panel
• Data Logging
- Date & time stamp of every
activation
- “Right way” vehicle counting
- Speed capture of both “wrong
way” and “right way” drivers
- System status & battery health

E. 5676 Seltice Way Post Falls, Idaho 83854
sales@trafficalm.com • 1-855-738-2722

www.trafficalm.com

Scalable Wrong Way Warning System

System Expansion & Upgrades
The WWA Basic System is a foundation upon which a more advanced
Wrong Way warning system can be built. Because often wrong way
drivers are intoxicated or otherwise impaired, it is important to provide
warnings to “right way” drivers as well. Also, cell technology allows for
automatically alerting law enforcement or traffic safety personnel via
SMS or email, that a wrong way incident is occurring.

Truly Scalable System
Highway on and off ramps come in all shapes and sizes. Because of the
extreme danger caused by inadvertent wrong way drivers in these situations, an alert system has been needed which can easily be adapted to the
particular roadway design. Our Remote Alert Links (RALs) and Flasher Bar
Controllers have been designed to activate simultaneously and communicate with one another wirelessly.

1

Each RAL has a range of up to 2000’ in ideal conditions. Range can be
extended by strategic placement of RALs since the units pass along
network communications until they reach the intended units. This
capability can allow the network to “see” around obstacles
and terrain in complicated on or off ramp situations. The
RALs
mesh-net architecture allows for many configurations.
(Remote Alert Links)
Flashing LEDs
Remote Alarm Link (RAL)
warn exiting
• Series of 24 high intensity LED’s strategically aligned in a
drivers that wrong
circular pattern, with high output built-in alarm.
way vehicles are
• Net-radio - Allows immediate communication with other
approaching.
units or devices tied into system
Wireless mesh-net
architecture
• Lithium Battery – 20 days standby power and power for
allows
for adding
activation
multiple RALs
• Solar charge controller
• 10 Watt solar panel

Bright flashing
LEDs on the
Remote Alert
Links warn
exiting drivers
of approaching
wrong way vehicles.

Choose
either RALs
or Flasher
Bars for
remote
signs

2 Flasher Bar Controller
• Use when Detection/Activation Unit is located remotely.
• Net-radio - Allows immediate communication with remote devices tied
into the system
• Battery – 30 days standby power and power for activation
• Solar charge controller
• 10 Watt solar panel
• Optional external alarm output

3 “Wrong Way Driver When Flashing” Sign
• Yellow warning sign which can be mounted with each RAL and/or
Flasher Bar Controller to communicate more effectively with
“right way” drivers.

4 Cellular Modem
• Immediate SMS communications to key first responders. Can be used
to automatically send SMS or emails to select recipients and provides
communication to existing infrastructure.

Cell Modem
provides
communication
capability of
the system to
provide automatic
SMS and emails to
select recipients

E. 5676 Seltice Way Post Falls, Idaho 83854
sales@trafficalm.com • 1-855-738-2722 • www.trafficalm.com

Melisa Finley

7-13-15

TxDOT Project 0-6867 Connected Vehicle Wrong-Way Driving Detection
and Mitigation Demonstration
The Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) and Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) are
currently working with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) to develop a concept
of operations, functional requirements, and high-level system design for a connected vehicle test
bed for wrong-way driving applications. While the primary focus of this project is on connected
vehicle applications that will detect and notify TxDOT and emergency response personnel
(primarily law enforcement) about wrong-way driving events, other wrong-way driving
connected vehicle applications will be explored. These additional areas of interest may include,
but are not limited to, alerting the wrong-way driver and other travelers in the vicinity of the
wrong-way driver.
By the end of July 2015, the research team will have completed the following tasks:






Review of wrong-way crash data on freeways in Texas (2011-2014).
Review of potential test bed sites in Texas.
Assessment of potential connected vehicle applications and technologies for use with a
wrong-way driving system.
Identification of user needs associated with detecting, warning, and intervening in a
wrong-way driving event.
Development of a concept of operations for wrong-way driving connected vehicle
applications.

Ongoing tasks include:



Development of functional requirements and hi-level architecture for wrong-way driving
test bed deployment and operation.
Evaluation of wrong-way driver warning messages.

The research team will complete phase 1 in December 2015. Additional project phases are
planned and expected to include a demonstration and evaluation of a wrong-way driving
connected vehicle test bed in a closed environment, followed by the implementation and
evaluation of a wrong-way driving connected vehicle test bed in at least one TxDOT district.
Contact Information:
Melisa D. Finley, P.E.
TxDOT Project 0-6867 Principal Investigator
Texas A&M Transportation Institute
m-finley@tti.tamu.edu
979-845-7596
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SIGN TYPE

WRONG
WAY

- INSTALL FREEWAY ENTRANCE (E12-201)
SIGN AND DIAGIONAL ARROW (W16-7PR MOD.)
** SIGN
IFMEDIAN WIDTH IS GREATER THAN 7 FT.

- INSTALL KEEP RIGHT SYMBOL (R4-7)
SIGN IF MEDIAN WIDTH IS SIGN WIDTH
PLUS 4 FT.; OR INSTALL NARROW KEEP
RIGHT (R4-7C) SIGN IF MEDIAN WIDTH
IS LESS THAN 4 FT.

Wrong Way Traffic Control for Partial Cloverleafs
Barrier or Curb Separation Between Ramps
*

06/21/2012

TYPE 2L
ARROW

SEE NOTE 3
DO NOT
ENTER

SEE NOTE 2

NOTES:
1) INSTALL WRONG WAY SIGNS A MINIMUM OF 4 FEETABOVE THE
EDGE OF TRAVELED WAY (WHEN CONDITIONS ALLOW).
2) INSTALL DURABLE DOTTED EXTENSION LINE
3) DO NOT ENTER SIGNS MAY BE INSTALLED AT 4 FEET ABOVE THE EDGE OF
TRAVELED WAY, IF THE LOWER HEIGHT DOES NOT CREATE A SIGHT TRIANGLE
ISSUE FOR RAMP TRAFFIC, AND/OR DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH PEDESTRIAN
MOVEMENTS.
4) INSTALL KEEP RIGHT (R4-7B), IF MEDIAN FOR TWO-WAY RAMPS IS
STRIPED ONLY.

*

OR

SEE NOTES
3&4
30™ +-

FREEWAY
ENTRANCE

KEEP

RIGHT

FREEWAY
ENTRANCE

(NOT TO SCALE)

10™-20™

MEDIAN
WIDTH

**

ENTER

SEE
NOTE 3

WRONG
WAY

48fX48f
42fX30f
54fX18f

SIZE

TYPE 5
DURABLE
ARROW

DO NOT ENTER (R5-1)
WRONG WAY (R5-1A)
ONE WAY (R6-1L/R)

SIGN TYPE

SEE NOTE 1

WRONG
WAY

SEE NOTE 1

SEE NOTE 3

>2
50
™

**
DO NOT

OPTIONAL
DO NOT

ENTER

TYPE 5
DURABLE
ARROW

KEEP
RIGHT

DO NOT

ENTER
TYPE 2L & 2R
ARROWS

TYPE 5
DURABLE
ARROW
(OPTIONAL)

SEE NOTE 4

- INSTALL KEEP RIGHT SYMBOL (R4-7) OR
(R4-7A) SIGN IF MEDIAN WIDTH IS SIGN
WIDTH PLUS 4 FT.; OR INSTALL NARROW
KEEP RIGHT (R4-7C) SIGN IF MEDIAN
WIDTH IS LESS THAN 4 FT.
- INSTALL FREEWAY ENTRANCE (E12-201)
SIGN AND DIAGIONAL ARROW
(W16-7PR MOD.) SIGN IFMEDIAN WIDTH
IS GREATER THAN 7 FT.

Wrong Way Traffic Control for Partial Cloverleafs
Pavement Markings Only Separation Between Ramps
*

06/21/2012

TYPE 2L
ARROW

SEE NOTE 2

NOTES:
1) INSTALL WRONG WAY SIGNS A MINIMUM OF 4 FEETABOVE THE
EDGE OF TRAVELED WAY (WHEN CONDITIONS ALLOW).
2) INSTALL DURABLE DOTTED EXTENSION LINE
3) DO NOT ENTER SIGNS MAY BE INSTALLED AT 4 FEET ABOVE THE EDGE OF
TRAVELED WAY, IF THE LOWER HEIGHT DOES NOT CREATE A SIGHT TRIANGLE
ISSUE FOR RAMP TRAFFIC, AND/OR DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH PEDESTRIAN
MOVEMENTS.
4) IF THE EXIT AND ON RAMPS PARRALEL 150™ OR LESS INSTALL A DO NOT ENTER
SIGN; IF THE EXIT AND ON RAMPS PARRALEL MORE THAN 150™ THE DO NOT
ENTER SIGN IS OPTIONAL.

O N E WAY

(NOT TO SCALE)

*
DO NOT

SEE NOTE 2
O N E WAY

*

*

O N E WAY

DO NOT
ENTER

O N E WAY

ENTER

SEE NOTE 2

SEE NOTE 3

DO NOT
ENTER

SEE NOTE 3

TYPE 2L
ARROW

TYPE 3L
TYPE 2R ARROW
ARROW

*
*

*

*

*
*

O N E WAY

DO NOT
ENTER

O N E WAY

*

TYPE 5
ARROW

0™

SEE NOTE 1

WRONG
WAY

> 25

SIZE

48fX48f
42fX30f
54fX18f

TYPE 5
ARROW

WRONG
WAY

SEE NOTE 1

DO NOT ENTER (R5-1)
WRONG WAY (R5-1A)
ONE WAY (R6-1L/R)

SIGN TYPE

Wrong Way Traffic Control for Slip Exit Ramp
04/12/2012

*

* - CITY
RESPONSIBLITITY

NOTES:

*

1) INSTALL WRONG WAY SIGNS A MINIMUM OF 4 FEET.ABOVE THE EDGE OF TRAVELED WAY (WHEN
CONDITIONS ALLOW).
2) INSTALL ONE WAY SIGNS AS SHOWN IF THERE IS AN EXISTING CROSS STREET OR DRIVEWAY NEAR
THE EXIT GORE AREA.
3) DO NOT ENTER SIGNS MAY BE INSTALLED AT 4 FEET ABOVE THE EDGE OF TRAVELED WAY, IF THE
LOWER HEIGHT DOES A CREATE SIGHT TRIANGLE ISSUE FOR RAMP TRAFFIC, AND/OR DOES NOT
INTERFERE WITH PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENTS.

*

(NOT TO SCALE)
SEE NOTE 3

> 250™

TYPE 1
ARROW

OPTIONAL

ONLY
ONLY

WRONG
WAY

WRONG
WAY

Wrong Way Traffic Control for
Two-Way Street to Exit Ramp
DO NOT
ENTER

TYPE 3R
ARROW

O N E WAY

O N E WAY

*

DO NOT
ENTER

O N E WAY

04/12/2012

TYPE 2L
ARROW

DOTTED SEE NOTE 3
EDGE LINE
(OPTIONAL)

*

* - CITY RESPONSIBLITITY

*

TYPE 2R
ARROW

*

*

SEE NOTE 2

O N LY

NOTES:

WRONG
WAY

SEE NOTE 1

OPTIONAL

48fX48f
42fX30f
54fX18f

SIZE

WRONG
WAY

TYPE 5
ARROW

SEE NOTE 1

1) INSTALL WRONG WAY SIGNS A MINIMUM OF 4 FEET ABOVE THE EDGE OF
TRAVELED WAY (WHEN CONDITIONS ALLOW); THE SECOND WRONG WAY
SIGN IS OPTIONAL AND TO BE MOUNTED AT 7 FEET ABOVE THE EDGE OF
TRAVELED WAY..
SIGN TYPE
2) INSTALL DURABLE DOTTED LANE LINES
DO NOT ENTER (R5-1)
3) DO NOT ENTER SIGNS MAY BE INSTALLED AT 4 FEET ABOVE THE EDGE OF
TRAVELED WAY, IF THE LOWER HEIGHT DOES A CREATE SIGHT TRIANGLE
WRONG WAY (R5-1A)
ISSUE FOR RAMP TRAFFIC, AND/OR DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH PEDESTRIAN ONE WAY (R6-1L/R)
MOVEMENTS.

>2
50
™

WRONG
WAY

ENTER

WRONG
WAY

O N E WAY

O N E WAY
O N E WAY

FREEWAY
ENTRANCE

(NOT TO SCALE)

FREEWAY
ENTRANCE

SIZE

DO NOT

Wrong Way Traffic Control for Single Point Interchanges
with No Curbing on the LX
01/17/2014

FREEWAY
ENTRANCE

DO NOT
O N E WAY

SIGN TYPE

48fX48f
42fX30f
54fX18f
48fX30f
48fX42f

FREEWAY
ENTRANCE

ENTER

DO NOT ENTER (R5-1)
WRONG WAY (R5-1A)
ONE WAY (R6-1L/R)
FREEWAY ENTRANCE (E12-201)
FREEWAY ENTRANCE W/ARR. (D13-3A)
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Senate bill 233 (Davis 1987) required a current study on the wrong-way
problem on freeways. This report discusses solutions developed over the years
to prevent tvrong-way driving by Cakrans, results of recent camera surveillance
studies and the current annual wrong-way monitoring program. To determine if
other states had developed any new solutions to the problem, traffic engineers
from all the states were surveyed.
The recommendations to prevent wrong-way accidents are in the areas of
sign maintenance. annual accident monitoring using a check-list process, ramp
and intersection design, and reducing drunk drivers. It also recommends the
‘purchase of new stilI camera, video. or movie camera and detector equipment,
and continuing the pavement light experiment in San Diego.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Methods of preventing wrong-way driving on freeways were thoroughly
reviewed in the preparation of this report. It is important to realize that half of
the wrong-way driving on freeways is from deliberate, illegal U-turns. Measures
taken to improve ramp operation would not rtdfectthis half of the wrong-way
problem. For the other half, none of the physical barriers tested to date appear
appropriate. Methods other than physical barriers have proven helpful in
decreasing the incidence of wrong-way driving.
Effective treatments include repainting or adding wrong-way pavement
arrows; reorienting, moving, or adding wrong-way sign packages; modifying the
trailblazing freeway entrance packages; placing edge lines and pavement
markers; upgrading signs with high intensity reflective sheeting; and modifying
hghting. Occasionally more extensive measures could be used to solve the
problem at unique locations, such as airport-type pavement lights, modifying the
design features of ramp terminals and -adding ramps to incomplete interchanges.
It is important to note that three-quarters of the fatal wrong-way accidents
are’caused by drivers involved with alcohdl or drugs. This presents a dif&ult
challenge in terms of developing appropriate solutions.
Additional wrong-way pavement arrows may be beneficial. The use of
larger DO NOT ENTER signs may be considered if an offlramp still has a
recurring problem Larger, highly reflective signs may be helpful for confused or
elderly drivers. Use of red pavement lights which: are activated by wrong-way
drivers may be considered at locations where traditional treaiment is not effective.
The condition of wrong-way signing packages at off-ramps and directional signs
is important.
Fatal wrong-way accidents as a percentage of all fatal accidents on
freeways have decreasedsubstantially in the last 20 years. This reduction is
believed to be related to the many actions taken by Caltrans over the years. Despite
this reduction, additional improvement should be possible, as outlined on the next
page.
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The actions Caltrans can take which should further reduce wrong-way
accidents were identiEed during this in-depth review.
.
0 .
.
1. Confmue the manual momtom~ ofwr~np -w av accidents. AJI annd review is
made in the field of off-ramps9which have been identif?ed as entry points or are
near concentrations of wrong-way accidents. This practice should be continued.
The “Check List for Wrong-Way Entry Fkview” (Appendix A), developed as part of
this project, should be he1pfi.L
. .
.
2. Conduct nenodx reviews of ev=uarna
The systematic periodic review of the
ramps for missing 6t worn signs or pavement arrows, and for a variety of .
changed conditions is very important. The review begun late last year should be
expeditiously completed. Future reviews should be scheduled on about a three to
five year cycle.
.
.
. caera and detector eou
3. Purchase ne sull camera. video. or movie
inment,
The fkther sys~matic photographing of wrong-way vehicle entries at each ramp
IS not needed. However, each district should have accessto reliable equipment for
those few caseswhere photographs or videotapes would be helpful. This
equipment should be purchased by Headquarters Trac Operations.
.
.
. San m.
ewent.
m
4. Co&ue
the naveu
De6nitive data on the
effectivenessof the pavement lights to prevent vehicles from entering the freeway
in the wrong direction is still needed. New movie or video cameras are needed for
this experiment. The cameras should be operated as long as necessary to obtain
statistically significant data.
. .
5. Condlxt a tra mnp effort for de .
Ramp’and intersection design can
ixies.
Training classes or instructional
material should be developed for designers, especially the new ones.
.
8. Cohsider edpe bnes
or, heav-vbarn across offwramgS, The only technique
identified which has not been previously tried or considered in California is to
carry edge lines or wide painted bars across the off-ramps. This technique should
be further investigated.
.
. of usw
. a se& set ofwronp Wav & Do Not Enter slpdls
.
7. Comder
the onQon
s
and wronp-wav arrows further alone the offramn,
The option of using additional
signs and markings on selected ramps may give a drivers a second chance to
realize that they are headed the wrong-way before they enter the freeway.
. the ~0
8. Contact the Califoea EljFhwav Patrol (bHp> rePar&np
ng-way
problem. The CHP has been very helpful in the past They should be contacted
agam to stress our continued interest in identifying problem ramps.
9. Review the Traffic and Ivies. pn Manual% Although not specikally discussed
in this report, both the Traffic &d Design Manuals..shouldbe reviewed to see that
they reflect the latest thinking.
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Introduction
This report is a current review on preventing the incidence of wrong-way
driving on freeways. It also discussessolutions to decrease e&e&g or leaving.
freeways via on-ramps and off-ramps in the wrong direction. This report
discussesin more detail the report required by Senate Bill No. 233 (Davis, 1987)
which was submitted to the California legislature in December 1988.z7* This bill
afforded Caltrans an opportunity to critically review the steps being taken to
reduce wrong-way accidents, and to determiee if any other states had developed
any new solutions to this problem.
Because wrong-way accidents are tragic, they have been under intensive
study by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) for nearly 30
years. Wrong-way fatal accidents account for about three percent of the fatal
accidents on California freeways and about five percent of the fatalities.2s The actual number of wrong-way fatal accidents is the same today--about 35 per year-as in 1963 despite the fact that freeway travel has increased five-fold. Various
actions taken by Caltrans over the years have been successfulin preventing these
accidents from increasing in proportion to the travel.
To review current practices in preventative methods, traffic engineers from
the states.were surveyed. The annual wrong-way monitoring program conducted
by engineers in California’s districts is discussed. Camera surveillance studies
a were conducted at seven off-ramps in southern California especially for this
1 report. The renovated pavement lights projects in San Diego were reviewed. In
addition, the California Highway Patrol’s (CHP) programs against dmnk drivers
f are sum marized.

..

on page36.
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History of Wrong-Way Research
The problem of wrong-way driving on freeways has been studied intensively
by Cahzans, formerly the,.Cali.fomia Division of Highways, since 1961.. During
this year, the California Highway Patrol, at the request of the Division of
Highways, reported on 743 incidents of wrong-way driving.13 Immediate
solutions were needed to the developing problem of wrong-way accidents as
sign&ant portions of new freeways were being opened to traf&.
By 1964, wrong-way signs and 24-foot white wrong-way pavement arrows
had been developed by Caltrans and were being i&&led on California’s
freeways.4 The original signs included a black on white “DO NOT ENTER” sign
mounted on the same post with a white on red ‘WRONG WAY’ sign. White on
green “FREEWAY ENTRANCE
” signs at either side of on-ramp entrances were
also posted to aid motorists in finding the correct way onto the freeway. Further
studies on wrong-way sign colors indicated white on red was seen earlier than
black on white.5 The “DO NOT ENTER” sign was later revised to white on red.
These signs and pavement arrows were adopted as a national standard in 1967.
In the mid-197Os,the “Do Not Enter” packages were upgraded and other
improvements were made in signing, delineation, lighting, and ramp design at
the on- and off-ramps. Automatic cameras were used to record wrong-way
entries. The cameras were in place for a minimum of 30 days at each of 4,000 offramps across the state .2* The “Do Not Enter” sign packages were relocated and
lowered for better visibility to the headlights of vehicles entering the wrong-way.
These various actions reduced the frequency of wrong-way moves from as high as
50 to 60 to 2 to 6 per month at problem ramps and completely eliminated them at
the majority of ramps. The camera surveillance bdicated that wrong-way
entries were reduced to low levels of less than 2 per month at 90% of the ramps
with previous entry problems.
In 1978, follow-up camera.surveillance revealed that the most effective
corrections for mong-way movements were: the installation of ‘FREEWAY
ENTRANCE
” signs at on-ramps, and “DO NOT ENTER” and “WRONG WAY
signs at off-ramps; posting supplementary trailblazing signs and extra lighting at
on-ramps; reducing the off-ramp throat opening and eliminating the free right
turn from the off-ramp .2c These improvements have been incorporated into
present standard procedures.
Locations where the sight distance was less than 1200 feet (366 m) on the
mainline freeway lanes were the site of over one-half of the fatal and injury
accidents.9 Design standards were changed to increase sight distances on new
keeways. For over 25 years, data has been accumulated for wrong-way accidents
and their corresponding off-ramp classifications. A few types of ramps and
interchanges, such as the cul-de-sac,button hook, trumpet, and two quadrant
cloverleaf were determined to have a greater number of wrong-way accidents
than other types.4*7,9J3Modifications to these interchanges are discussed later in
this report. Also studies found that left-hand off-ramps appeared to be on-ramps
to the wrong-way driver, and should be avoided.

.:,:

.

During the late 1960s Caltrans installed red-backed reflective pavement
markers on the lane lines on freeways.14 The Department of Motor Vehicles
educated the.public to the concept that a driver who seesred reflectors is going the
wrong-way. The reflectors proved to be of limited value, especially with dxu&
drivers. Therefore, the red-backed markers are now installed only in the viciniiy
of off-ramps as a secondary treatment,
In 1965 parking lot spike barriers were tested to determine if they could be
used at off-ramps to stop vehicles from entetig the wrong way.48 Unfortunately,
these deviceswere not found suitable. The spikes9even when modSed with a
fish-hook shape, would not cause tires to deflate quickly enough to prevent a
vehicle from entering the f?eeway. Under high-volume trafEc the spikes broke,
leaving stubs that would damage the tires of right-way vehicles. .It was believed
that some right-way drivers, upon seeing the spike barriers, would hit their
brakes and create a hazardous situation. Also, camera surveillance of off-ramps
indicated that most drivers quickly realized they were starting a wrong-way entry
and took corrective action. The spike barriers could prevent this corrective action
from being taken.
Galifomia has designed moveable gates to bar trafEc from high occupancy
vehicle lanes. The gates are designed to stop even the heaviest vehicle. However,
the gates take approximately 20 secondsto lower or raise, which is far too slow for
a wrong-way vehicle entetig a ramp. With the present state of the art, gates
would not be appropriate for retaining a wrong-way vehicle.
The state of Georgia tested a pop-up device that presented a physical curblike.barrier
’to the wrong-way driver, but it was unsuitable for reasons similar to
those of the spike barriers .z A recent poll of the 50 states revealed that none has
found a suitable physical barrier.. No state is presently testing or considering to
use barriers.
California tried adding horns and flashing red lights over the ‘WRONG
WAY” signs in the 197Os,but these were found to be ineffective and drew
complaints from neighbors.6
One device that was tried did show promise. Red, airport-type pavement
lights, embeddedin the pavement across an off-ramp, activated by wrong-way
vehicles, were shown by camera monitoring to reduce further wrong-way entries.
From camera monitoring, about half of the wrong-way drivers at these ramps
braked before reaching the wrong-way signs. Nearly half continued past the
signs but braked before the pavement lights. However, some continued past the
pavement lights and went out of view of the camera,
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Reports’on wrong-way driving have concluded that drinking drivers were
responsible for three out of every four wrong-way accidents on California
fkeeways.QJ2Js The typical wrong-way driver had received more tfic
violations and more felony convictions and had been involved in considerably
more accidents of alI types than the averagemotorist.9 The majority of the wrongway drivers were male .9 Another complicating characteristic of wrong-way
drivers is that many make intentional U-turns on freeways; they do not enter via
an off-ramp. Nearly half of the wrong-way accidents arepeused by U-turns and
half fkom mong-way entries via off-ramps.L4
Since 1985, Cakans has had a program to monitor wrong-way accidents.
Ramps in the vicinity of wrong-way accident sites are investigated. Field reviews
are conducted to make sure that signs and markings are in good repair, and that
there are no-conditions which could mislead drivers. A wide variety of
improvements are made as are found appropriate.
In terms of technology development, rather than research, new materials
have been developed for the wrong-way signs and markings in recent years. High
intensity reflective sheeting for signs has recently been adopted for the wrong-way
and freeway entrance sign replacements and upgrades. The use of larger signs
also provides more visibility, especially for elderly drivers. Thermoplastic
pavement wrong-way arrows are now being installed. The thermoplastic has a
high reflectivity and greater durability.
With the results of present technology, new matetials are being tested for
wrong-way signs and markings. Synthetic materials are being developed for antitheft signs in “high vandalism” urban areas (motivated by the aluxninum resale
value). An anti-graffiti coating is being developed. Innovations in reflective
coatings are being made. The electronic system for the pavement lights is now
more reliable under varying moisture conditions. Research is continuing on the
effectiveness of these lights.
The research conducted to date has clearly led to a reduction in wrong-way
accidents. Thzs is illustrated in the next section. Other than continuing research
into the accident reducing potential and reliability of the airport-type pavement
lights, no research needs were identified.
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Wrong-Way Accidents in California
The following charts and graphs highlight the wrong-way accident picture
on California-freeways. The number of fatal wrong-way accidents has averaged
35 per year over the last 20 years m-0 1). The number of accidents has remained
constant even as the miles of freeway and travel have increased substantiaIly.
Fatal wrong-way accident rates have decreasedfrom about 5.5 per billion vehiclemiles of travel to under 0.4 (~igun,21. This is over a percent decrease.
Wrong-way accidents accounted for approbtely
2.9% of the fatal, 0.3% of
the injury and 0.1% of the property damage accidents on California freeways in
1987 (Figure 31. Wrong-way accidents tend to be more severe, and have a greater
proportion resulting in death or injury than other types of accidents. h 1963,
wrong-way accidents comprised of six percent of the freeway fatal accidents. By
1987, this figure had decreasedto just under three percent. This is a reduction of
over 50 percent.
-Wrong-way accidents show distinct patterns by time of day CFigure41.
Caltrans is organized into 12 geographical districts. The freeways in districts
1,2,3,5,6,8,9,10 are predominantly in ruraI regions. The freeways in districts
4,7,11,12 are mostly in urban areas Wrong-way accidents peak around 2 to 3 a.m.
in every district, although this is more noticeable in the urban areas. The bars
are required by law to close at 2 a.m. in Callfomia. The higher trafEc volumes
during the day in urban areas probably depress the wrong-way accidents during
these hours. Urban- areas have a much greater number of wrong-way accidents
than mral areas.
The sobriety of drivers in wrong-way accidents on California freeways is
shown next (Figure 5>.During 1983 to 1987, the majority of the drivers either had
been dri.nEng or were driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Impaired
drivers accounted for a staggering three-quarters of the wrong-way accidents.
Drivers with drugs or alcohol in their systems are the number one cause of
wrong-way accidents on California freeways.
Fatal wrong-way accidents as a percentage of aU fatal accidents on
freeways have decreasedin the last 20 years; This reduction is believed to be
substantially related to the many actions taken by Caltrans over the years.
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Figure 1
Number of Fatal Wrong-Way Accidents
on CMifornia Freeways Over the Years
The number of ‘wrong-way fatal accidents is the same today
as in 1963, approximately 35.
Same: Caltmnr TmfEc Accident Surveillance And Analysis Sysbu (TASS)
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Wrong-Way Freeway Accidents
250
1
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Tot

PDO

204

70

l

Inj

Fatal

105

29

AU Types of Freeway Accidents

All

PDO

83,513

51,603

W
30,922

Fatal
988

Figure 3
Wrong-Way Accidents Compared to AU Accidents
’ on California Freeways in 1987
These charts show wrong-way accidents as compmd to the total number of
recorded accidents on Cdlifornia freeways during 1987. About 0.24 percent
(approktely
one out of 400) of the accidents were.wrong-way. About 2.9 percent
of a.Uthe fatal accidents were wrong-way. Although wrong-way accidents
account for 0.24 percent of all accidents on Ca.Womiafreeways, they are more
.
severe and more EkeIy to result in injury or death than oti,er types of accidentsThe soureeof data is t&n the Caltrans ‘htic kcident Surveilhnce An;f &ysis
System (.TASAS)and
1987 Accident Data on California State Highways (Road Miles, Trav& Accidents,Accident Rates)
PDO, Pmperty Damage Only Accident; Inj, Injury &dent;
Fatal, Fatal Accident
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Urban Areas

Accidents, Time of Day and District
1983- 1987,Inchsiv@
Urban areas have more wrong-way accidents than rural areas. The
numbers of wrong-way accidents are higher in the evening than the daytime
hours. Congestion in urban areas may prevent wrong-way drivers from entering
or driving on the freeway during the daytime. The.peaking of fatal wrong-way
accidents occurs around 2 a.m. in all areas, although this is more evident in the
urban areas, and is probably related to the dosing time for bars in Califotia.
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Figure 5
Sobriety of Drivers in Wrong-Way Accidents
on California Freeways Duing 1983 to 1987
The pimary cause of wrong-way accidents, especially those which.are
fatal, is drivers who are under the influence of drugs or alcohol,
?%esoumeof data is from the Caltrsns TmfEc Accident Sq6&mce
’hd
Anaiysis System (TASAS) .
D.U.L, Driving Under the I&hence; D.U.ID., Driving Under the Influence of Drugs; H.BD, Had Been DrinEng
Impztirment Unknown; Unle.,Sobriety Unknown; HNBD, Had Not Been Drinking, Whys, Physical hqmirmen~
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Annual Monitoring of Wrong-Way Accidents
The purpose of the annual wrong-way accident monitoring system is to
make sure everjthing possible is being done to prevent wrong-way accidents.
This program was started in 1985. Listings of wrong-way accidents along with
accident concentrations are provided annually to the trafEc engineers in the
twelve districts. Information on accident location, accident severity, time of day,
direction of travel, and sobriety of the driver are noted. (wrong-way accidents
involving bicycles are eliminated from the listings. Most of these accidents
happen when the drivers leaving the off-ramps and m&g
right turns hit
bicyclists going the wrong-way on the cross streets.) A Naming &year accident
listing is maintained.
Field investigations are made upstream of wrong-way accident
concentrations and at ramps of known or suspected wrong-way entries. Aerial
photographs and accident reports are also reviewed. Most entry points -are
unkno~p because the wrong-way driver usually can not provide information due
to his intoxicated condition, or because of his death in the accident. A new check list procedure has been developed as part of this current report which
summarizes the experience and input of district field engineers. The check list,
may be used as a training tool for new field investigators. (See Appendix A).
Reports are produced by the districts which cover the wrong-way
concentrations, descriptions of def5cienciesfound, and changes or modifications
made because of these investigations. These changes may include repainting or
adding wrong-way pavement arrows; reorienting, moving, or adding wrong-way
sign packages; modifying the trailblazing freeway entrance packages; placing
edge lines and pavement markers; upgrading sigris with high intensity reflective
sheeting; and modi@ing lighting. Occasionally more extensive measures would
be required to solve the problem at unique locations, such as installing pavement
lights; adding ramps to incomplete interchanges; regrading ramps to improve
sight distance; and other ramp redesigns. With the exception of pavement lights
inow under testing) and minor redesigns at ramp terminals, modifications to
mterchanges and ramps are usually prohibitively expensive and have seldom
been proposed.
This monitoring program appears to be effective in pin-pointing
deficiencies in the field. It should lead to reduced accidents (although this has not
been quantified yet), and the program should be continued as an annual effort.
The check-list should be of signi&ant use in the field reviews.
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Special Review of Off-Ramps in Los Angeles and Ventura Counties
As a part of the effort requested by Senate Bill 233, (1987) Caltra.ns conducted
a special review of-seven ramps in Los Angeles and Ventura Counties. These
ramps, basedon previous studies, were thought to be the most susceptible to
wrong-way moves. Automatic cameras were installed at each ramp for a
minimum of 30 days. The seven ramps were:
50s Andes %a&
I-10, WB Off-Ramp to Hoover Street
I-10, EB Off-Ramp to Ramona Road
1405, NB. Off-Ramp to Palo Verde
I-605, SB Off-Ramp to RoseHills Road
CA-101, NB Off-Ramp to Ventura Boulevard
ra Coun&
CA-l, NB Off-Ramp to Pleasant Valley Boulevard
CA-l, SB Off-Ramp to Pleasant Valley Boulevard
-.
No wrong-w&y.moveswere detected at 5 of the ramps. One wrong-way
vehicle was photographed at Hoover Street. It is assumed that the driver realized
his situation and turned around, since no accident was reported in the area. A
field review showed that the wrong-way sign packages were in place and in good
condition. The ramp configuration with the off- and on-ramps side by side may
have contributed to this driver’s error. No changes were recommended.
Five wrong-way moves were recorded at Rose Hills Road. It is assumed
that the drivers realized their mistakes and made”corrections, since no
information with respect to wrong-way drivers on the freeway during the study
period was received. The study concluded that city-owned directional signs to a
local recreation. area may have been the cause of driver confusion and wrong
turns onto the freeway off-ramp.
The recommendations for improvement at Rose IZEUsRoad were two-fold.
First, the city was informed of the sign problem and requested that it be corrected.
The city did remedy the problem with their signs. Second, Caltrans placed a
second set of wrong-way signs closer to the ramp terminus, installed a no-turn
sign facing westbound traffic on the ci@ street, and installed a one-way sign on
the easterly side of the off-ramp.
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Based on previous experience,it was expected that these ramps would have
2 or more wrong-way moves per month each. The fact that they did not (with the
exception of Rose Hills Road) was gratifying. The routine camera surveillance
program had been continued for several years,20 As every ramp came te be
photographed, as the equipment wore out, and as the belief grew that little was
“being achieved for a large expenditure of employee time, the camera effort mostly
ceasedby the mid-1980s. However, some ‘camerashave remained in operation.
The decision to stop the program in general appears warranted. In the course of
preparing this report, it was disclosed that the remaining detectors and camera
equipment are now in very poor condition.
It is therefore recommendedthat new equipment be purchased for those
few cases where wrong-way entry pioblems continue and where cameras
surveillance could help in deriving a solution.
The case of Rose Hills illustrates the importance of periodic reviews of every
ramp, The systematic reviews of the ramps for missing signs, worn signs and
pavement arrow’s, and changed conditions have been done several times in the
past.12’ Pavement arrows should now conform to the policy developedin 1985.23
The most recent review began in late 1988. It is recommendedthat this review be
expeditiously completed and that future reviews be scheduled on about a 3 to 5
year cycle.
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Pavement Lights Project in San Diego
h 1976, the freeway off-ramps in District.11 were studied to dete&e
where wrong-way problems might occur. From the results of this study, seven
off-ramps were selected for modification. Selection was based ORan indication of
operational problems, which meant a history of wrong-way entrances and/or
misleading layouts of ramps.’ The modifications consisted of installing airporttype red pavement lights, induction loops in the pavement to detect the wrong-way
vehxles and controllers, and adding extra wrong-way sign packages. These
seven off-ramps were located as follows:

I-5,

NB Off-Ramp to Sorrento Valley Road
SB
Off-Ramp to Sea World Drive
;z,
WB Off-Ramp to Fletcher Parkway
.
1-s: EB Off-Ramp to Severin/Fuerte Drive
I-94, EB Off-Ramp to Broadway/College Avenue
I-163, NB Off-Ramp to Mesa College Drive
I-805, NB Off-Ramp to Mesa College Drive
(I-94, EB Off-Ramp to Home Avenue was installed at a different time.)
The pavement lights appeared to be effective in further reducing wrong-way
entries. However, the equipment experienced severe and continuing
maintenance problems. In the 197Os,the loops were replaced at the Off-Ramp to
Fletcher Parkway. In 1985, an improved design was developed and the
installations were rebuilt at five off-ramps:
; SB Off-Ramp to Sea World Drive
iIE4, EB Off-Ramp to Home Avenue
..
I-94, EB Off-Ramp to Broadway/College Avenue
I-163, NB Off-Ramp to Mesa College Drive
I-805NB Off-Ramp to Mesa College Drive
The project was completed in 1986. The Sorrento Valley Road and Fletcher
Parkway Off-Ramps did not require retrofits since they were working
satisfactorily. Now, the system at Fletcher Parkway Off-Ramp is due for a minor
retrofit. No retrofit was made at SeverinD’uerte Drive Off-Ramp since the bridge
and ramps were soon to be removed and relocated during the construction of the
Routes 8425 interchange. The Off-Ramp to Home Avenue was reconstructed too.
;In 1987, a study was initiated to determine whether there were still any
operational problems at the remaining six locations.
NB Off-Ramp to Sorrento Valley Road ..
:-z
SB Off-Ramp to Sea World Drive
118; WB Off-Ramp to Fletcher Parkway
I-94, EB Off-Ramp to Broadway/College Avenue
I-l 63, NB Off-Ramp to Mesa College Drive
I-805, NB Off-Ramp to Mesa College Drive ._
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Still cameras were installed at these six locations, which were monitored to
determine if the improvements had the desired effects. Problems arose at several
of these locations regarding false wrong-way readings. Those false recordings
were attributed mainly to “rollbacks’“, which occur when a vehicle on an uphill
ramp rolls back across the detectors. At two locz&ions~motorcycles traveling in
the correct direction produced most of the false readings. Equipment was
adjusted and detector placements were changed. The problems were alleviated,
but not completely eliminated.
In the wrong-way .acddents documentedin 1986 and 1987, none were
attributed to the six locations. At one location, however, several wrong-way
entries were experienced, although no accidents were recorded there. A few
motxxists mistook the off-ramp for a city street. Modifications were made to the .
wrong-way signs and to the pavement markings,, These changes resulted in only
one detected wrong-way entry since the modifications.
Now that the design of the equipment appears to have been improved to
withstand problems such as short circuiting caused by ground water, the
pavement lights may be a feasible solution at locations where other treatments
have not been sufiiciently effective.
The pavement light install&ons are relatively expensive(over $10 000 each)
and require constant maintenance. It is still not known for certain how Lffective
the lights really are in preventing entry onto the freeway lanes. The lights were
theorized to be effective since intoxicated persons experiencepoor divided attention
(for roadside signs) but relatively good concentrated attention (for the roadway
straight ahead).I8 Prior research indicated that the lights were effective in
stopping most but probably not every driver .2* It was never possible to get good
data due to equipment problems. Now that a reliable design has apparently been
developed,it may be possible to obtain good dati To do this, new movie or video
cameras are needed. It is necessary to determine how many vehicles .pass the
lights in the wrong direction and enter the freeway. Therefore, it is
recommended that still camera, video or motie camera equipment be purchased
and installed at these pavement light ramps. ‘The cameras should be operated as
long as it takes to obtain statistically significant entry data.

.
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R a m p a n d Intersectio n D e s i g n
Over twenty years a g o, m a n y of th e w r o n g - w a ym o v e m e tns a n d accidents
w e r e c a u s e dby drivers w h o w e r e h o n e stly c o nfu s e d. Since th e n, g u i d e a n d
w r o n g - w a ysigns a n d p a v e m e tn markings provideb etter visual cuesfor th e m otorists. M a n y of th e r a m p s which w e r e d ete r m i n e dto .b e c o nfusing w e r e
m o w e d with signs, p a v e m e tn markings a n d s o m etim e s minor reconstruction of
r a m p terminals. T h e n u m b e r of w r o n g - w a ye ntries c a u s e dby c o nfusion is n o w
believedto b e minor. Drivers u n d e r th e influenceof alcohola r e th e m ajor c a u s eof
w r o n g - w a yaccidents. H o w e v e,r i m p r o v e m ets
n in interchanges,a n d r a m p s to
discouragew r o n g - w a ye ntries m a y still b e desirableat s o m elocations.
T h e folJowingfigures illustrate s o m eof th e factors which shouldb e ..
consideredin n e w designsor in reconstruction to r e d u c ew r o n g - w a ye ntries.
In c o m p l ete a n d p a rtial interchanges,such as th e half d i a m o n d, p o s ea p a rticular
p r o b l e m. S o m etim e s m otorists will risk using a n off-ram p to e nter a freewayif
th e o n - r a m pis miles a w a y. A similar situation exists for m otorists exiting th e
freeway using o n - r a m p .s During construction or m aintenanceactivities, closure
of s o m er a m p s e n c o u r a g e w
s r o n g - w a ym o v e m e tns. W h e n a n off-ram p is closed
(for e x a m p l efor m aintenance),a d v a n c en otice a n d d eto u r g u i d e signs shouldb e
consideredo n b oth th e freeway a n d th e surfacestreets; otherwise s o m edrivers
m a y exit th e freewaya n d m a k e a n illegal U-tu r n acrossth e m e d i a nto th e offr a m p o n th e oth e r side of th e freeway.
Inte r c h a n g e swith short sight distancesat th e decisionp o i nts h a v e a
disproportio n ate n u m b e r of w r o n g - w a ym o v e m e tns. T h e s elocationslack s o m eof
th e visual cues, such as h e a d l i g hts of o n - c o m i n gvehicles,which m a y alert th e
w r o n g - w a ydriver, If possible,th e sight distancesat decisionp o i nts shouldb e as
l o n g as possible.
It is especiallyi m p o Tta nt th at th e m o n g - w a y signs o n b oth sidesof th e offr a m p a n d p a v e m e tn arrowsb e visible from th e decisionp o i nts in th e intersection.
G uide signs shouldl e a d m otorists to th e correcto n - r a m p. W h e n a local r o a d is
locatedopposite a n off-ram p 9specialatte ntio n is required. T h e stop b a r of th e local
r o a d m a y b e rotate d to w a r d th e directionof travel to assist th e driver in facing
to w a r d th e o n - r a m p. T h e stop b a r o n th e frontager o a d shouldn ot b e
perpendicularto th e facing off-ram p, b ut rath e r slantedto direct drivers a w a y
from th e facing off-ram p. Also h e l pful a r e p a v e m e tn markings, such as
directionalturning arrows a n d l e a d lines with b utto n s or reflective markers,
d o u b l eyellow c e nter lines a n d e v e nc u r b e dm e d i a n so n th e cross street.
Consistencya n d predictability a r e h e l pful in avoidingw r o n g - w a y
m o v e m e tns. For e x a m p l e, if every interchangein a seriesof interchangesa r e of
th e cloverleaftype, th e driver will consistentlym a n e u v e rto th e right l a n e to reach
th e freeway e ntrance r a m p from a local street. A d v a n c etrail-blazing g u i d e signs
a r e p a rticularly h e l pful for o n - r a m p srequiring left l a n e e ntry from th e city street.
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Drivers can make only one decision at a ee. Since motorists are used to a
m&mum of four legs at an intersection, five-legged intersections near ofFramps
should be avoided. A tee intersection with the off-ramp peqendicular to the
frontage road demands fewer decisions. Ramps should be located fkr enough
apart for guide signs to provide precise on-ramp entrance ieformation.
&ny accidents occur ‘when drivers co&de with bicyclists at the ends of off’
ramps. The drivers are looking to tfieir left and the biqyclists are coming from the
drivers’ right, riding on the wrong side of the road. Markings for two direction
bicycle flow on one side of a city street invites an uafavorable situation near offramps. Bicychng against t&c
on the wrong side of the street is illegal in
California.
Wrong-way entries due to confusion have largely been ekninated &er
years of research on the design of ramps, interchanges and their signing.
Changes have been made to the Design and TrafEc Manuals to reduce wrong-way
accidents, The problem of how to deal with intoxicated drivers continues to
present a difEcult problem.
Changes in design policies have also been made as a result of wrong-way
research. This information has been transmitted to designers in the past.
However, new engineers are now entering the organization. The following
figures could form the core of a training program or instructional bulletin for
these new engineers. New interchanges are being built, and others are being
modified as a resdt of property development.
It is important that the wrong-way problem be fu.Uyconsidered in these new
designs. Therefore, it is recommendedthat treining efforts be scheduled,
especially for the new engineers.
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Cloverleaf Interchange
Cloverleaf interchanges are the most desirable type of interchange to avoid
wrong-way movements. Freeway accessis provided in both directions with only
right turns. Wrong-way movements are seldom a problem with this interchange
but the provision of a double yellow barrier stripe on the overcrossingbridge with ’
reflective markers may help motorists stay on the proper side of the road. Duting
the planning phase, developers sometimes try to apply pressure for a two
quadrant cloverleaf (which is less desirable than the full cloverleaf interchange in
terms of wrong-wdy entries) to create developedproperties on the two oppositea
corners.
.
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Modification

of Curb Nose to Prevent Wrong Way Movements

Curb Nose Before
Reconstruction
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Figure 7‘
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Two Quadrant

Proper Direction of Travel
- - Wrong-Way Movements

.

Cloverleaf Interchange

Wrong-way movements may be prevented in twoquadrant cloverleaf
interchzmges by:
1. separating the ‘on-and off-ramps;
2. designing the orientation of the on-ramp for easy access;
3. constructing a larger, better lit opening for the on-ramp than the off-ramp;
4. reconstructing the curb nose between adjacent ramps;
5. gxkfing the on-ramp entrance for better visibly than the off-ramp as
viewed from the cross-road.
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Arrows on the pavement pointirig
away from the off-ramp.
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Figure 8
FuU Diamond Interchange
Occasionally, motorists will mistake an off-ramp of a diamond interchan
for a frontage road located parallel to the ramp. If an attraction etists on thi
fsontage road, signing is important in order that the motorists till not confuse
the off-ramp with the frontage road. Signing to the attraction should be placed
away from the off-ramp; The wrong-way signs and markings should be visible
Rom the decision point&in the intersection.
- .

To prevent left turns on to an off-ramp an island may be constructed to
partially overlap the off-ramp. Thus, a moto&t would have to make an
unnatural turn to enter the off-ramp.
Proper guide signing and direction pavement arrows are important
direct motorists to the correct lane for the left turnsonto the freeway. Leadto
pavement markers may also be installed to direct to the entrance of the on-ramp.
If space permits, a left-turning lane may be provided.
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Half Diamond Interchange
Access to the freeway from all directions is not provided for in half diamond
interchanges. Therefore, good signing is extremely important. ‘If the guide
signing does not clearly indicate a safe route for the drivers to enter and exit the
freeway, wrong-way movements may result. Also, as in-partial interchanges,
some may use U-turns to reach the freeway etit.
A full diamond interchange may function. as a half-diamond at the time
when ramps are dosed for maintenance activities. “Temporary si= are needed
to give information
’on times of ramp closures and alternate route: available.
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Figure 10
Tmpet

Interc hange
_

Wrong-way movements can be avoided in trumpet interc hanges by
installing curbed medians on the ramps or by using barrier stripes of double_*
yellow Iines and reflectors. As a last resort, a trumpet interc hange may be
modified by using a concrete median barrier.
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Slip Ramp

._

Relatively few problems eadstwith slip ramps, ixcept in locations where a
two-way frontage road terminates at a slip ramp. An elephan%
‘s ear with a stop
sign may be installed at the end of the road to assist the motorist in turning
around. Slip rtips enteriPlg frontage roads at flat angles are more desirable
than those oriented perpendicular to the frontage road-,.sincethey discourage
tums orito the one--wayramp. (See buttonhook ramps on the following page.)
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Figure 12
Buffon.hook Ramp
Buttonhook ramps can be very susceptible to wrong-way moves. With ciear
separation of the on- and off-ramps and signing, ti.e wrong-way movements can
be decreased, The nose may be reconstrqted, and the on-ramp made wider and
better lit than the off-ramp.
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Figure 13
Cd-Be-Sac Irk&section Near . O ff-Ramp
This type of off-ramp should be obsoletein new designs, although many still
exist- Directional arrotsTsand wrong-way pavement armws, lead lines, reflective
markers, and special attention to wrong-way signs .are required so that the
motorist avoids entering the freeway in the wrong direction 6om the cul-de-sac
off-ramp.
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Scissors Off-Ramp
This type ok off-+&p is also obsolete and can be con&sing for some drivers
who head straight ahead onto the off-ramp instead of turning left. Directional
and wrong-way pavement arrows, lead lines and i-eflective markers and special
attention to wrong-way signs are also needed.
‘:
c

.
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Figure 15
..

Left-Hand Off-Ramp

Left-hand off-ramps are obsolete and must be avoided in new construction.

A &ver naturally expects to enter the freeway using a right turn and may

mistqkenly make this turn and travel the wrong-way.
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Work Done by Other States
A questionnaire was sent to the traffic engineers in the 50 states. Replies
have been received from 40. (See appendix B for the question&ire and state
responsesand appendix C for diagrams submitted by the other states.) The
survey was designed to identify the actions taken by other states to reduce wrongway accidents. Caltrans was particularly interested in knowing if anyone had
developed special devices which would physically stop wrong-way drivers.
Most states have concluded that the most common cause of wrong-way
accidents is alcohol. TBe Manual on Uniform Tragic Control Devices (MUTCD) is
followed and considered adequate by most states for wrong-way signs and
markings.
The trafEc engineer
’s input into the planning and design process, the use
of wrong-way pavement arrows, edge lines and painted channelization were
mentioned as important in the effort to reduce wrong-way accidents.
.
Onevery important finding was that no state has developed sp&ial devices
to physically prevent wrong-way entries. No traffic engineer responding to the
suNey endorsed the use of parking-lot spikes, barriers, raising curbs, etc. As
mentioned previously, Caltrans has tested spikes and Georgia has tested raising
curbs. Both states found the devices impractical.
In terms of the MUI’CD, it is interesting that several states use more signs,
better positioned than required by the MUTCD. Caltrans requires as a minimum
more than twice as many signs (two wrong-way sign packages versus one in the
MUTCD plus the freeway entrance totem pole which is optional in the .MUTCD),
better positioned (low-erto be in the headlights or direct line of vision), and larger
(3.6inches versus 30 inches).
All of the techniques except one, mentioned by the states have been tried or
considered in California. The one exception is the idea to carry edgelines on the
crossing streets directly across the off-ramps to discourage right turns into the
off-ramps.18 Another possible solution would be to place heavier stop bars at the
off-ramp. It is recommended that these ideas be further investigated for possible
implementation and incorporation into the Trafiic Manual.
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C alifo r n i a Hi g h w a y P atrol C o ntrib utio n s
T h e California H i g h w a y P atrol ( C H P )m a k e s a valuablec o ntribution in
c o m b attin g w r o n g - w a ydriving. T h e California Vehicle C o d ec o ntains provisions
in w r o n g - w a yaccident-related areas such as sobriety, turning m o v e m e tns, a n d
sign th e R which a r e e nforcedby th e C H P. Accidentreport s reveal th at th e typical
w r o n g & w a acciden
y
t is c a u s e dby a driver w h o w a s either driving u n d e r th e
influence of alcoholor drugs, or h a d b e e ndrinking. T h e C H P h a s p r o g r a m sto
r e m o v eth e s e drivers from th e r o a d.
T h e C EfP c o n d u cts two i m p o rta nt p r o g r a m :s th e S o b r i ety C h e c k p o itn
Pr o g r a ma n d th e S o b e rGr a d u atio n Pr o g r a m, T h e a i m of th e S o b r i ety C h e c k p o itn
Pr o g r a mis to d etect a n d r e m o v edrinking drivers from th e r o a d to r e d u c ealcoholc a u s e daccidents. Sites a r e c h o s e no n th e basis of h i g h alcohola n d d r u g related
accident a n d arrest activity. For e x a m p l e;from M a y 1 to October3 1 1 9 8 5
checkpoin
t te a m s s c r e e n e dover 1 6,0 0 0 vehicles,administe r e d over 2 0 0 fi& d
sobrietytests a n d m a d eover 2 0 0 arrests a n d citationsin th e B a k e r sfield a n d
S a c r a m e tno Areas. Accidentsc a u s e dby driving u n d e r th e influence d r o p p e d6 %
statewide,a n d 1 2% in th e N o rth S a c r a m e tno a r e a. T h e cost, including salaries
a n d e q u i p m e tn, w a s $ 5 1,8 8 7 for th e 2 3 checkpoin
t s.
T h e C a U o m i a S u p r e m eC o u rt ruled o n October2 9,1 9 8 7 th at o p e r atio n of
th e sobrietycheckpoin
t s w a s constitutio n a l. T h e C H P r e s u m e dstate w i d e
checkpoin
t s o n N o v e m b e r2 7,1 9 8 7 in tim e for th e holiday s e a s o n. F r o m th e e n d of
N o v e m b e 1r 9 8 7to th e e n d of S e pte m b e r1 9 8 8, over9 0 0 arrestsw e r e m a d e& e r
screeningover 8 3,0 0 0vehiclesat 1 1 4 S o b r i ety C h e c k p o itns.
T h e g o a l of th e S o b e rGr a d u atio n Pr o g r a m, started in 1 9 8 5, is to curb
drinking a n d driving a m o n gy o u n g p e o p l e. It is c o n d u cte d during M a y a n d
J u n e, th e two m o nths of p r o m s, g r a d n i g hts, a n d e n d - of-schoolcelebratio n s. T h e
c o m m u nty-based
i
effort involves1 5 to 19-year-olddrivers in a c c e ptin g th e ‘d o n’t ~
drink a n d drive’ m e s s a g eth e m s e l v e sa n d th e n deliveringit to their peers.
T h e S o b e rGr a d u atio n Pr o g r a mis a catalyst th at is u n i q u e to e a c ha r e a of
th e state. T h e C # P distributes basicm aterials like televisiona n d radio public
servicea n n o u n c e m ets,
n p o sters, b u m p e r stickers, decals,key chains a n d b o o k
covers. T h e C H P works with student.g r o u p s, a n d local individuals a n d
organizatio n s. T h e S o b e rGr a d u atio n Pr o g r a mh a s a different creative e m p h a s i s
in e a c hc o m m u nty.
i Local involvemen
t is th e key to its success.T h e results of
this p r o g r a mh a v e b e e nr e w a r d i n .g In th e 1 9 8 5M a y to J u n e p etio d a l o n e fatal
accidents in this a g e g r o u p d r o p p e d2 5%, a n d injury accidents d e c r e a s e diS %.
..
T w o e x a m p l e sof S o b e rGr a d u atio n Pr o g r a m radio a n n o u n c e m etsn a r e:

I.“O n g r a dn i g ht will y o u let y o u r friendsd o w n ? Of c o u r s en ot. T h at’s w h y m oo n ey o u k n o w is
g o n n adrive if th e y’v e b e e ndrinking. Y o u w o n’t let th e m, b e c a u s ye o u a
a b o ut th e m. K
a n d th e C H P c a r eto o. H a v e a S o b e rGr a d u atio n Classof ‘8 8 a n d m a k e it to y o u r futu r e!”
2. ‘W h at’s th e b e st th i n g a b o ut g r a d u atio n ? Friends,fa mily, fu n, th e futu r e ? K
a n d th e C H P
s u g g e stth at th e u
th i n g a b o ut g r a d u atio n is b e i n ga r o u n dto m o r r o wto sta rt th e rest of y o u r life.
S o b e rGr a d u atio n. M a k e it to y o u r futu r e!”
.

The Sobriety Checkpoint and Sober Graduation Programs appear to be very
effective. Another way, however, ixnwhich the CKP can be of assistance is to
make a special effort to report missing, damaged OP worn wrong-way signs to
C&ram. Also the CID can note ou acddeut reports identied OP suspected entry
points in wrong-way accidents or iu observed wrong-way travel. It is
recomxnendedthat the CKP be contacted again, stressing our continued interest
in wrong-way accidents. Renewing our request for information, such as outlined
above, will help solve this problem
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Check List for Wrong-Way Entry Review
1

Review pertinent accident reports. Using the aerial photographs, review
1.
ramps, cross roads, and median openings 3 miles upstream (less in urban, more
in rural areas), from the accident location. Field investigation of ramps located
within these 3 miles of the wrong-way accident site may reveal needed
improvements in signing and striping. Bring figures 4-15 to 424, 6-l 6, 6-24, and
6-38 from the Traffic Manual with you.
2.
Inspect off-ramps during both daylight and dark conditions, especial.Iyif
the accident occurred at night. It is desirable to check the general visibility close
to the same time of day and weather condition as when the accident occurred
(sunrise; sunset, dark, fog, rain, etc.) Choosea safe observation location near
entry points to the off-ramp where a wrong-way driver may have driven. Get out
of your vehicle and view the scenefrom the wrong-way driver’s perspective.
3.

Check if Do Not Enter sign packages(R11 over RllA) are:
present in the minimum quantities (See Traffic Manual figures),
visible from the entry decision point; not too far back,
mounted at the recommendedheight (about 2’ above the edge of the
traveled way pavement but visible to headlights),
unfaded (3M company will replace faded signs 2 for l),
not hidden by other objectsor bushes ,
oriented at the best possibleviewing angle,
in good repair (riveted or bolted connections,etc.),
and free from graffiti,
specify replacement and added signs made of high intensity
sheeting.

4.
i
0
:
0

Check if the 24’ wrong-way pavement arrows (figure 6-23) are:
in the proper locations starting at about i0’ from the limit line,
present in the minimum quantity (at least 2 per lane),
visible, with a reflective freshly painted look,
unfaded, not covered with grease, not chipped away,
not embeddedbetween directional arrows in leftlright only lanes.
Highly reflective thermoplastic material may be specified for
replacement and added wrong-way arrows.
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Check if other pavement directional
!i
6.

i
iii
0

Cl
cl

One Way (RlO, RlOA) about 1 l/2 ’ abovethe edgeof traveled way
pavement, but visible to headlights;
No Right/Left Turn (Rl6B, RI7B);
No U-Tum (R34, R34A);
Keep Right (R7, R7A);
Divided Highway (R98, R98A, W25, W25A, W26, W26A);
Two Way TrafEc (W&4).

be narrow, and
have an island or painted median dividing parallel, adjacent on and
off-ramps,
have small radius comers on either side of the throat and be aligned
towards local street travel.
Also, red-clear markers may be used,on the freeway mainline
approaching exit ramps (fig. 6-2, det. 14; fig. 6-9, det. 36-37; fig. S-17).

Freeway entrances must be obvious and accessible.
0
i
i

9.

visible,
unfaded, not covered with grease, not chipped away.

Off-ramp openings should discourage wrong-way entry from the cross
street. The openings should:
::

8.

amws (figure 6-23) are:

Check for the presence of other signs which discourage wrong-way
movements:
0

7.

.“!,
:I/ :.

Check that pathfinder-trailblazing signs are adequate for
motorists to find the freeway entrances,
entrance packages are in place and in good condition,
one 18’ entrance arrow per lane exists, in good repair (fig. 6-23),
freeway entrances are better lit than exits (fig. 9-15,9-l 6),
interchanges are complete so motorists never have to enter a
freeway using an off-ramp.

Where left turning movements may be confirs,ingin an intersection
adjacent to an off-ramp, recommend:
0”
:

turning guide lines, either solid or broken,
pavement markers to aid the turning movement,
pavement markers on guide lines (good wear for high MIT),
directional pavement arrows.
,i
41
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10.

Consider eliminating factors which contribute to wrong way moves on
adjacent right of way by:

0
0
0
0
0

recommending removal of guide signs or privately owned
directional signs located close to the off-ramp which may
encourage wrong way entry,
locating guide signs for frontage roads paralleling off-ramps far
from the off-ramp opening,
removing bushes and structures which decreasevisibility.
During the planuin g process, discourage the location of business
driveways next to off-ramps in original right-of-way agreements,
deny permission for bar permits near freeway ramps.

11. Any recommendations which result from the field investigation should be
approved by a supervisor with Traffic Engineering experience before filling out
the HT-65 form. Recommendationsshown on the ET-65 form must be
accomplishedin a timely manner to prevent tort liability. Do not editorialize.
Never write suggestions on the HT-65 form which will not be accomplished.
Recommendationfor the installation of wrong way preventive treatments such as
wrong-way packagesand pavement arrows do not require a safety index > 200, but
do require engineering judgment; Minor B funding is at the discretion of the
District.
12.

In locations where sign theft is a problem, t+
0
0

replacing any missing signs with those made of synthetic material,
coating the backs of existing signs with a thick layer of grease.

13.

For recurring problems, tryz

0
0

reviewing through another pair of eyes,
installing more Do Not Enter sign packages,
larger Do Not Enter sign packages,illuminating the signs,
or increasing the number of pavement arrows,
monitoring with camera or video to isolate the sources’and patterns of the
problem,
observing traf5c flow during different times of day,
increasing traffic flow on low ADT off-ramps (reroute),
closing the ramp or a road to the intersection,
regrading or realigning ramps with limited sight distances,
regrading or realigning portions of freeways where sight distances are c
1200feet,
constructing wrong-way, vehicle activated red pavement lights,
contact Headquarters TrafRc Operations or other districts for new ideas.

0
El
:
0
:
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MARKIN’GS

Traffic

Msnual

Figure 6-24’

TYPICALRURAL
EXPRESSWAY
‘INTERSECT1ON
SIGNS
.
AND MARKINGS

LEGEND
Wrong Way Arrow

c

NOTES:

Left Turn Arrow

1. Distance between wrong way arrows is 100’ f.
2. See Figure 620 for location of intersection
markings.
3. Use 8” white solid line for left turn lane.
4. The R98A sign may be placed as a separate Ins&IWon In adwnce of stop sign.

Slgn Location

50

MARKlNGS

c52

Figure 6-36’

TYPICALOBJECT
MARKERS

:

(See Section 6-05)

PoLlCY

TYPEK
e
g

.

.
Li-

.

1

K
v
optiofyl lnstsllstion
bl urb8n Arus

‘TY&N

/

.

Type K mark?r b us&
l In the far nose of median lsbnd opetnlngs
l Facing approaching traf?Ic at the noses of
. bbnds forming right-turn bner’
l In the nose of an Island where trafk
may
proceed to either side.
l In the nose of exit ramps where thorn are
eufbs in the nsutnd area.
.

/

Yellow Type N marker may be used beiow
and on the same post with the WSB or W57
l nowsfgnsto warn of an abruptturn. Orange
Type N marksrb used In constructIon zones.
Red Type N marker b normalty mounted
below and on the same post with the W31
END sign to mark the end of a stmet or
hfghway.

<

1. Yollaw Rdlutlvo Background
3. Red R0nmht0 Eukground
3. 0#8ngo Roflodlvm Bwkgmund

TYPE L

4. Yoliow bckgmund wlth
33”. yolla~ R~fIec!o~
5. Red 88ckwound wlth
pj” Rod Roflocton

TYPE P
l

l

l
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Type L marker b used to mark obstnrctions
ad)acent to the roadbed (outside of paved
shoulder).
Type P markorb used to markan obstruction
withfn the roadbed (betWUt8n
edges of paved
shoulders). Type P marker with orange and
white stripes Is used In construction zones.

Type k marker Is used to mark an obstruction
withln the roadbed where traffic may pm
teed on either side. It is mounted on the
front of a trash cushion or guardralf protecting
a flxed objed
Except for crash
cushions whera &MC may pass to only one
side of a tied object, a Type P marker
shoufd be used Instead of Type R. The
bottom of the marker Is normally mounted
one fob above pavement
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’ Appendix B
Questionnaire Sent and Responses From Other States
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Questionnaire Sent jo the State Traffic Engineers

STATE 0F C~UFORNIMUSIMS.

~RAN~~RTA~~ON

GEORGE ONKMUIAN.

AND HOUSING AGENCY

Go-r

.,I

,’
..,:.
;,_

,:C”;y
,,: ,_
.

‘-”

DEPARTMENTOF TRANSPORTdTlON
‘120N !ilREEf
.cRbMEHTO. CA
fOD (916) 32%76&

WE14

(91.5) 445-4124
(TDD:
445-5945)

August

1,

1988

:

Wrong-way traffic
movements and their
consequences are a ma.jor
.The California
Department of
concern to all of us.
Transportation
(Caltrans)
is devoted to developing
more effective
and devices to prevent the wrong-way
signs,
pavement markings,
and wrong-uay U-turns
on our
entry of vehicles
onto our freeways,
freeways.
. In addition,
Caltrans
is interested-in
standards and ideas
developed
bp other
states
for preventing
wrong-way movements.
lu'e
barriers,
such as
are particularly
interested
in any positive
or other unique treatments
you may
spikes,
raising
curbs,
etc.,
Could you provide
us information
and diagrams of
have 'tried.
your standards
for signs and markings other than the standard
MUTCD (Manual of Uniform Traffic
Control. Devices) treatment,
used in your state to prevent LTong-uay
lights,
devices,
etc.,
Please send your response to:
traffic
movements?
Mr. Charles D. Bartell
Chief,
Division
of Traffic
Engineering
California
Department
of Transportation
1120 N Street,
Room 4212
Sacramento,
CA 95814
A summary of responses
xi11 be compiled by the end of this year.
We would'appreciate
receiving
this infarmation
by August 31,
1988.
Please let us knov in your response if you wish to obtain
a copy of the final
report
on prevention
of wrong-k-ay tmffic
movements.
Sincerely,

C. D. BARTELL, Chief
Division
of Traffic
Engineering

.

StatesResponding to August 1988Survey
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland .
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Vermont
.
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Gordon G. Hayes, P.E., Trafiic Safety Standards Engineer
Roger L Hatton, P.E., State Traffic Engineer
J. D. Bamett, Engineer of Traffic Division
Johan J. Bemelen, Staff TrafEc Engineer
Frank M. D’Addabbo Sr., P.E., Director-Traffic Engineering
GeorgeW. Schoene,Bureau Chief
Gregory Xanders, P.E., Asst. State Traffic Engineer.
Roy Komoto, Traffic Engineer
Max N. Jensen, P.E., Traffic Supervisor
R W. Jones, Engineer of TrafEc
Clinton A Venable, Chief, Division of Traffic
Dwight L. Stevens,State TrafEc Engineer
Arlen F. Tappan, P.E., Highway Marking Engineer
John R. Luttrell, P.E., Director, Division of Traffc
Douglas F. McCobb,Engineer of TrafEc
Thomas.Hicks, Depu@ Chief Engineer, Office of Traffic
Calvin Roberts, Engineer of TrafBc and Safe@
D. H. Differt, ‘Deputy Commissioner
Richard Young, Assist. TrafSc Control and Safety Engineer
Roy 1. Coplen, P.E., Division Engineer, Maint. and Traffic
Ken G&da, TrafTic Engineer
P. D. Kiser, Chief Traffic Engineer
Frank B. Lindh, P-E., Admin., Bur. of Traffic & Traffic Engr.
P. Norman Deitch, Chief, Bur. of l!rafKc Engr. & Safe@ frog.
R. M.. Gardeski, Director, TrafEc and Safety Division
Allan Covlin, Engineering Services Div., ND State Hwy. Dept.
Robert D. Yankovich, Acting Engineer, Brueau of Traffic
H. R Hofener, P.E.,.Chief T&c
Engineer
Dwayne Hofstetter, Traffic Engineer
J. R Doughty, P.E., Chief, Traffic Engr. and Operations Div.
Luther F. Fad, Assist. Director of Tr&ic Engineering
GeorgeShenill, Traffic Operations Engr., Div. of Operations
Richard Fitzgerald, Engr. Manager, T&tic Engr. Office
David K Miles, P.E., Engineer for Traffic and Safety
LeonR. Magna& TrafG Engineer
A L Thomas, Jr., State Traffic Engineer
Wayne T. Gxuen, State Traffic Engineer
Ken F. Kobetsky, Director, Traffic Engineering Division
Harry 0. Price, P.E., State Traffic Engineer

5-4

.
i.
“,

.d

smlmaIyofResponsesto&uestionnaire

Responseon Causes
.
.
uence. El&lv Drivers. Nwht wTune Con- . .
The most common stated cause of wrong-way accidents was drivers who
were under the influence of alcohol. These accidents tend to occur late at night.
“Needless to say many drivers were impaired in one way or another.“*
“In
. discussing this niatter with law enforcement officials, we find that the majority of
wrong-way movements and wrong-way U-turns on the freeway system involve
drivers under the influence of alcohol.” Elderly drivers also accounted for a
fraction of wrong-way drivers. ‘We had a recent rash of these wrong-way
accidents in a one week period, all of which were either alcoholized or in one case
an elderly person, and all happened late at night.”

Response on Solutiohs
Solutions in preventing wrong-way accidents inolude using the signing and
markings m the MUTCD (Manual on Traffic Control Devices), and obtaining the
traf5c engineers
’ input in the planning phase of ramp and interchange design.
Particular attention is made to the. sign location, mounting height and
maintenance. Markings include wrong-way pavement arrows, pavement
markers, and edge lines.
Phase
8
and types of off-ramps and interchanges
have been shown to correlate with the frequency of wrong-way accidents, the
tr&c engineer
’s input in the planning phase of intersection, ramp, and
interchange design is vital to public safety. “At the design phase for new
construction, we include the traffic engineer
’s input in reference to ramp location
and entrance control to discourage wrong-way maneuvers.*
’
.

I

.

.

Complete, consistent interchanges lead to vehicles being channelized onto
ramps in the correct direction. ‘We depend oh geometric design, supplemented
by standard signs and markings to discourage wrong-way movements.
” “To
minimize the possibility of wrong-way traffic movements, we have utilized
relatively few partial interchanges.
”

*Quotations from various respondents which give the flavor of the replies.
Identification of individuals quoted would serve little purpose.
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The majority of states adhere to the h!KJTCDstandard which states:
“the ‘DO NOT ENTER’ sign should be conspicuously pladed in the most
appropriate position at the end of a one-way roadway or ramp. The sign
should normally be mounted on the right-hand side of the roadway, facing
traffic entering the roadway in the wrong direction..,The ‘WRONG WAY
sign may be used as a supplement to the ‘DO NOT ENTER’ sign...placed at
a location along the exit ramp or the divided highway farther from the
crossroad than the ‘DO NOT ENTER’ sign.” The ‘DO NOT ENTER” sign is
placed conspicuously on ramps, facing traf’fic entering the road in the
wrong direction.
After research studies on visibility, California uses a Do Not Enter package,
which is a “DO NOT ENTER” (R-11) sign with a ‘WRONG WAY’ (R-11A) sign
directly beneath it on a single post on m
sides of the ramp. Other states
responded that they also double up their signs. “Many times we have doubled up
signs, especially Wrong Way’ or ‘Do Not Enter.“’
Signs and ma&ngs are enforced by vehicle code sections regarding
direction of travel, U-turns, and driving while intoxicated. One state provided an
outline of their “legal authority to prohibit U-turns at median crossovers.
”
.

catron
Many responding states provided diagrams of sign and pavement marking
locations from of their standards These diagrams are included in the appendix
of this report. Some of the states used more signs, above the standard shown in
the MIJTCD, either as their own standard, or as determined by engineering
judgment.
States which had looked into sign height lowered their signs. “We do
mount our Wrong-Way
’ ramp signs at a 4-foot height to the bottom of the sign.
We believe that the sign at the lower. elevation is more noticeable to a wrong-way
driver than ifit were mounted at the standard 7-foot height. Speedsare low at the
ramp terminals so the low height should not present a hazardous situation.”
One of the s&es increased the mounting height of the “ONE WAY’ signs
from l-112 feet to 3 feet for better visibility. “There has been some concern about
the 1 l/2 feet mounting height of the ‘ONE WAY signs...this mounting height
should be adjusted, especially at locations where the ‘ONE WAY sign is mounted
behind guard rail. Also there was concern about the signs being obscured by
vegetation. Therefore in order to alleviate these concerns,it has been decided to
increase the mounting height of the ‘ONE WAY sign to 3 feet.”
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From research studies &I both responsivenessto headlights and avoidance
of sight restrictions, California mounts the Freeway Entrance and Do Not Enter
sign packageswith the bottom of lower sign 2 feet higher than the edge of traveled
way pavement, rather than the ?-foot height called for in the Manual. The Do Not
Enter sign package consists of a “DO NOT ENTER” sign with a “WRONG WAY
sign directly beneath it on a single post The Freeway Entrance package consists
of a “FREEWAY ENTRANCE
” sign, a route shield, cardinal direction, and arrow
signs mounted on a single post. This places the signs directly in the view and in
the headlights of vehicles turning into off-ramps.

:

Visibility is’important. ‘We require that ‘WRONG WAY and ‘DO NOT
ENTER’ signs be fabricated with high brightness encapsulated type reflective
.*
sheeting.
”
..
Sim Size
The MIJTCD Manual sizes of the “DO NOT ENTER” and ‘WRONG WAY
signs were 30” x 30” and 36” x 24” respectively. California has sizes of 36” x 36”,
48” x 48”;and 72” x 72” for the “DO NOT ENTER” sign and 36” x 21” and 72” x 21”
for the “DO NOT ENTER” sign.
.
IPTIMa .ntena ce
A iign mn&tenance and verZcation system ensures that the signs are in
an acceptablecondition and not missing. “We have also tried to keep the devices.
and markings in a good state of repair.” We recently made a special drive to
insure that all our etit ramps were signed in accordancewith the MUTCD.”
In California, reviews are made by district ‘k&c engineers of the wrongway signing and delineation packages to remedy any deficiencies in missing
signs, lost reflectivity of the signs, and worn wrong-way pavement arrows. As
they are retrofitted and newly installed, the Do Not Enter sign packagesin
California have high intensity sheeting.
Wronp-Wav Paveme t Arro
The wrong-way paveznt arrow was designed to look like an arrow (not a
“glob”) when viewed from the pointed end of the arrow. Some states experimented
with visibility of the arrow with raised pavement markers. ‘We’also use the
pavement SVTOW
strategically thru interchange areas to guide motorists and to
supplement the effectivenessof the arrow. We plan to experiment with outlining
the arrow with raised pavement markers at locations where there is a high
incident frequency.
” Also, reflective thermoplastic material is now being used as
an alternative to reflective paint for wrong-way pavement arrows.
”
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Edge lines and pavement markers help to guide ix&c, espehally at
intersections adjacent to ramps with left-turns. ‘We are strong advocates of
using the turning path dots for guiding left turning traffic in the par-do’s and
foIded diamond interchange types. But, once again, that is a standard marking
consideration.
” “Where there are two ramps in the same quadrant, such as at a
partial cloverleaf, we have dashed the left edge line &fromthe crossroad to the
ramp terminal to provide left-turning drivers with a de5ned path to follow the
proper ramp.”
Red/yellow and red/colorless reflective markings, which require extensive
driver education programs are used by some states. “We use red/colorless, and
red/yellow reflective pavement markers on ramps.” “Two-way whiteIred
reflectors have been used in raised pavement markers on lane lines at
intersections and interchanges to provide the red indication for wrong-way
movements.
”
Raised curbs and medians are used to channelize tra& at ramps and to
separate the entrance and exit ramps which lie parallel to each other. ‘We do use
raised medians to channelize some intersections and ramp terminals. However,
these are treatments which can be found in the AASHTO Manual on Geometric
Design for Streets and Highways.
” bother state summarized the practice of
using a “raised curb at one location where the entrance and erdt ramps were
somewhat parallel to each other. The purpose was to better define the entrance
ramp from the tit ramp, and to control access.” “Also, we make extensive use of
curbed channelization in our interchange designs, with lateral ‘separation
between on and off ramps. Therefore, at most locations, overt action on the part of
the motorist would be necessaryto initiate a wrong-way movement.
”
eator
Delineators are being tried by two states on sn experimental basis. In the
first case, the delineators provide visible trail-blazing at on-ramp entrances. “At
a few unlit entrance ramp locations, we have.installed an eqerimental
delineation treatment. Five reboundable delineator posts are placed on each side
of the freeway entrance ramp. Standard signs and pavement markings
accompany this.” In the second case, “red reflectors will be placed on the
backside (wrong-way side) of flexible delineator posts used on divided highways
near intersections and on some freeway ramps and mainline.”
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Responseon Treatments Not Used
Every state in the nation was surveyed. Not one Traffic Engineer endorsed
the use of spikes or barriers. In addition, past research has shown that a wrongway vehicle may continue traveling onto the freeway after the tires are punctured.
“We have consideredthe use of spikes to prevent wrong-way movements but we
are concernedabout legal liability associatedwith such a drastic device in case
some motorist inadvertently backs up or enters the wrong-way and becomes
disabled in a traffic lane.” Spikes do not stop a vehicle from entering a freeway. A
drunk driver may not notice that the tires have been punctured. The majority of
the wrong-way drivers may not get into accidents since they do notice the signs,
pavement arrows, or traffic flow, and get out of the way of traf%z while still on the
ramp, turn around, and head in the correct direction. “Barxiers to wrong-way
vehicles such as one-way spikes, sensor actuated lights etc. have been suggested*
but are not under consideration at this time.” “Please be advised that ...DOT does
not use any spikes, raising curbs, etc. to prevent wrong-way traf5c movements.
”
. . Barnerg
.
oslhve
There was also a consensusof the responding states in not using positive
barriers. The problem of false signaling in pavement sensorsbecauseof
motorcycles and backed-up traffic could result in harm to innocent victims. “We
have not taken a positive approach to the problem and therefore have no
experiencewith any such devices.” ‘We have never installed any type of positive
barriers, nor do we have any plans to do so in the future.”
California has experimented with moving gates to change the direction of
rush hour t&c flow and optimize high occupancyvehicle lanes. These positive
barrier gates take 20 secondsto open or close. A gate designedto take the high
impact loads of a wrong-way vehicle can not respond in time (up to 20 seconds)to
stop a wrong-direction vehicle.
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Appendix C
Diagrams Submitted by Other States
.
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OFF- RAMPSIGNING
,-F.
.*

!!Wrong Way” signing, see Traffic

1.

Guidelines.

“No. Pedestrians
” signing, normally one (I') sign per ramp.
. 2, Use
RS-lOc for off-ramps and 310030 for on-ramps.
“Exit Speed” (off-ramp), ramp speed (turning roadway).
First sign normally on parallel section.
uarning signi:. . Curve.- Turn - .&Curve . . *

3.
.’
.

.

4.

. .

Depending on geometry and safe speed, normally use “Curve” or “Turn”
signing- on loop ramps. These signs may be supplimented with “Arrow”
signs.

.

“U-Curve” sign may be used only with existing geometry where.there
is an accident problem.
'Chevron" signs are used in accordance with our policies only when
there is an accident problem.

.*
I .Y’-.
.

!
_a..

‘Stop Ahead“, “Signal Ahead” and “Yield Ahead” are used only when
there. is a substandard sight line to. the control.
5.

.*

Guide Signs:

Distination Signs (01-l) should be placed on off-ramps.
‘should be the sameas the main line signing.

The legends

Advance turn route' marker assembliesshould be placed on off-ramps.
These signs may be combinedwith destination signs when there is
not more.than three (3) destinations and one (I) route number.
’
6.

Service Signs:
Service signs should normally be placed on the far side of the inters ecti ng road. The signs may be placed on th’e’off-ramp if space per;nits The “Hospital ” symbol sign with arrow should be installed on the off-ramp.

7.

CommuterParking Signs:

’
Install these signs only whenyou cannot see the commuterlot from
4.. the highway or ramp. Nonsra.llyinstall these signs on the far side of the
intersecting road. The signs may be placed on the off-ramp if space permi.
8.

. :
I
.- .;

Special Destinations:
Auto Emission Test Centers, Historic locations not signed on the main line
and other special signs are nor;nally placed on the far side of the
‘.
intersection.
:;
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Selection of appropriate pavement markings for use on frtevay
exit
and entrance ramps, weave lanes, service road connections, and lan
drops.
To achieve .statewide dformity

PURPOSE:
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in freeway markings that art
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INFORMATION:Drawings (pages 3.1t2a, 3.1.2b, aad' 3.1.2~) are lateaded to provide
pavement markings on freeway exit and entrance ramps, weave
guideunes for installing
lane&,-' service road 'connections, a* lane drops.
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The first sign shall be located 100 feet in advance of the point where the shoulder markings
begin. Successive signs shall be spaced at intervals of 750 to 1,000 feet throughout the marked
section.
These signs shall be placed on the right hand
side of the road, facing traffic. The mounting
height and lateral position shall comply with the
specifications contained herein.

NO

.DRIVING
ON MARKED
SHOULDER

I--

.. 1

.

. .

2J-7 Snowmobiles AU Purpose Vehicles Sign
@-20)
This sign may be erected any’where within the
right&f-way, as needed, to inform operators of
snowmobiles or aU purpose vehicles that these
vehicles shall not be operated on any limited access highway, freeway, interstate highwgy, or
the right-of-way thereof in violation of Sec.
4519.40RC.

R-52

SNOWMOBILES
AU PURPOSE
VEHICLES

PROHIBITED
R-20

U-6 Keep OE Median Sign (R74)
On divided roadways having no physical barrier between the separated roadways, drivers
pften attempt to cross the median, particularly
where such crossings offer an opportunity to correct an error in choice of direction at an intersection of interchange. A median also may be an
inviting plac: to park. These practices can be
dangerous and are prohibited by Section 4511.35
RC.
The Keep Off Median sign may be erected on
the left of the roadway within the median
wherever there is a tendency for drivers to enter
or cross.

2J-9 OtheC~clusion Signs
In addition to the foregoing specific exclusion
s&s other legends may be required. Signs which
clearly state the exclusion shall be designed in
accordance with the principles stated in this
manual.
Because of the variety of possible messages for
these signs. it is not practicable to fix standard
sizes for them as a class. In all cases the lettering
should be large enough to give adequate legibility. They should be conspicuously placed at all
entrances to the restricted roadway.

KEEP
OFF

MEDIAN

2J-10 Turn Prohibition Signs
(R22, 12% 121,123)
.
These signs, except R-123, shall be used at intersections to indicate regulations prohibiting,
turning movements.

R-74

gj.(;o /Y&fl/!ug
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R-120

~

R=1123

i

No.

Size

Std. Moi. Std.

R-22-24

24"x24“

@J-=--Y

R-22-36

36"x36"

Std. & Mol. Std.

R-120-24
R-121-24
R-123-24

24'524"
24%24"
24‘5~24"

R-120-36
R-121-36
R-12336

36"%36"
36"X36"
36"x36"

bPr===V
and
i

Co&

F--Y-

Turn Prohibition signs should be placed where
they will be most easily seen by drivers intending
to turn. The No Right Turn sign shall be placed
at the near right-hand corner of the intersection.
Where No Left Turn or No Turns signs are required, two should be used, one at the near
right-hand comer and one at the far left-hand
comer, facing traffic approaching the intersectiOh

R-121

TYPO

: ,:

These are minimum requirements, and additional signs should be placed as necessary at or in
advance of the intersection. Overhead signs are
sometimes desirable, particularly in congested
areas. Signs may be mounted just above, below,
or alongside traffic signal faces governing the
traEic to which they apply. If advance signs are
used, care should be taken that no alley or public
driveway exists between them and the intersection where the turning movement is prohibited.
At an intersection with a one-way street.
whether signalized or not, the One Way sign
shah be used, and may be supplemented by the
Turn Prohibition sign. (See Figure RS-7 and Section 21-36)A Turn ‘Prohibition sign is not needed
at a ramp entrance to an expressway or freeway
where the design is such as to indicate clearly the
one-way traflk movement on the ramp.
A Turn Prohibition sign mounted in conjunction with a traffic signal installed directly over
any roadway shall have a clearance of at least 15
feet above the roadway.
When the movement restriction applies during
certain periods only, the use of Turn Prohibition
signs calls for special treatment. The following
alternatives are listed in order of preference:
(a) Internally illuminated signs. or variable
-message signs that are lighted and made
legible only during the restricted hours
(particularly desirable at signalized intersections).
(b) Permanently mounted signs incorporating
a supplementary legend showing the hours
during which the prohibition is applicable.
(c) Moveable signs at each comer of the intersection where required, put in place under
police supervision oniy when applicable and
removed at other hours.
The ‘*lW U TURN” sign may be used at or
between intersections to indicate regulations prphibiting U turns at or on the specific intersections.
or roadways so posted. This sign may be used
also on expressways and freeways where a crossover between roadways has been provided for
emergency and authorized use oniy.
(Rev. 11)
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LANE USE SIGNS
U-15

Lane-Use Control Signs
(R-24, R-25A thru R-30A, R-31, R-32)

Lane-Use Control signs are intended for use to
control vehicle movements in specific lanes. These
signs should be used where turning movements ’
are required or where unconventional turning
movements are permitted from specific lanes at
an intersection. Overhead mandatory movement,
signs (R-26A. R-2?A, R30A) shall show a single
arrow and the regulatory word message “ONLY”.
The overhead optional movement signs (R-28A,
R-29A) shall show a straight and a curved axxk
with the lower ends of their shafts superimposed.
to indicate that either of the movements symboiized is permissible.
Lane-use controls permitting left or right turns
from two or more lanes are normally warranted
whenever the turning volume exceedsthe capacity
of one turning lane and when all movements can
he accommodated in the lanes available to them.
when multiple lane turns are to be permitted at
signalized intersections? signal phasing should be
used to allow the turning movements without interference from opposing or cross traflic, includ- ing pedestrians.
Side-mounted. lane-use signs consist of combinations of arrows in the R-31 series of signs
or the word messages of the R-24, R-25A, and
the R-32 signs. The signs LEFT TURN ONLY
(R-24) or RIGHT TURN ONLY (R-25A) shouId
be used where all traffic must turn.
The optional movement signs R-23A and R-29A
shall not be used alone to effect a turn prohibition.
Pavement markings may be used to supplement lane-use control signs and should be used
with mandatory turn signs. See Section 3R-41 and
Figures P-27, 28, 29.

.(R-26A through R-3OAl

--ONLY
R-27A

-

R-28A

ONLY
v

R-29A

nw
Standard

hiOj0r

Standard L
Expressway

R-26A

..

R-30A

I

Code No.

1

size

R-26A-30
R-27.4-30
R-28A-30
R-29A-30
R-3OA-30

30-x36”

R-26A-36
R-2?A-36
R-28A-36
R-29A-36
R-3QA-36

36”x42”

-

. .
“_.
,,.

Y-32

:.

.

,

Keep Right (Arrow) Sim
(R-37 R & L)

,.y

The Keep Right (Arrow) sign should be used
at median openings to guide trsf& entering from
the cross street into the proper roadway. This

Keep Right (Left) Sign (W-39% i)
.‘Y-33
Information reganling the application of this
Keep Right (Left) Sigxi in construction and maintenance work areas is presented in Part 7 of this
maiual. See Section 7%13.

sign may also bemused as aialiirnate
to tbe R-38.
WRS-6.
iign m’ay be substituted where
A Keep+ft

appropria&

.

.

R-37R

I
.

I
c

.

..

TYPICAL APPLICATION o? 2’-=’
KEEP RIGHT SIGNS

cl

KEEP
Y
RIGHT
,

REF. SEC.

1

KS-W,

(Rev. 12)
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One Way Signs (R-43) (R-44)
The ONE WAY sign shall be used when required to indicate streets or roadways upon
which vehicular traf& is allowed to travel in one
direction only,The sign shalI be either (a) a white
arrow on a black horizontal rectangle with the
words ONE WAY centered in the ARROW (R-43);
or (b) a vertical rectangle with black lettering
and arrow on a white background (R-44). The
vertical design has advantages where lateral
space is limited. Both designs may be made in
righa and lefts. A special size (‘72 x 24”) of the
R-43 sign is provided for use on freeways and 4x0
pressways under special or unusual conditions
which require a larger size to deter wrong-way
movements.
One Way signs shall be placed on the near
_ righthand and the far lefthand comers of the
intersection -so as to face traffic entering or
crossing the one-way street. Where the intersection is signalized, the signs shall be placed near
the appropriate signal faces. One Way signs shall
also be piaced paallel to the one-way street di-rectly opposite the exits from alleys and other
public ways. A One Way sign may be
supplemented by a Turn Prohibition sign (Figure
RS-7).
a-36

R&L

R43L

TYP*

Cd.

No.

Sirm

Stundud a
Moi. Standard

R-uR-36
R431-36

brp-&

R43R-48
R43148

4rx18L

Spuiol

R-43R-72
R-431-72

72524”
7252r

Standard

R-UR-I8
Rdl-18

185124”
18-x24”

Moj. Stundad

RUR-24

ZC’x30”
24”dU’

RUR-36
R41-36

36-X48”

F-Y

RUL-24
Expresnay

Fr-y

&

36”X I T
36”XlT
48-X18”

When Do Not Enter and Stop signs are
mounted back-to-back in an installation, the R41%30 shall not be used with a Stop sign smaller
than the R-l-36, and only the R-1-48shall be used
with the R-41B-36.

R-41 B

R-41A

Code No.

36-x48”
(b.

tiOnS.

U-38 WrOng Way Sign (R41Aj
The WRONG WAY sign may be used as a sup
plement to the DO NOT ENTER sign where an
exit ramp intersects a crossroad or a crossroad
intersects a divided highway, or at the end of a
section of one-way roadway.
The sign should be placed at a location along
the exit ramp, the divided roadway, or the oneway roadway, farther from the crossroad than
the DO NOT ENTER sign.

R-44R
I

Do Not Enter Sign GLIB)
To prohibit traffic from entering a restricted
road section the DO NOT ENTER sign should be
conspicuously placed in the most appropriate pG
sition at the end of a one-way roadway or ramp.
The sign should normally be mounted on the
right-hand side.of the roadway, facing traffic entering the roadway or ramp in the wrong direction. However, a second sign on the left-hand side
of the roadway may be justified, particularly
where traffic may be approaching in a turn.
Larger sizes are prescribed for use on major
standard roadways or on expressways and freeways with one-way ramp or roadway connecS-37

R-rlA-36

12)
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Size
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MARKING ONE WAY STREETS
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l WRONG
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INSTALLATION

OF “DO
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-TYPICAL LOCATION OF ONE WAY AND WRONG
WAY MOVEMENT SIGNS FOR EXPRESSWAY
INTERSECTIONS

-..
. -.-/ \ ;-\ - -‘-

~Op?ional dual installation
ot DO ~07 ENTER a
WRONG WAY signs whrr
mrdian exceeds 30’.

L

*

NOTES:
L 013 WA7 sign should be used
modian width arcads
6’.
2. DO NOT ENTER
one-way

roadwoy

sign should
when

modlan

3. WRONG WAY sign may ba uad

to indicota
br

used

width

ringlr
to

allowablr

prarent

ascrodr

to supplamrnt

wmnp-way

of. travel
movemant

IS’.
DO NOT ENTER

RS-8
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TYPICAL LOCATION OF ONE WAY ANDWRONG
WAY MOVEMENT SIGNS FOR FREEWAY
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08 mda8e pwed chamds u intuthur~
double solid ytlIor iiaes should be uned m L ctntarline for art adcquata distmce on both rides
approaching the ramp intenectionr.
Symbol
vnnr pwcmcnt muki8g9 msy be plrced on the
muI
at appmprhm loutious ncu the ramp
tit pLnaissivc direction of
junction to iadi&
now. S W Fimln BSB.
At heaths which an dewnained to hwe a

2J49 Wrang W a y TrrFllc Control for Divided
Biginn laIenecsioaa
mntsshouldbe8detoiddlfJaad~
pnctiul Mmctkms St prdc iaknutionr
on
divided highn78 where unmg-ny llrroc is beinoupui~orlrhueawidcmcdLn.rrunl
udighd cnvimamantor othu contriiuttnp fatbra idhte
the likdi&dOf~Bg-~~mo~

mcntr
Whsrtthtmmdnysuesepuakdb~~madirh
morethrn 8 feet widq ONE-WAY (RaJ) tim
mhoaklbe em&d for euh cmumd a#

S+

2S41

waxing

Divided Bigh-s’

8)

l

Crmsing Sign (BIO?&

shBllkused.wllonlmdrt~Ti8-on,
simB-1o7Bah8llbePYh

to ham a

0r~pdibL
the methods and devices msp be uwi Y .r deter-

rent to the ‘rmag-ny

pavclMali

R-107A
zJ-40 W m a g War M C

R-l 0 7 %
e&ND.
C-107&~

h.
m. and

Conuol For Ramp b

hi.S+d.

c407bz4

fix9
trr

Ir-

To help prwcat wkonpway usage. &orka rhsU

be mule to identify and correct wrong-way
mwcmc8tl at highny nmp usnaida
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Wrong-W ay

Related California Vehicle Codes
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Wrong-Way Related California Vehicle Codes
California Highway Patrol officers can cite an individual for violating the
California Vehicle Code if they witness the infraction. In the Los Angeles area,
the wrong-way signs.were vandalized with territorial gang symbols and stolen for
their scrap metal value. Efforts were made in curbing vandalism and theft of
traffic signs in the 26 citations for violation of the “Interference With Tra&
Devices” Vehicle Code Section 21464. In addition, officers were instructed to
“report any actual or potential highway condition that may affect the safe and.
efficient flow of traffic to the responsible highway authority.” The majority of
wrong-way accidents were caused by those driving under the influence. DUI
arrests during the first three quarters of the 1988 year amounted to 725, in the
sobriety checkpoint locations alone. The State of California Vehicle Code Sections
which relate to wrong-way and U-turn related violations follow.
DesignatedTMEcDirection
21657. The trafEc authorities in charge of any highway may designateany highway, roadway,
part of a roadway, or specific lanes upon which vehicular traffic shall proceedin one direction at
all times as shall be indicated by official traflic control devices. When a roadway has been so
designated,a vehicle shall be driven only in the direction designatedat all times or such times as
shall be indicated by trafEc control devices.
Interference With Traffic Devices
21464. (a) No person shall without lawful authority deface;injure, attach any material or
substanceto, knock down, or remove, nor shall any person shoot at, any official traffic control
device,tra.fIic guidepost,traffic signpost, or historical marker placed or erectedas authorized or
required by law, nor shall any person without such authority deface,injure, attach any material or
substanceto, or remove, nor shall any person shoot at, any inscription, shield, or insignia on any
such device, guide, or marker.
(cl Any willful violation of subdivision (a) or (b) which results in injury to, or death of, a person
shall be punished by imprisonment in the state prison, or imprisonment in a county jail for a
period of not more than six months.
Wi

or Negligent Damage

17300. CaMnyperson who willfully or negligently damagesany street or highway, or its
appurtenances,including, but not limited to, guardrails, signs, trafEc signals, and similar
facilities, is liable for the reasonablecost of the repair or replacementthereof.
Cd)The Department of Transportation and local authorities, with respectto highways under their
respectivejurisdictions, may present claims for liability under this section, bring actions for
recovery thereon, and settle and compromisein their discretion claims arising under this section.
(e) If the Department of Transportation or a local authority provides serviceson a highway outside
its jurisdiction, at the request of the department or the local authority which has jurisdiction over
that highway, the department or the local authority may present a claim for liability for rendering
this service under this section,bring actions for recoverythereon, and, in its discretion, settle and
compromisethe claim.
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Damage by Illegal operation ofVehicle

.

17301. (a) Any person driving any vehicle, object, or contrivance over a highway or bridge is
liable for all damageswhich the highway or bridge may sustain as a result of any illegal
operation, driving or moving of the vehicle, object, or contrivance, or a a result of operating,
driving, or moving any vehicle, object, or contrivance weighing in excessof the maximum weight
specified in this codewhich is operatedunder a special permit issued by the Department of
Transportat
ion.
(b) Whenever the driver is not the owner of the vehicle, object,or contrivance but is operating,
driving, or moving the samewith the expressor implied permis sion of the owner, the owner and
driver are jointly and severally liable for the damage.
Beoovew of Damages
17303. Damagesunder Sections17301and 17302may be recoveredin a civil action brought by the
authorities in control of the highway or bridge.
Blood Alcohol Inikznation
1666 The department shall do all of the following:
(a) Include at least one question in eachtest of an applicant
’s knowledge and understanding of the
provisions of&is code,as adminis tered pursuant to Section12804or 12814,to verifsr that the
applicant has read and understandsthe table of blood alcohol concentrationpublished in the
Driver’s Handbookmade available pursuant m subdivision (b) of Section 1656. In order to
minimiz e costs,the questionsshall be initially included the earliest opportunity when the test is
otherwise revised or reprinted.
6) Include with each driver’s license or certificate of renewal and each vehicle registration
renewal mailed by the department, information which showswith reasonab
le certainty the
amount of alcohol consumpt
ion necessaryfor a personto reach a 0.10 percent blood alcohol
concentration by weight.
Anx!st WidIout wEilrant
40300.5 Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a peaceofficer may;without a warrant, arrest
a personwho is (1) involved in a traflic accident or (2) observedby the peaceoffic er in or about a
vehicle which is obstructing a roadway,when the officer has reasonab
le causeto believe that the
person had been driving vehicle under the influence of an alcoholic beverageand any drug.
Place OfArrest: Driving Under the kfluence
40300.6 Section 40300.5shall be liberally interpreted to further saferoadsand the control of
driving while under the influence of an alcoholic beverageor any drug in order to permit arrests
to be made pursuant to that section within a reasonab
le time &d distanceaway from the sceneof a
traffic accident.
The enactment of this section during the 19851986 Regular Session of the Legislature doesnot
constitute a changein, but is declaratory of, the existing law.
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Alcshd or Drugs Driver
23152 (a) It is unlawful for any person who is under the influence of an alcoholic beverage or any
drug, or under the combined influence of an alcoholic beverage and drug, to drive a vehicle.
(b) It is unlawful for any person who has 0.10 percent or more, by weight, of alcohol in his blood to
drive a vehicle. For purposes of this subdivision, percent, by weight, of alcohol shall be based on
grams of alcohol per 100 millimeters of blood. In any prosecution under this subdivision, it is a
rebuttable presumption that the person had 0.10 percent or more, by weight, of alcohol in his or her
blood at the time of driving the vehicle if the person had 0.10 percent or more, by weight, of alcohol
in his or her blood at the time of the performanceof a chemical test within three hours after the
driving.
(c) It is unlawfizl for any person who is addicted to the use of any drug to drive a vehicle. This
subdivision shall not apply to a person who is participating in a methadone maintenance
treatment program approved pursuant to Article 3 (commencingwith Section 43501of Chapter 1 of .
Part 1 of Division 4 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.
Alcohol or Drugs Causing Injury: Driver
21353. (a) It is unlawful for any person, while under the influence of an alcoholic beverage or any
drug, or under the combined influence of an alcoholic beverage and any drug, to drive a vehicle
and, when so driving, do any act forbidden by law or neglect any duty imposed by law in the
driving of the vehicle, which act or neglect proximately causesbodily injury to any person other
than the driver.
fb) It is unlawful for any person, while having 0.10 percent or more,
by weight, of alcohol in his
blood to drive a vehicle and, when so driving, do any act forbidden by law or neglect any duty
imposed by law in the driving of the vehicle, such act or neglect proximately causesbodily injury
to any person other then the driver.
For purposes of this subdivision, percent, by weight, of alcohol shall be based upon grams of alcohol
per 100 milliliters of blood.
In any prosecution under this subdivision, it is a rebuttable presumption that the person had 0.10
percent or more, by weight, of alcohol in his or her blood at the time of driving the vehicle if the
personhad 0.10 percent or more, by weight, of alcohol in his or her blood at the time of the
performance of a chemical test within three hours after the driving.
(c) In proving the person neglected any duty imposed by law in the driving of the vehicle, it is not
necessaryto prove that any specific section of this codewas violated.

21350. The Department of Transportation shall place and maintain, or causeto be placed and
maintained, with respect to highways under its jurisdiction, appropriate signs, signals and other
tr&c control devices as required hereunder, and may place and maintain, or causeto be placed
end maintained, such appropriate signs, signals or other trafiic control devices as may be
authorized hereunder, or as may be necessaryproperly to indicate and to. carry out the provisions of
this code,or to warn or guide traffic upon the highways. The Department of Transportation may,
with the consent of the local authorities, also place and maintain, or causeto be placed end
maintained, in or along city streets and county roads, appropriate signs, signals and other trafiic
control devices,or may perform, or causeto be performed, such other work on city streets and
county roads, as may be necessary or desirable to control, or direct trafi%, or to facilitate traffic
flow to or from or on state highways.

7hfiic and PC&L’

Regulation on State Higlrwnys

2l352. The Department of Transportation may erect stop signs at any entrance to any state
highway and whenever the department determines that it is necessaryfor the public safety and the
orderly and efficient use of the highways by the public, the department-may erect and maintain, or
cause to be erected and maintained, on any state highway any trafiic control signal or any official
traEic control device regulating or prohibiting the turning of vehicles upon the highway,
allocating or restricting the use of specifiedlanes or portions of the highway by moving vehicular
traEc, establishing crosswalks at or between intersections, or restricting use of the right-of-way
by the public for other than highway purposes.
Divided Highwnys
21651. (a) Whenever a highwayhas been divided into two or more roadways by means of
intermittent barriers or by means of a dividing section of not less than two feet in width, either
unpaved or delineated by curbs, double-parallel lines, or other markings on the roadway, it is
unlawful to do either of the following:
(1) To drive any vehicle over, upon or acrossthe dividing section.
(2) To make any let’& semicircular, or U-turn with the vehicle on the divided highway, except
through an opening in the barrier designatedand intended by public authorities for the use of
vehicles or through a plainly marked opening in the dividing section.
(b) It is unlawful to drive any vehicle upon a highway, except to the right of an intermittent barrier
or a dividing section which separatestwo or more opposinglanes of trafiic.
(4 A violation of subdivision (b) on a freeway is a misdemeanor.
OnRampExit

21664. It is unlawful for the driver of any vehicle to make an tit from or to leave any freeway
which has fiall control of accessand no crossings at grade upon any on-ramp providing entrance to
such fkeeway.

.'

U-TurninBusinessDistz+ct

I
22102 No persoa in a business district shall make a U-turn, except at an intersection or on a
divided highway where an opening has been provided in accordancewithsection 21651. This
turning movement shall be made as closeas practicable to the extreme left-hand edge of the lanes
moving in the driver’s direction of travel immediately prior to thk initiation of the turning
movement, when more than one lane in the direction of travel is present. .
TumingNearF5.& Stations
2WO4. No person shall make a U-turn in front of the driveway entrance or approachesto a fire
station. No person shall use the driveway entrance or approachesto a fire station for the purpose of
turning a vehicle so as to proceedin the oppositedirection.
Uaobstnzct4 View N eceswyfbrU-turn
22105. No person shall make a U-turn upon any highway where the driver of such vehicle doesnot
have an unobstructed view for 200 feet in both directions along the highway and of any trafFic
thereon.
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U-TinninResidenceDisbict
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22103. No person in a residence district shall make a U-turn when any other vehicle is
approachingfrom either direction within 200 feet, except at an intersection when the approaching
vehicle is controlled by an official traffic control device.
Driving When Privilege Suspended or Revoked
14601. (a) No person shall drive a motor vehicle at any time when that person’s driving privilege
is suspendedor revoked for reckless driving in violation of Section 23103 or 23104, and reason
listed in ( ) subdivision (a) license, negligent or incompetent operation of a motor vehicle as
prescribed in subdivision (e) of Section 12809, or negligent operation as prescribed in Section 12810,
and when the person so driving has knowledge of the suspensionor revocation. Knowledge shall
be presumedif notice has been given by the department to the person. The presumption established
by this subdivision is a presumption affecting the burden of proof.
DrivingwhenprivilegeSuspendedorRevokedforotherReasons
vehicle when his or her driving ptivilege is suspendedor
146011 (a) No person shall drive a motor
revoked for any reason other than those listed in Section 14601or 146012 and when the person so
driving has knowledge of the suspensionor revocation. Knowledge shall be presumed if notice
has been given by the department to the person. The presumption establishedby this subdivision is
a presumption affecting the burden of proof.
Driving When Privilege Suspended or Revoked for Driving Under f&e Iufiuence, With Excessive
BloodAlcoho~orwbellAddicted
146013 (a) No person shall drive a motor vehicle at any time when that person’s driving privilege
is suspendedor revoked for a conviction of a violation of Section 23152 or 23153, and when the
person so driving has knowledge of the suspension or revocation.
-bituaI

TraeEicOffender

14601.3 (a) It is unlawful for a person-whosedriving privilege has been suspendedor revoked to
accumulate a driving record history which results from driving during the period of suspension or
revocation, A person who violates this subdivision is designated a habitual trafIic offender.
For purposes of this section, a driving record history means any of the following, if the driving
occurred during any period of suspension or revocation which resulted from a conviction of an
offense or offensesof driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or both, or from negligent
driving:
(1) Two or more convictions within a 12-month period of an offense given a violation point count of
two pursuant to Section12810.
(2) Three or more convictions within a 1Zmonth period of an offense given a violation point count
of one pursuant to Section12810:
(3) Three or more accidents within a la-month period that are subject to the reporting requirements
of Section16000.
(4) Any combination of convictions or accidents, as specified in paragraphs (1) to (31,inclusive,
which results during any 12-month period in a violation point count of three or more
pursuant to Section12810.
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Appendix E
Pavement Lights Retrofit Diagrams
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